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Whump, whump, whump 
Skeena Cellulose tries new ways 
to muffle noisy whole log 
chipper\NEWS AIO 
Thank you, Jim 
Community band director Jim Ryan 
gives his last concert 
Saturday\COMMUNITY B3 
Registration down 
There are fewer young people 
signed up for hockey here than 
last year\SPORTS B5 
Wl 
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Work sought for local loggers 
By JEFF NAGEL 
WEST FRASER is looking for ways to 
let its contractors go logging ,text year 
even though very little new wood will be 
needed to feed the sawmill here. 
The company last month warned it 
would need to log only about 165,000 
cubic metres in 1999 in order for Skeena 
Sawmills to operate on a skeletal one- 
shift-only basis after a federal work- 
sharing program runs out in March. 
The result would be minimal or even 
no work for most of the company's log- 
ging contractors. 
West Fraser woods manager Scott 
Marleau says the firm has responded by 
exploring ways to export logs from some 
of its licence areas so loggers can con- 
tinue to work. 
Contractors steed to maintain cash flow 
to stay afloat and pay their overhead and 
machine costs, he noted. 
And West Fraser needs its contractors 
so it's positioned to resume full logging 
if and when depressed markets rebound. 
"They have good people they want to 
keep employed, and they have their own 
payments and overheads to maintain," 
Marleau said. "We feel that we have 
somewhat of an obligation, maybe not 
legally but morally, to do what we can." 
The company might pay contractors to 
log in certain areas and export the logs 
elsewhere. 
Or it could sell standing timber at ne- 
gotiated rates to contractors, who would 
in turn sell the wood on the open market. 
Marleau said a number of options are 
being examined, but no decisions have 
been made. 
"We haven't managed to do anything 
yet, but we're working on it," he said. 
"We can choose to not log. That's a 
very real option - -  it's what we're doing 
right now," he said. "Or we can say is 
there a mill out there on the coast or is 
there a market hat does requke logs, can 
we sell them our logs and then recover 
the costs of silviculture and road devel- 
opment." 
The company is permitted to 'export 
logs without limit from its Nass licence, 
but would have to seek ministry permis- 
sion if it wanted to export volumes from 
its other holdings to destinations outside 
the province. 
"You can argue those logs should-be 
going to this mill, but if you take that 
stance and the mill only requires one 
shift, then you keep people unemploy- 
ed,"  Marlean said. 
Aim-Wood Contracting controller 
Justin Rigsby said most contractors will 
be seeking other sources of work, but 
also welcome any options West Fraser 
puts forward. 
"We're looking at any way to try to 
keep working," Rigsby said. "We 
employ 40 people in logging for West 
Fraser and they had basically told us we 
won't work next year." 
"So the idea is to come up with some 
solution whereby we keep our guys 
working and try to generate a way that 
both parties can continue operating so to 
speak." 
Kalum Forest District manager Brian 
Downie is also interested in seeing any 
proposals along those lines. 
"Anything they can to do assist their 
contractors in keeping going is clearly 
positive for the district and the Terrace 
area," he said. 
Marleau said keeping loggers working 
also has a trickle-down effect in that it 
also helps keep other employees work- 
ing. 
"There are all these other jobs affected 
by the sawmill not requiring logs," he 
noted. " I f  we don't harvest his year we 
don't plant trees next year." 
"But if you manage to do a little bit 
more logging, you keep silviculture jobs, 
you keep plamfing jobs." 
At the same time the company is con- 
templating exporting more logs, it's also 
importing them. 
Marleau said West Fraser has just pur- 
chased a barge full of logs from Van- 
couver Island because they were cheaper 
than logging in this area. 
"These days you have to be creative in 
how you make ends meet," he said. 
Get off the fence, 
Gosnell tells locals 
[] The Forgotten War 
DEL HOLTOM holds row of decorations earned 
for his service during the Second World War. Sec- 
ond in from the left is the Burma Star, which was 
awarded to those who served in Southeast Asia. 
He was a nosegunner in a B-24 and the mission 
i 
Surgeons frustrated over money 
was to bomb Japanese-held territory in Burma, 
Malaya and other countries. The war in that part 
of the wodd was known as the Forgotten War be- 
cause it didn't get a lot of attention. For more on 
Holtom, please turn to Page B1. 
JOE GOSNELL challenged 
Terrace business and politi- 
cal leaders to "get off the 
fence" and decide whether 
or not they support the 
Nisga'a treaty. 
"We're goiilg t0 lice side: 
by side with you folks 
here," the Nisga'a Tribal 
Council president told a 
select group of local city 
councillors and business ex- 
ecutives at a luncheon here 
Thursday. "It 's time to get 
off the fence and make a de- 
cision." 
"You're going to be for 
the treaty or you're going to 
be opposed," he added. 
Gosnell said the Nisga'a 
have made tremendous con- 
cessions in negotiating the 
treaty and highlighted the 
Nisga'a promise of allowing 
rcasonable recreational ac- 
cess, including hunting and 
fishing by non-natives, in 
their territory. 
"The general public will 
have access and I dare any 
other property owner to fol- 
low in our footstpeps and al- 
low hunting and fishing on 
private property," he said. 
Asked what the main 
benefits to his people would 
be, Gosnell cited the poten- 
tial for individual Nisga'a to 
get title and ownership of 
their own homes once the 
Indian Act is removed. 
"Queen Elizabeth owns 
the land on which my house 
stands today," Gosnell said. 
"She holds it in trust for my 
benefit. And so it is will all 
other reserves across Cana- 
da." 
"That's not the way you 
folks live. And we don't 
want to live that way ei- 
ther." 
Nisga'a spokesman Nel- 
son Lecson said he's very 
optimistic, but no one 
should think the problems of 
"You're going to 
be for the treaty or 
you're going to be 
opposed." 
tinuing if not improving in 
the years ahead," he said. 
"Business people, I 'd like 
to hear your views. Stand up 
and be heard." 
Gosnell said the Nisga'a 
simply want what every- 
Joe Gosnell body else has. 
decades will instantly cease " I  envy you people here. I
once the treaty takes effect, look out the window and I 
" It 's  not a quick fix," he see a major highway, black- 
said. top," said Gosnell. 
Speaking later, Gosnell "We're in the rainy Sea- 
said he's appreciative of the son now, we walk around in 
stand taken for the treaty by mud." 
Terrace's mayor and some "We envy what we see 
councillors, around us. We want to be at 
But he said he's interested the same level, nothing 
in seeing Terrace businesses more, nothing less," Gos- 
who he called benefi- nell continued. 
ciaries of the treaty as well, He said there will be op- 
also taking a stand, per,unities for joint ventures 
"We do business with the using resources that will go 
business community here to the Nisgs'a when the 
and I see that business con- treaty comes into effect. 
Openness rules 
subject of forum 
THE RULES for openness open debate and will include 
and accountability of city oral presentations from the 
councils and regional dis- public and round table dis- 
triers are being revamped cussions. 
and locals get their say at an " I  want to hear from the 
open house here Nov. 26. public on local government 
' Municipal affairs minister accountability," Kwan said. 
Jenny Kwan will host the "As municipalities and 
meeting in Terrace D one regional districts gain more 
of five in regions across the autonomy, it is my responsi- 
province - -  in preparation bility to ensure that open- 
for now lcgislation to be in- ness and transpareacy are 
troduccd next spring, preserved at the local 
On the table will be issues level." 
such as conflict-of-interest, The accountability consul- 
in-camera meetings and tations are part of a three- 
election financing, year plan to overhaul the 
The format is to encourage Municipal Act. 
Pacemaker installation StOl3 possible 
LOCAl.. SURGEONS want to stop doing procedure and the general surgeons are $220,000 was purchased, lead to greater efficiencies and reduced "We have asked for more information 
pacemaker installations at Mills 
Memorial Hospital and divert the money 
that would have been spent on operating 
room time to doing hcmla repairs using 
stew equipment purchased last year. 
In a report to the Terrace and Area 
Community Health Council, surgeon Dr, 
Jim Dunfield, who is also the chief of 
medical staff at Mills, said he and anoth- 
becoming increasingly frustrated about 
this," said Dunfield in his report. 
"To free up some funding for this I am 
most likely going to be cancelling the 
pacemaker service we provide to the Pa- 
cific Northwest." 
Dunflcld acknowledged that this would 
mean having pacemaker patients go else- 
where for the service, 
The suggestion then was that the new 
equipment, in which probes are inserted 
into a patient for examination and 
surgery, would save money, time and 
patient discomfort when compared to 
traditional surgery. 
In the case of hernia repairs, the proce- 
dure is called laparoscopy and uses the 
endoscopy equipment. 
ersurgcon took acourse in hernia repair The pacemaker cancellation option But the hospital's operating room 
using the new equipment last year but  would seem to continue a controversy budget went into the red despite the 
haven't been able to earry any out. ithat began last year when specialized premise that the new equipment would 
"We have been unable to fend'thiS endoscopy equipment worth more than 
A. / t 
expenditures. 
And that lead to suggestions surgeons 
and the health council were at odds 
about allocation of operating room time 
and money. 
Dunfield did acknowledge in his report 
that there remains a problem in balanc- 
ing the operating room budget. 
Terrace Community Health Council 
chair Larisa Tarwick said the council has 
not yet made a decision on Dunfleld's 
proposal, 
on this issue," she said. 
Tarwick did say that only one of the 
hospital's two operating rooms is in use 
when the endoscopy operating suite is 
occupied. 
"So we have not expanded the service. 
The plan is to be more efficient and in 
this case, that means more day surgery 
and this is happening," Tarwick said. 
"Our goal is to provide a service to our 
patients and we will keep doing that," 
she added. 
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Smithers hears 
Reform leader 
By Ethan Minovltz 
Special to the Standard 
FIRING ONE BARREL at 
Premier Glen Clark's NDP, 
the other at Gordon Camp- 
bell's Liberals and saving 
some au l lno  fo r  Ottawa, 
Reform party of B.C. presi- 
dent Bi l l  Vander Zalm 
stumped the Bulkley Valley 
last week and spread his 
Vander Zalm says B.C. 
should consider giving each 
of its aboriginal persons 
$100,000 or $250,000 over 
12 or 15 years, and dividing 
reservation lands among 
their residents, 
Videos about the history 
of the treaty don't belong in 
schools, he added. 
"What business does the 
message of "economic rev' goVeniment have in investi- 
olution" before an apprecia- 
tive Smithcrs audience. 
A "fantastic turnout" of 
210 people at Hudson Bay 
Lodge heard plans by the 
former Social Credit 
p remier -  now Reform 
B.C.'s de facto leader ~ to 
restore the province's eco- 
nomic health by slashing 
regulations and cutting 
bureaucracy. 
Weapons in Reform 
B.C.'s "economic revolu- 
tiou" include abolishing the 
mininmm wage for minors, 
exenlpting them from in- 
come tax and repealing the 
Forest Practices Code and 
Forest Renewal Act, he told 
a largely male, middle-aged 
crowd Nov. 4. 
"What we're really 
giving them is a 
little bit of the 
Soviet Union." 
The Reform president 
doesn't view Campbell as 
an effective alternative to 
the NDP, saying at least 
two-thirds of the Liberal 
caucus is pretty left and 
won't endorse tough 
measures. 
He said a Reform govern- 
ment would introduce 
referendums on such major 
issues as the Nisga'a treaty. 
While Victoria claims the 
treaty will cost $300 mil- 
lion, the bill could reach 
more than $500 million, he 
suggested. 
He said the treaty expands 
th, e ,Te..se~e syst¢l,,, ,which 
offers..natives ,no incentive 
tq improve their lot. "What 
we're really giving them is a 
little bit of the Soviet 
Union," said Vander Zalm. 
He predicts the Nisga'a 
treaty will engender 50 to 
60 similar negotiations. • 
ng your money in some pro- 
gram that will end up totally 
political.'?" he said to ap- 
plause. 
Meanwhile, he corn- 
of plained that instead being 
taught good economic man- 
agemeut, students are learn- 
ing "all about sex.., and 
they must know for sure 
about alternate sex life- 
styles." . I.,, 
Questionco ,,~ an  
audience member, Vander 
Zalm won plaudits when he 
suggested B'C. may have to 
invoke the Constitution's 
notwithstanding clause to 
avoid Bill C-68, which ex- 
pands gun registration. 
He dislikes the govern- 
ment bailout of Skeena Cel- 
lulose and doesn't favour 
grants and subsidies for 
business, which "has to op- 
erate on its own." 
Concerned about con- 
centration of control over 
resources, he said former 
U.S. president George Bush 
"wants world government, 
one-world order. It's going 
to get worse, and we better 
just.., stand up to it." 
The Reform president also 
wants the electoral system 
changed to transferable bal- 
loting, in which voters could 
mark the names of candi- 
dates in order of preference. 
Votes would be transferred 
during successive counts 
until one candidate won an 
absolute majority. 
The system was intro- 
duced in B.C., but abandon- 
ed shortly after it resulted in 
the election of Social Credit 
in 1952. 
., While repeating his offer, 
t6 '  form 'an '  ideetiod" pat~t ~
with the.'Liber~ls;,he dged 
when asked if he'd urge a 
third-place Reformer to 
drop out in Bulkley Valley- 
Stikine during a provincial 
election, saying such a pros- 
pect is premature. 
- ce to stop ' en 
n il trespassers 
THE CITY plans to talk to CN Rail about building a 100- 
metre fence next month to stop people who risk their lives 
and jump the railway tracks instead of crossing at the 
Sande Overpass. . . . .  
Several councillors agreed building the fence wquld be a 
cheap quick solution instead o f  building an overpass at 
Kalum St. The cost of building an overpass across five 
railway tracks would be about $1 million because itwould 
need to meet specific CN Rail and Transport Canada 
guidelines aid David Trawin, city planner. 
He also said a tunnel, allowing pedestrians to pass under 
the tracks, might be unsafe and cause drainage problems. 
Though councillor David Hull said $1 million might not 
be insurmountable, councillor Olga Power said tite city 
should concentrate instead on restricting trespassers from 
crossing by building a fence near the heaviest volume of 
pedestrian traffic. 
"Those trains start up with no warning," she said. 
"People are taking their lives into their hands every thne 
they do it"' 
Paper shuts down 
ONE OF Prince Rupert's two newspapers i  closing down 
in early January. 
Prince Rupert This Week, owned by Sterling Newspa- 
pers which is part of media baron Conrad Black's hold- 
ings, wasn't making any money and had recently been 
uuio~dzed, company officials said last week. 
Five full-time and two part-time mployees are affected 
by the announcement made Nov. 5. It was distributed on 
Sundays, covering Prince Rupert, Port Edward, coastal vil- 
lages and the Queen Charlotte Islands. 
The surviving newspaper in the coastal city is the Prince 




BC Hydro would like to advise the public of a planned 
power outage on 
Thursday, 12 November 
from 8:00am to l:00pm 
effecting lhe East side of Lakelse Lake. 
This outage is necessary to perform system maintenance. 
BC Hydro apologizes for any inconvenience the outage 
may cause. 
TSIMSHIAN 
TREATY NEGOTIAT IONS 
OPEN SESS ION 
Tuesday, November 17, 1998- 11 a.m. to 4 p.m. 
~' Wednesday; November 18, 1998 - 9.a:m. to5 p.m. : 
" ';";' rT~iiffsfi J~ih'~Ti'il~al ' c6'hfi'dJ: IBOardroom 
737-1st Ave. West 
Prince Rupert, B .C .  
Agenda items include: Governance; Fish; Eligibility 
& Enrolment; and Procedural Issues ' 
For more information, contact: 
Tsimshian Tribal Council (250) 627-8782 
Federal Treaty Negotiation Office 1-800-665-9320 
Province of B.C. - George McRae (250) 387-5369 
'" BI~JTSH Canada COLUMB , 
http://www.aaf.gov.bc.ca./aaf/ 
the time has arrived... 
The deadline for advertising in the 
Yellow Pages" section of the 
KitimatlTerrace Area Directory 
isnow. 
If you've expanded your business, taken on new 
product lines or made other ir~ I~rovements, now's the 
time to make sure your B(3 TEL Yellow Pages'" 
advertising Is up to date. 
Consider the facts. There are over 19 million 
references to the BO TEL Yellow Pages'" directory by 
consumers every rfionth. 
Double check that your businesses are adequately 
represented so your customers can find you easily. 
Remember, time is running out, Call Domtnlo~ 
Directory Information Services at 1-800-268-8680. 
ONLY YOUR GOODwRENCH DEALER DELIVERS A PACKAGE LIKE THIS 
r • - I  BCT, EL Yellow Pages" .The Ultimate Source. 
David Trawin 
I 
James W. Radelet I 
RADELEr & COMPANY BorrJs.rs & Sol~c,o. 
Tax Law • Trusts * Corporate & Commercial 
1330 - 1075 West Georgia ~lmet, Vancouver, B.C. V6E 3C9 
Phone: 604:689-0878 .... Fax: 604-689-1386 ', 
~ [  Box 22, 
IMPROVING Terrace, B.C. Major Credit Cards 
YOUR V8G 4A2 Accepted 
ODDS 
AGAINST Anne Evans Your donation is 
CANADA'S 638-1966 tax deductible / 
#1 KILLER 
Your In Memoriam gift is a lasting tribute. Please send 
your donation to the address above, along with the name 
and address and the name and address of the next-of- 




Will be in 
Saturday, Nov. 14 
at i ¸  
Coast Inn of the West 
West Banquet Room 
@ 
THING5 ARE DIFFERENT ON A HARLEY, ~ 
ll:l:la,'=,r:/',,~,l:qlIB @ 
1-800-410-5473 
t - 4320 H ighway 16, Smithers  
%. 
.?:./i-:i~';~i 
"When it comes 




love cars. And that's why, at your Goodwrench 
ealer0 there's no such thing as a quick fix. Every 
job comes with the comfort offered by our 
guaranteed inspection times and quotes and 
:iiiiiiiii:~i::: the expertise of our factory-trained .:......,,... 
~iiiii~i~iii:: technicians using only approved tools 
and genuine GM parts. That makes 
for a package of fall services you :.: .: 
~ i wontt f~nd anywhere else. 
That's Goodwrench Service. 
FA,, SERVlC:E PACt, AGE s4995 
Includes: Lube, Oil & Filter Service, 50 Point Inspection • Tire Rotation ~ ~_, ,u,~,ml~- k I~,,. , . . , J ' , . .A 
' l~ l lV l1~l l  ICJI I • Cooling Fluid Test • Battery Test ° Free 4L Jug Of Optikleen Washer Fluid 
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Citizens plan to trash Clark News In Brief 
organizers 
want to unite 
the free enter- 
STEVE COOK, member of the Northwest Coalition of Dissatisfied Citizens, helps organize a rally here Nov. 19 
at the R.E.M. Lee Theatre to protest against the provincial government's practices. 
prise vote. 
"We challenged him to responsible for the Asian 
write out a guarantee that he Flu but he is responsible for 
would form the next govern- years of deficits, debt and 
ment and he couldn't," said .~tax structures which hurt 
Cook of the session with. businesses," Cook con- 
Campbell. tinued. 
He noted that the first "The only way we can at- 
organizing meeting of the tack the debt is to provide 
coalition three weeks ago jobs. We can't tax the 
drew 50 people with just a people who are now work- 
ing. They can't afford the 
• highest ax structure in Can- 
ada." 
As for local issues, Cook 
:said the NDP may'have 
! done the only thing it could, 
:be rescuing Skee,xa Cel- 
lulose. 
"But the real issfie there is 
what are we doing owning a 
"mil l?" 
Cook said the coalition, 
few phone calls whereas 
Campbell drew 90 people to 
a dinner here. 
"This is a time to set aside 
differe,ces. We arc scared 
and we are afraid for the fu- 
ture of our families, of our 
communities and of B.C. as 
a whole," said Cook. 
"We're looking at another 
two years of this govern- 
ment, at the maximum and, 
ORGANIZERS OF a mas- 
sive rally here in opposition 
tO provincial government 
policies will set up speakers 
and video screens outside of 
the R.E.M. Lee Theatre in 
expectation of an overflow 
crowd. 
.iThe theatre holds 700, 
people but more are 
anticipated from around the 
region at the Nov. 19 event, 
says Steve Cook of the 
Northwest Coalition of Dis- 
satisfied Citizens. 
:"This is a wake up call to 
the political parties of free 
enterprise," said Cook of 
the rally. 
i"This is not so much 
against the NDP but it is 
against the Glen Clark 
government and the policies 
h e's brought in." 
'A similar rally in Prince 
George in September drew 
2,500 people and a third ral- 
ly is planned for Surrey the 
week after the one here. 
~Cook said the rallies drive 
i~ome a message to leaders 
of free enterprise parties that 
~ntinuing to be fragmented 
will result in another NDP 
election win. 
i."We're at the mid-term 
(of the Clark government) 
and still nothing has been 
done about the problem. 
Things are worse, not better. 
There is still all this frag- 
nientation," he added. 
"Nobody has yet to find 
the glue to bring the free en- 
terprise vote together and 
that's what we're saying." 
'.Cook and other members 
o~" the northwest coalition 
took that message to a 
breakfast meeting here two 
weeks ago with provincial if they win again, another has received financial and 
Liberal leader Gordon five years. That would mean :i other support from nearly 
Campbell. another seven possible years'  everybody it has contacted. 
'."He said all the things a,,a,ndiwg..c, an't~af.f0r, d:ih,'., :, :i~..; ~ AJ~d, alth°ng h, the Tally: is 
partisan pOlitiCian wouid : Cook' :~aid the prdvin'ce ,taking.place in ,Terrace in 
s~y. Our point is that this is has suffered from unem- ' the Ske6na.Cbiistituency, the,. 
not about partisan politics, ployment and debt that has coalition has made contacts 
This is about uniting the placed it way behind other with the neighbouringNorth 
free enterprise vote,' I said provinces. Coast and Bulkley Valley- 
Cook. "Glen Clark may not be Stikine constituencies. 
Neid Enterprises 
Speaking at the rally will in Burns Lake and is 
be David Bond, an regarded as a supporter of 
economist and newspaper the Progressive Democratic 
columnist, and Gordon Gib- Alliance. 
son, a former leader of the The rally begins at 7 p.m. 
provincial Liberal party'and ' at the R.E.M. Lee and doors 
political commentator. 
Also coming is Jackie Pe- 
ment, a former northwestern 
NDP cabinet minister in the 
Harcourt government. 
A critic of current govern- 
ment policies, she now lives 
open at 7 p.m. 
Cook expects a public re- 
latious bonus because 
BCTV is here that week 
doing its Newshour telecast 
in Terrace Nov. 18 and in 




in the Skeena Mall 
November 12, 13 & 14 
driver's licence 
BEGINNING THIS month, parents who refuse to pay 
child support in full or on time may find they are unable to 
renew their drivers' licencea. 
Attorney General Ujjal Dosanjh said before a driver's 
licence is withheld, the parent will be warned and given 
the chance to pay the arrears in full or make arrangements 
to pay over time in addition to making regular maintenance 
payments. 
Dosanjh said with this new payment strategy, the minis- 
New 1999 Line-up 
Get Your ~ '~ l~"  Before 
The Offer Expires 
Hill returned as prez 
ROBERT HILL was returned as president of the Tsim- 
shian Tribal Council at its annual convention last week 
in Prince Rupert. 
His was a second ballot victory, defeating Debbie 
Jeffery, also of Prince Rupert. Kitselas chief Mel 
Bevan was also in the running but since he placed third 
on the first ballot, he was forced to drop out. 
Hill's margin of victory on the second ballot was by 
50 votes. 
The Tsimshian continue to work on land claims ne- 
gotiations with the federal and provincial governments 
toward an agreement in principle which will then form 
the substance of a final treaty. 
Lights out 
THERE'S GOING to be a planned power outage af- 
fecting the east side of Lakelse Lake Nov. 12. 
B.C. Hydr6 says the cut in power is necessary to per- 
form system maintenance. And the crown corporation 
says the outage is scheduled to last from g a.m. to 1 
p.m. 
Premier to visit 
PREMIER GLEN Clark is making a quick trip through 
the northwest next week to talk about the Nisga'a 
treaty. 
He'll start in Prince Rupert Nov. 12, proceed to 
Prince George where he'll spend the night and then 
come to Terrace Nov. 13 before returning south. 
There won't be any public appearances, but Clark has 
scheduled a number of interviews with media outlets 
and will appear on an open-line show here Nov. 13. 
And it looks like it'll be a full week of provincial 
government officials explaining the Nisga'a treaty. 
Aboriginal affairs deputy minister, the lead provincial 
negotiator for the treaty, is the guest speaker at a Ter- 
race and District Chamber of Commerce luncheon 
Nov. 12. More information is available by calling the 
chamber office at 635-2063. 
BCTV here Nov. 18 
BCTV HAS scheduled Nov. 18 as the date for its New- 
shour telecast from Terrace as part of a week-long 
swing through the northwest. 
Anchors Tony Parsons and Pamela Martin along with 
weatherman Wayne Cox and sports anchor Squire 
Barnes will be at Heritage Park, weather permitting. I f
it's raining, the telecast will shiR to the R.E.M. Lee 
Theatre. 
The Newshour will be in Smithers Nov. 16, Hazeiton 
Nov. 17, Kitimat Nov. 19 and Prince Rupert Nov. 20. 
The program's northwest swing continues a practice 
of taking the show on the road to various regions of the 
province. 
Residents are invited to go to Heritage Park or the 
1LE.M. Lee Theatre, as the case may be, to watch the 
telecast that ~.v, ening. 
try's family maintenance nforcement program will be 
able to get overdue payments o children faster. 
TERRACE FURNITURE MART 
@ 
Large selection of sofas 
TO ~ @ %  OFF 
3 PCE SOFA SET 
~i !i~i ~iii!:.:: i i i  i 
¢,CE.EOROOm SU" S t 
"ow $ :3 4 
REG. $830 









SATELLITE DISH & A 2 HEAD VCR 26" STEREO T.V. 
RECEIVER ~ REG. 260 REG. $610 
399 ~ NOW ONLY ,~ m d ,l~ 
100 re~ ~ $ ~ i l~  NOW ~ ¢r'~'J y 
after ebate 
HEAVY DUTY WASHER ~::~:::.~:;~i::~!~:~:~!~:"::  30" STOVE i iliiii Zi   ii! i!~:i!l!ii I 
REG. $750 & DRYER ~ ~  e ~ aO 
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Juggling act 
THE FORCES for the next battle facing Terrace 
are quietly gathering. It concerns future commer- 
cial and shopping development and as has been 
the case elsewhere, it will be hard fought. 
At the core is the survival of the downtown 
shopping area. A decade ago Lakelse Ave. and 
crossing streets were the heart of the city's shop- 
ping. That began to change in the late 1980s with 
more and more development along the highway. 
This reached a pinnacle last year with the open- 
ing of the Real Canadian Wholesale Club on the 
eastern approach to the city and Canadian Tire 
on the western approach. Both solidified Terrace 
as the northwest 'sregional shopping centre. 
But now council is grappling with the concept 
of a developer wanting to build a strip mall 
somewhere near Canadian Tire. A strip mall 
means maller businesses, the kind which make a 
downtown healthy. Yet the prospect of a high- 
way development offering a home to small busi- 
ness leads to the very serious issue of keeping 
the downtown thriving. 
Terrace has a reputation of welcoming 
businesses. But as the city grows this will entail 
a juggling act of conflicting interests. The ques- 
tion for council is how many hands will be jug- 
gling howmany balls in the air while keeping an 
eye on the goal of providing adequate services 
for residents and continuing the development of
Terrace as a regional service centre. 
True disaster 
CONSIDER THE impact of an illness in which 
two per cent of the northwest's population will 
die each year for the foreseeable future. Within a 
decade, 10 of every 100 school ,desks would be 
empty and 10 of every 100 employees at each 
and every business would be gone. 
That's the grim statistic related in a newspaper 
article last week by noted international com- 
mentator Gwynne Dyer. The illness is AIDS and 
it's sweeping through black Africa, the continent 
in which scientists uspect that it originated. 
Using various United Nations reports, Dyer 
points to Zimbabwe as an example. In one 
region, a full two-thirds of women of child- 
bearing age have AIDS and will die, along with 
their children, in the next 10 years. 
Dyer says the result of the relentless march of 
AIDS deaths will be a steep population decrease. 
By the year 2010 the African population will be 
71 million people fewer than would be the case 
without AIDS. 
The reality is that desperate Africa doesn't reg- 
ister on any international scale because it is not a 
major political or economic player. There would 
be a far higher hue and cry if this was happening 
in North America or in Europe. And while devel- 
oped countries can afford the tremendously ex- 
pensive drugs which are cutting death rates from 
AIDS, Africans are too poor to afford them and 
so will die in tragically high numbers. 
Now place this against he various economic, 
social and political challenges facing B.C. and 
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Lest we forget these two days 
VICTORIA - This column 
is dedicated to the victims of the 
Holocaust and the men and 
women who gave their lives to 
end the nightmare that gave rise 
to history's most horrible geno- 
cide - the Third Reich. 
Two dates in November 
remind us of this, Europe's dark- 
est decade. November 9 marks 
the 60th anniversary of the 
Kristallnacht, he Night of bro- 
ken Glass. On that day, in 1938, 
the first carefully planned and 
meticulously executed attack on 
Germany's Jews took place. 
In the early morning hours, 
throughout Germany, storm 
troopers, aided by SS and Hitler 
Youth destroyed the homes of 
Jews, throwing their belongings 
out the windows into the street. 
When the campaign of terror 
ended, tens of thousands of 
homes had been trashed, 7,500 
Jewish businesses destroyed, 
267 synagogues burned, 177 of 
them totally destroyed, and 91 
Jews killed. 
An estimated 25,000 Jews 
were rounded up and sent to con- 
centration camps. These were 
not yet the death camps of future 
years, but Jews taken to the early 
camps were routinely subjected 
to brutality. Some were beaten to 
| I ; (o]  LTJ I l : 1:1[~.'1"-] I f - l I  
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death. Thus began the slide into 
unimaginable barbarity of a 
civilized nation. 
And lest someone brain- 
washed by the propaganda of 
nuns a few blocks away. When 
mother and I emerged onto the 
street, it was littered knee-deep 
with everything from kitchen 
utensils to couches, to book- 
shelves and even pianos. 
My mother, a gentle and in 
many ways naive woman, was 
unable to explain to me what was 
going on. Nor could she tell me 
why people, including some 
neighbours of ours, were being 
herded, al gunpoint, toward the 
nearby railway station. The 
sight, however, has stayed with 
me to this very day. 
It was to take years before I 
understood the horror of what 
began in earnest hat night, the 
can also fully appreciate 
Remembrance Day, observed 
two days later. The soldiers who 
lost their lives in the fight against 
fascist Hitler Germany were also 
the ones who brought an end to 
the systematic destruction of a 
race. 
That is not to treat with dis- 
dain the common German sol- 
dier. He did what soldiers have 
always been told to do - fight. 
My brother was drafted at the 
age of 15 and sent to the Russian 
front. 
On Remembrance Day, I 
would like to think we honour 
the men and women who gave 
their lives not so much in the 
Holocaust deniers question the Kristallnacht. Nazi propaganda fight against he German army 
veracit);"of tti~ ~i(:count~i~t'/n~., andthe absence of truth made but against the evil of Nazi 
. . . .  :~ure thai]h~ mind~'0fGei:hl'~n),;s" ....... 0"eri1{aii'y. .. .................................. state that I speak with:s0me 
children and youth would remain I believe it is important that authority on the matter. 1 was 
there. 
That fateful morning, I 
awoke to the clamor of voices 
barking orders and heavy boots 
in the stairwell of the building 
where we lived. It was a five-sto- 
rey tenement with about 20 
suites, the kind that made up 
most of Germany's cities, 
including Duesseldorf. 
Mother hastily dressed me 
for kindergarten, operated by 
bent and twisted to the bitter end. 
It was one of nay teachers, 
Ernst Fiebig, who introduced me 
to the concept of democracy. It
blew my mind. That was imme- 
diately after the war. Fiebig had 
been a Social Democrat and 
spend years in concentration 
camps himself. He was one of 
the few to survive. 
It is because of the horror 
that began November 9, 1938, I
both days be never forgotten. 
Observing the anniversary of 
Kristallnacht reminds us never to 
take for granted the freedom we 
have. And Remembrance Day 
reinforces that feeling by 
reminding us that others gave 
their lives, so we can live in free- 
dom and peace. 
Beyer can be reached at: Tel: 
(250) 920-9.300; Fax: (250) 356- 
9597; E-maih ubert@coolcom.com 
(Danada, what a weird place 
THE NOVEMBER 3 
Vancouver Province was one 
'Whoa! What's this headline?' 
after another until I wonder what 
Canada is coming to. 
On Page 8, Surrey Mounties 
sat on a wedding album someone 
had turned in after finding it in a 
Surrey park ... in March. The 
album was due to be destroyed 
unless claimed. Then an enter- 
prising member tipped the 
media. 
Radio featured the album. 
The Province and Burv  showed 
samples of its 300 photos. 
Days later the rightful own- 
ers retrieved it. It had been 
thrown out of the couple's van 
when joyriders tole the newly- 
weds' van from their Cloverdale 
driveway and trashed the vehicle. 
So why did the Mounties 
stay mum for seven months? 
On Page 12, a headline: 
'MDs turn to Amway for finan- 
: p i 
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cial health.' Seems ome Ottawa 
doctors are peddling everything 
from cosmetics to cookware to 
supplement their incomes. In 
fact, Family Practice medical 
magazine rates Oltawa "Doctor 
Amway Capitol of Canada." 
Amway confirms more pro- 
fessionals - doctors, lawyers -
are joining their ranks, where 
Emerald dealers earn $150,000 
to $500,000 or more annually. 
Ontario doctors claim 
they're being paid the same rates 
they received in 1989, making it 
impossible for them to save 
enough to have any sort of 
retirement. 
That story would be tough to 
swallow if I hadn't just read in 
Mordecai Richler's latest book, 
Belling the Cat, that Gordie 
Howe distributes Amway prod- 
ucts from his Hartford, 
Connecticut home. 
Cartons of health-care items, 
cosmetics, jeweller),, and garden- 
ing materials tacked in Gordie's 
garage make it "look like the 
back room of a prairie general 
store. And a large Amway flow 
chart hanging from a stand omi- 
nates Gordie's suburban living 
room." 
Page 15 headline 'You can 
steal and still be a refugee: 
Court'. A federal court has ruled 
a family of Polish gypsies who 
steal for a living can still make a 
refugee claim in Canada because 
their crimes are petty, not seri- 
ous, extraditable ones. 
Are these gypsies ashamed 
of their actions? Nope. They sa~, 
stealing is in their blood and w@ 
taught o them as children. All, 
yes. ,, 
Page 18 "3-D Ultrasound t9 
Detail Baby's Face'. Advances ifi 
ultrasound scanning technique's 
will soon provide pregnan~t 
women with very clear picture i 
of their unborn children, includ~- 
ing exactly what a baby's fac~ 
i 
will look like. Poor baby, 
To top these headlines, Page 
B8 "You can be pregnant and 
stylish as well'. The elegani 
model shows off a pea coat $900; 
pants $355, and turtleneck $295!. 
Doesn't everyone? 
She's either an Emerald 
Amway dealer or a light-fingered 
gypsy. 
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BEN DANIELS cast a ballot for the very first time 
in the Nisga'a treaty referendum over the 
weekend. The Caledonia student turned 18 on Fri- 
day, just in time to be eligible for the vote. 
His first vote 
BEN DANIELS turned 18 on Nov. 6 - -  the age to be 
eligible to vote ~ and his first ballot cast was in the 
historic Nisga'a treaty referendum. 
His family is originally from Greenville, but now 
lives in Terrace, so Danieis cast his ballot at the 
Nisga'a Tribal Council office in the St. Matthew 
Centre on Lakelse Ave. 
And he doesn't mind telling anyone that he voted 
'yes.' " I  agree with most of it I guess," Danlels said of 
the treaty. "Moneywise, I don't think it's enough. But 
everything else ~ getting control of our lands 
makes up for it." 
He's optimistic the treaty will mean opportunities for 
himself and other young people down the road if it's 
ratified. 
,'I hope that everyone can be equal, that everyone 
can have the same thing," he said. 
A Grade 12 student at Caledonia, Ben's applying to 
several southern B.C. colleges for next year. His goal: 
a degree in business administration. 
" I  actually want to own my own business," Daniels 
says. " I 'd  rather work for myself than anyone lse." 
About 130 Nisga'a residents in Terrace enrolled in 
advance to vote in the referendum. Organizers said 




I find that Mr. Vander Zalm's Oct. 21st comments to 
The Terrace Standard about the Nisga'a ratification 
process demonstrate he is suffering from an acute bout 
of historical, political and legal amnesia. Allow me to 
jog his memory. 
It was August of 1990 when Mr. Vander Zalm and 
his Social Credit Government announced a new land 
claims policy for our province. Mr. Vander Zalm and 
his govermnent recognized the urgeney for B.C. to be- 
come active participants in the treaty process, and by 
October of that year the province was sitting at the 
Nisga'a negotiating table. 
When the province entered into negotiations, all ele- 
ments, including the ratification process, were studied 
and amended to the satisfaction of Mr. Vander Zalm's 
goverument. 
This revised mandate made no mention of a provin- 
cial referendmn and all parties continued negotiating 
based upon this agreement. 
That is why I find it odd that Mr. Vander Zalm has 
waited until now to raise the issue of referendum. He 
knows that changing the rules after an agreement has 
been reached would result in the government being ac- 
cused of bargaining in bad faith and the collapse of the 
treaty process. 
The best way to avoid the "division, bigger walls and 
future disputes" Mr. Vander Zalm is concerned about 
is by ratifying the treaty. Not by changing the rules and 
sending the process back to square one. 
I found it ironic for Mr. Vander Zalm to trumpet the 
agreement his government reached with the Sechelt 
band as a better deal than the Nisga'a treaty. Under that 
arrangement the Sechelt band have not released their 
aboriginal rights over the land base, can tax non-band 
members without representation a d do not pay taxes. 
There is no representation for non-Sechelt residents in 
Scchelt political institutions. 
The Nisga'a treaty ends the reserve system for the 
Nisga'a and enables them to become equal citizens in 
our province. Under the treaty, Nisga'a citizens are 
subject o the same taxes and laws as every other Brit- 
ish Columbian, the Nisga'a can only tax Nisga'a 
citizens, non-Nisga'a citizens can appeal Nisga'a 
government decisions, and non-Nisga'a pay their prop- 
erty taxes to the provincial government. 
It's time to resolve land claims in B.C. and end the 
economic uncertainty that is costing our province bil- 
lions in lost investment and the jobs that come with it. 
Dale Lovick, 
Minister of A boriginal Affairs, 
Victoria, B.C. 
There's more 
TIIE COLUMNS on this page by Glen Clark and Gor- 
don Campbell mark the beginning of a four-week ex- 
ploration of the Nisga'a treaty and land claims by the 
province's political eaders. 
There'il be two more columns each from Mr. Clark 
and Mr. Campbdi and a column each from Reform 
B,C. president Bill Vander/,aim and Progressive Dem- 
ocratic All lance leader Gordon Wilson. 
Nisga'a deal fair, honourable 
By GLEN CLARK 
BRITISH COLUMBIANS 
have told me repeatedly that 
they want our province to 
get on with the business of 
resolving native land claims. 
In my view, there are three 
critical reasons why we 
must do so. 
First, because too many 
aboriginal people in B.C. 
live in what can only be de- 
scribed as Third World eon- 
ditions.'Second, because the 
courts have established that 
aboriginal people have legit- 
imate claims that we must 
negotiate in good faith - -  or 
we risk the courts imposing 
settlements on us. 
Third, because, as interna- 
tional accounting firms and 
a prominent B.C. economist 
have indicated, business un- 
certainty over outstanding 
land claims is costing bil- 
lions of dollars iu invest- 
ment and thousands of jobs. 
The Nisga'a treaty is a fair 
and honourable settlement 
that puts an end to decades 
of inequality and special 
stares - -  and does so at a 
price we can afford. Status 
Indians living under the In- 
dian Act have privileges 
other people don't, but are 
also forced to live under a 
stifling, bureaucratic 
regime. 
At the same time, non- 
aboriginal people living on 
Indian reserves enjoy no 
formal rights of representa- 
tion and band governments 
need not consult non- 
aboriginal residents about 
decisions that affect them. 
The Nisga'a treaty tosses 
the Indian Act and all its in- 
equalities into the dustbin of 
history. 
Where today status In- 
dians are exempt from trans- 
action taxes and taxes on in- 
come earned on reserves, 
the Nisga'a will become 
subject to federal and 
provincial taxes like other 
British Columbians. 
Today neither aboriginal 
or non-aboriginal people 
living on reserves enjoy the 
protection of provincial en- 
virmnnental standards or 
landlord-tenant laws 
these and many other criti- 
cal B.C. laws do not apply 
on reserve lands. 
Under the Indian Act, 
band council resolutions 
override provincial aws on 
reserves. Projects and ac- 
tivities authorized by band 
councils only need the fed- 
eral government's approval 
to proceed, regardless of 
whether they meet B.C. 
standards for environmental 
assessment, environmental 
protection, wildlife pro- 
tection or other standards. 
Under the Nisga'a Final 
Agreement, the Canadian 
Constitution, including the 
Charter of Rights and Free- 
doms, federal and B.C. laws 
will all apply ~ to Nisga'a 
government, Nisga'a 
citizens and Nisga'a lands. 
Nisga'a hunting will be in- 
tegrated with the provincial 
wildlife system and Nisga'a 
and non-Nisga'a citizens 
will be subject to and pro- 
tected by provincial laws. 
Glen Clark 
Currently, the Indian Act 
allows non-aboriginal 
people living on Indian 
reserves to be taxed by band 
councils they ca~mot vote 
for. There will be no taxa- 
tion without representation 
under the Nisga'a final 
agreement. 
On Indian reserves, non- 
aboriginal residents have no 
formal right to be consulted 
about issues that affect 
them, to be represented on 
bodies that provide them 
services or to appeal deci- 
sious they want reviewed or 
changed. 
Under the Nisga'a final 
agreement, he Nisga'a will 
be obligated to give non- 
Nisga'a residents represen- 
tation on school and hospital 
boards, to consult hose resi- 
dents about decisions that 
may affect them and to in- 
stitute a review and appeal 
process for Nisga'a deci- 
The Nisga'a final agreement marks the 
beginning of the end of the Indian Act in 
B.C. and does so at a reasonable cost. 
sions, which would include 
judicial review by the B.C. 
Supreme Court. 
In addition, the provincial 
government can use the dis- 
putes resolution provisions 
of the treaty to advocate on 
behalf of noa-Nisga'a resi- 
dents if it believes the 
Nisga'a are not living up to 
treaty obligations to provide 
representation, consultation 
and review to non-Nisga'a 
residents. 
The Nisga'a final agree- 
meat marks the beginning of 
the end of the Indian Act in 
B.C. and does so at a rea- 
sonable cost. The total cash 
cost of the treaty is $312 
million. Sixty-five million 
dollars comes from British 
Columbia and the rest com- 
es from Ottawa. In other 
words, the people of Ontario 
and Quebec will pay more 
than British Columbians. 
The cash settlement 
amounts to 15 yearly pay- 
ments of $1.61 from each 
British Columbian, includ- 
ing the contribution we 
make as federal taxpayers. 
And we will begin to 
recover some of that cost as 
the Nisga'a become subject 
to all federal and provincial 
taxes. 
Those who claim we can- 
not afford the Nisga'a treaty 
not only ignore the above 
facts, they ignore the huge 
cost of doing nothing. 
Economic uncertainty is 
already costing investment 
and jobs. By resolving land 
claims we will move away 
from a decade of enforced 
Indian Act dependency that 
costs taxpayers billions of 
dollars annually, and we 
will help aboriginal people 
build stronger, more self- 
reliant communities. 
It means* trading job- 
killing economic uncertainty 
for greater economic op- 
portunity. 
The opponents also ignore 
the fact that, if the treaty is 
not passed, the courts may 
impose a more costly settle- 
ment which contains fewer 
protections for non- 
aboriginal British Colum- 
bians. 
I believe the Nisga'a 
treaty is good for British 
Columbia. It brings British 
Columbians together by 
ending special status and in- 
equality, and does so at a 
price that is affordable to all 
British Columbians. 
I look forward to discuss- 
ing further benefits of the 
Nisga'a treaty in upcoming 
columns. 
Glen Clark is the Premier 
of British Columbia and 
the leader of the provincial 
New Democratic Party. 
Treaty provisions terribly flawed 
By GORDON 
CAMPBELL 
OF ALL the important is- 
sues facing our province 
today, none is more impor- 
tant than the need to resolve 
the uncertainty about 
aboriginal rights and title. 
Like most British Colum- 
bians, I strongly believe that 
the best way to accomplish 
that goal is to negotiate fair, 
affordable treaties that will 
provide certainty, finality 
and equality. 
However, despite the good 
work that has been done, the 
Nisga'a template for treaty 
settlements has a few funda- 
mental flaws that must be 
corrected before any treaty 
is set in stone under the Ca- 
nadian Constitution. 
As Glen Clark has said, 
the Nisga'a treaty will be 
the template for some 50 or 
60 other treaties yet to be 
negotiated in B.C., so it's 
important that we get it 
right. 
So how is the proposed 
Nisga'a template flawed? 
For starters, British Colum- 
bians have never been given 
a direct say on the vision 
that it proposes for their 
province. It is simply wrong 
. to ram through this treaty, 
that will forever change the 
way we govern ourselves as 
a society and affect oar con- 
stitutional rights, without 
even having a one-time vote 
on the basle principles that 
it will establish on our be- 
half. 
I f  the template is sound, 
we should not fear the acid 
test of democracy ~ we 
should welcome it. 
By the same token, it is 
fundamentally wrong to 
force a template for treaties 
on British Columbians that 
they do not support. Do we 
really want to create 50 or 
60 aboriginal governments 
that each has special status 
under the Constitution, 
based on ancestry and cul- 
ture? Do we really want to 
permanently divide our pro- 
vince into dozens of "gated 
communities" - -  to use 
Glen Clark's analogy - -  
where aboriginal laws will 
iu some cases be legally su- 
perior to federal and provin- 
cial laws? I don't think so. 
My vision for British 
Columbia is to tear down 
the barriers that have al- 
ready divided us for too 
long, not to erect new ob- 
Gordon Campbell 
stacles that will only keep 
aboriginal and non- 
aboriginal people further 
apart. 
I cannot support a model 
for treaties that will forever 
deity non-aboriginal resi- 
dents their right to vote and 
run for office in their 
goverument, he most basic 
of all democratic rights. I 
cannot support a template 
that will create aboriginal- 
only commercial fishing 
entitlements. 
Treaties should not re- 
place existing inequities 
• with new inequities; they 
should provide greater 
equality. Two wrongs don't 
inake a right. 
Treaties should not replace existing 
inequities with new inequities; they 
should provide greater equality. Two 
wrongs don't make a right. 
Moreover/~- taxpayers that British Columb~'ah's~l~x - 
should know how nluch pect, given that they have 
they will be expected to been told the Nisga'a deal 
contribute in cash and land will put an end to the depen- 
for the settlement of all denc on other overn . Y g - 
treaties. Although we really ments? Again, I don't think 
have no idea how much the so~ 
total lib for the Nisga'a deal 
might be, the government 
has so far admitted to a total 
cost of $490 million. 
At that rate, the cost of all 
treaty settlements will bc at 
least $13 billion. Is that af- 
fordable? Again, B.C. tax- 
payers deserve asay. 
On top of the settlement 
amount, the Nisga'a govern- 
ment will continue to 
receive at least $32 million 
per year in transfer pay- 
ments. According to the fed- 
eral government's chief 
Nisga'a negotiator, even 
after 15 years, taxpayers 
will be paying at least 75 
per cent of the cost of 
Nisga'a government. 
Is that the kind of finality 
In subsequent columns I 
will detail more fully the 
Official Opposition's con- 
ecms with the Nisga'a 
template and our sugges- 
tions for improvements. 
In the final analysis, how- 
ever, the treaty process will 
only succeed if treaties meet 
the broad aims and expecta- 
tions of most British Colum- 
bians. It is for that reason, 
above all others, that we are 
fighting for a provincial 
referendum on the princi- 
ples reflected in the Nisga'a 
template. 
Gordon Campbell is the 
leader of the provincial 
Liberai party and Leader of 
the Official Opposition in 
the provincial legislature. 
It will breed more of the same 
By DAVID BLACK 
YOU WILL not believe 
what I write in the next par- 
agraph. 
The Nisga'a treaty, when 
used as a template for 
others, will establish apart- 
heid throughout British 
Columbia forever. It will 
also set up 50 to 60 com- 
munistic territories within 
British Columbia forever. 
These are two terrible con- 
cepts nniversaUy con- 
demned. The former is 
racist and guaranteed to 
foster ongoing racism. The 
latter is completely dis- 
credited as a workable sys- 
tem because most human 
beings need the motivation 
of private property. They 
need to be able to build their 
own wealth rather than just 
belong to a collective that 
has wealth. 
You may say I am 
alarmist, I am using llt- 
flammatory words, our 
government would never 
have negotiated such a 
treaty. I am tel l ing the truth, 
I am ringing the alarm as 
hard as I can, 
Most  o f  us want to con- 
Only one group voted as 
negatively on the Accord 
than British Columbians - -  
Canada's natives. Charlob 
tctown would have set up a 
third ordcr of government 
for natives. Nations within a 
nation. Perhaps a seat at the 
United Nations. Exciting but 
unworkable and fraught 
with danger. 
The native leaders have 
long wanted scif- 
government with federal 
and provincial powers. 
Most native people don't. 
They think people should 
live together as equals. 
They agree with British 
Columbians. 
We don't have to go down 
this road. We don't have to 
sign a treaty just because 
some few have negotiated it
and set it before us. But 
what is the alternative? 
The Nisga'a don't want to 
negotiate with us for another 
80 years. 
Here is an alternati~'e, 
The government says this 
treaty will cost $500 mil- 
lion, roughly $100,000 for 
every Nisga'a man, woman 
and child. Let's give them 
Separating out a race of people onto 
tracts of land where different laws prevail 
and where people have different rights 
and wealth than other citizens is apart. 
held and it's wrong. 
David Black 
that money personally. In 
their names individually. If 
the govennnent thinks some 
will waste it and wants to be 
paterualistic then it could set 
up trust funds. 
dude negotiations quickly 
and move on. We feel the 
natives are owed something. 
We feel that thcy have been 
mistreated in the past, This 
treaty has taken a long time 
to get on paper. 
How bad can it be? It is a 
of people onto tracts of land 
where different laws prevail 
and where people have dif- 
fcrcnt rights and wealth than 
other citizens is apartheid 
and it's wrong. Common 
sense tells us it will end 
badly. 
The Charloltetown Accord 
was the last time Canadians 
voted on whether some 
could have special rights or 
whether we should all be 
equal. B.C. voted more mas- 
sively against the Accord 
than any other province. 
We think people should live 
together ~is equals. 
But give the money to the 
people, not to a collective 
mn by a hereditary elite. 
disaster. We must start And let's divide the reservcs 
again. We cannot set up into pieces and give them to 
homelands throughoutB.C., every man, woman and 
no matter how well inten- child as well, the first land 
tioned. Separating out a race they will ever own. 
Then for God's sake let's 
get on with integration. No 
living apart based on race. 
No special rights for some. 
No growing racism. This 
doesn't mean cultural as- 
similation. No one has to 
give up customs, religions, 
history, language in Canada. 
We Canadians have been 
very successful at integrat- 
ing wave after wave of im- 
migrants without destroying 
old traditions. 
Last but not least, this bill 
would be paid by the federal 
government, not the provin- 
cial. Canada's responsibility 
is clearly set out in the 
Terms of Union signed 
when British Columbia 
joined Canada. 
David Black is the owner  
of Black Press. The Ter- 
race Standard is one of his 
holdings. 
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Bottom line: patients suffer 
An open letter to: 
Michael Leisinger and 
the Terrace Comnmnity 
Health Council 
Dear Sirs: 
Health care in Terrace is 
in crisis. Take note of three 
articles in the Oct. 28 The 
Terrace Standard. 
One was a self- 
congratulatory article about 
how well the health council 
is handling its defieit at 
Mills : Memorial Hospital, 
the second concerned nurses 
threatening an overtime ban 
at the hospital to reinforce 
their demands for more help 
and the third was a letter 
from a woman concerning 
the poor care she received 
CORRESPONDENCE FOR THE TERRACE STANDARD 
The Mai l  Bag 
as a hospital patient. 
Basically, patients are not 
getting the care they need, 
nurses are overextended, 
and the bottom line is 
money. 
It seems the patient is no 
longer an important consid- 
eration in your policy- 
making ventures. If that fo- 
cal point is lost, the fact that 
the patients are not receiv- 
ing optimal nursing care is 
not all that relevant. 
Your ward staffing deci- 
sions depend on where you 
It's time will come 
Dear Sir:. 
What do you call a guru 
who has been everywhere 
and done everything? 
Bendete Dundat. 
In the trinitarian nature of 
man, body, soul and spirit 
humanity diversified after 
the collapse of the Tower of 
Babel in Genesis. To the 
east men followed the 
metaphysical while in the 
Grecian west the intellect of 
the soul was emphasized. 
Only the Jews followed 
the incorrupt~le path to 
God along the spiritual 
plane; and He was/is the 
great gift of the Jews to 
mankind. 
From a Biblical standpoint 
there is no difference be- 
tween the intellectual west 
and the metaphysical east. 
They make up two-thirds of 
the synergy we are discover- 
ing today in humanity. 
I foresee a time when 
metaphysics i  as common 
to our Judeo-Christian 
spiritual itadition as the 
philosophies of the west that 
were converted by the early 
Saints of the Church. 
And while my sister-in- 
law, Dr. Laurel Gregg, prac- 
tises the tradition of the 
Witch of Endor I doubt very 
much that the Prophet 
Samuel will be making any 
local appearances. 
Everyone knows '  a 
homeopath is merely a 




prioritize patient care. Do 
you listen to the nurses 
when they complain of 
being overextended and re- 
quest extra staffing? 
Have nurses not spoken up 
at management meetings, 
only to walk away dis- 
satisfied because their con- 
cents were not heard? 
How many times are 
nurses, who are working full 
time already, called in for 
extra shifts? Is this safe? 
Where's your casual pool? 
Nurses are dissatisfied 
with spending shift after 
shift in crisis management. 
Who does a nurse attend to 
first, the pediatric patient 
who is vomiting, the patient 
who is climbing over the 
bed rails, the new morn with 
breastfceding difficulties, 
the patient with the IV ma- 
chine with alarms going off, 
or the patient who is re- 
questing aglass of  water? 
Something has to give. 
What gives is total patient 
care for every patient. 
Crises get met, but needs 
aren't. 
The caring attitudes of 
nurses are affected by the 
overwork and by constantly 
compromising quality of 
care. Nurses are not mal- 
contents, they are profes- 
sionals who want to do a 
good job. 
I spent a bit 6f time nurs- 
ing in East Africa. There, 
nurses performed only 
medical-oriented tasks such 
as physical assessments, 
dressings, dispensing 
medications, intravenous 
theral~y, and some te/tehing. 
The rest of patient care 
was done by the family of 
the patient, they provided all 
meals, bedding (and some- 
t imes the mattresses), 
change of clothes, medical 
supplies such as gloves and 
needles. They were also 
responsible for bathing, am- 
bulating, and meeting all 
other non-medical needs. 
If  this is the direction that 
our health care system is 
going, you need to inform at 
least two groups of people. 
Nurses, so that the quality 
patient care they feel com- 
pelled and called to give can 
be reduced to priorizing es- 
sential medical needs. 
And patients and their 
families so that the depen- 
dency on and expectations 
for appropriate nursing care 




~ k"g U-'Tim IF_¢.' 
We don't know what causes 
multiple sclerosis, but research 
is closer to finding the answer. 
Hul f l l ) l e  Sc le ros i s  
SoclM~ of Canada 
i l  -800-268-7582 
DIV IDEND NOTICE  
NOTICE is hereby given that 
ths Board of Directors of 
Pacific Northern Gas Ltd. 
has declared the following 
dividends on the issued and 
outstanding shares of the 
Corporation: 
6-314% PREFERRED 
SHARES:  A semi-annual  
dividend of 84.375 cents per 
share payable on January 1, 
1999 to shareholders  of 
record at the close of busi- 
ness on December 11, 1998; 
and 
CLASS A and CLASS B 
COMMON SHARES:  A 
quarter ly div idend of 28 
cents per share payable on 
December  21, 1998 to 
shareholders of record at the 
close of business on 
December 7, 1998. 
By Order of the Board 
David G. Unruh 
Secretary 
Vancouver, B,C,, October29, 1998 
CORRECTION NOTICE 
WE WISH TO DRAW YOUR 
ATTENTION TO AN ERROR 
IN OUR CURRENT 
• EARLY HOLIDAY SALE' FLYER 
Page 9 • Itam 12, Kamlk Umlted 
Edition Boots, 87.3131X, Selection 
may van/by location and only limited 
quantities are available. No rainchecks 
~11 be issued, 
Page 24 • Hem #6. 114" Nr Die 
Gdnder, r~1.79~. Copy reads: 9.0 
SCFM at 90 PSI, Should reed: 6,1 
SGFM at 90 PSI. 
Pa0o 24 • Item #7, Nr Harems', 59- 
/907-6. Copy reads: 13 SCFM at 90 
PSI, Should read: 6 SCFM at 90 PSI, 
The iflustmtlo~ io also incorrect and 
oho~ an impact wrench instead of an 
air hammer, 
WE WISH TO DRAW YOUR 
ATTENTION TO AN ERROR 
IN OUR CURRENT 
'GREAT GIFTS, GREAT PRICES" 
FLYER 
Page 20 • ~ 1/4 end 3/8" Odve 
Socket Set, 58.99~. Copy Reads: 
rug, 139.99, sala 99.99, save 40%. 
Should Read: reg. 14e,99, sale 99.99, 
save 33%, 
Page 37 - 4-Gauge Boos~ Cables, 
11.1219-0. Copy Reads: reg.'42.99, 
sale 34.99. Should Read: reg. 42,99, 
sale 38.49. save 15%. 
Page 31 - Computer Coda Ruadere, 
2~-1001X. Copy reads: for most 
makes, Should reed: for most Ford or 
GM medeta. 
Page 31 • Item #4, Digital Multlmotar, 
RS.t031.2. Cop'/ reads: reg. 42.99, 
sale 29,99, save 30%. Should read: 
rug, 46,49° sale 32,49, save 30%, 
WE SINCERELY REGRETANY 
INCONVENIENCE WE MAY 
RAVE CAUSED YOU, 
cmxed344/345 • Zones 4/6/0R 
LUCKY DOLLAR BINGO 
NOVEMBER1998 PALACE 1998 
1 Thomhill 2 Terrace 3 Canadian Ten.Peaks ,~ .#over &SistmSodety Teuce 
Jun~ Minor Gym~t]cCiub / G~pSoddy Seconda~ Pa,,a~egic ,~.~sos~on, Kaltlode Fib~i~ t~ 
Scho~ Par~ Baseball No~ Royal Canadian Nisga'a T~bal Co~nc~ T~ Yo~ ~¢oa" 
At=iliary Association eul~/Ske~ Terrace Minor • Terrace Local n~ Legion #13 Softball Associa~on k~oda~n 
4~F,~.~== 8 c o, 9 Terrace ,lOc a,a 11 Ten'  10 13 " 
S~n~ Minor I pare~egicAssodati ~ BluebzkS~Club %P~, ty .  "I~m~Ho@W 
School Patent Hockey Sulkley~keena Terrace Pipes & 
Auxilian/ Association Region Drums S~dety 
15 16 
Skeena Junior Terrace 
Second~ Minor H~key 
School Patent 






0rder of Royal N~'uT~Cou~ TenaceSkahngClub 
Purple Te~ceL0~ 
= ',./ Gymn=~ "l~e~'e ~:ddy &~ofTerrace Sodely 
Shames Mountain First Nation's NL@a'a T,~ Coundl PACES~ Cas 
Ski Club Women's Co~l • Ten'ace Local Te~zs~ S0¢aA~sx~= 
O~ T~ace ~)TShrine L~ 
9~mO.b Group Society 
~a~ta~aJ~ Terrace ai~ hf~ga'aTnl:d T~ Cu~JAs~da~ 
S~EU~ Soft~aJl k~d~on ~-Ter ra~ 
22 23Terrac e 
Thomhill Jr. 
Secondly Minor 
School Patent Baseball 
Council Association 






Caiedon~ Sr. Minor 
S~conds~ Sc~ 
Parent Au~lar/ Hockey 
Association 
Sat ,  A f te rnoon Games  Doors  11:30  a .m.  Games  12 :45  
Even ing  Games  Doors  4 :30  p .m.  Games  6 :15  
Wed.,Thurs. ,  Fri., Sat. Late Night Games  Doors  9 :30  p .m.  Games  10 :00  p .m.  
B ingo  Every  Saturday  A f ternoon 
T,V.MONITORS SMOKE REMOVAL '  ,ISLECONCESSION 
4410 Legion, Terrace 635,2411 
" PICTURE 
YOURSELF IN A 
1999 CHRYSLER. 
. ,':: ...- . . . .  
THERE'S NEVER BEEN A BETTER TIME TO PUT YOURSELF IN A CHRYSLER. SPECIAL LEASE RATES AND FACTORY 
PURCHASE FINANCING ON SELECTED MODELS AND MORE. PLUS A GHAHGE TO'WiN CANADA'S #1 MINIVAN: 
~, .., 
'. [: 
All Hew 1999 Family Value Package 
CARGUIDE'S 1999 "BEST BUY" AWARD FOR ~rd STRAIGHT YEAR.* 
Plus $2,500 downpa~m 
equivalent trade. 
$855 fmi85t iududed. 
HO SECURITY DEPOSI1 
OR PURCHASE 
FIHAHCiH6 FOR 
2,8 i 1999 Dodge Caravan/Plymouth Voyager 26T Package 
Now Includes: • Power windows, locks and ndrren • Power rear window quarter vents • Air conditioning • Speed con~l • Rear seat head rests • 3,0L V6 engine 
• 4-spaed automatic transmbsion • 7 passenger seaUn8 • Ea~ Out Roger Seats" * Hext Generatbn Dual Air Bags • Root rack • AM/FM stereo • Child-pretedion rear deer leeks 
• ~ impact I~ams • 3 ~fear or 60,O00km warrat~ • ~ efl'~sncf: City 12,TL/lOOIon (~PanpB); ilwy 8.3L/lOOkm (34mp8) • flus a comp~mentar~ tank of fud" 
INCLUDES DUAL SLIDING DOORS 
1999 Chrysler Intrepid 22C Package 
o, 2 8 Pills 82,500 Ik~snt  n~dsst tn~. PURCHASE $819 frdgkt indakd. FINANCING ~1~9 
Ha $~8m De,serf. Foe [ ]  • 
1999 Dodge/Plymouth Neon 22D Package 
Pl.s S2 500 dsnpayment 
or equivalent treh, PURCHASE 
8650 rnl~ht Included. FIHAHCIN6 
NO SECURITY OF.POSff. FOR I1  [ ]  V ,rathe. 
• 900 HP Aluminum 2,TL V6 24V engine • 4-spnod aotomntlu transmission 
• Hut Generation Deal Air Bags • AII/FH stereo with UlSsotto • Air cosdiilusin8 
• Pewsr windawe, looks & mirrors • lull censolo • Speed . s t rd  • Tilt otogrled • Trask cargo met 
• 15" steal wkeels • 4-wheel disc brakes • Cblld-proteutlon rear door lacks 
• Side door impact beams • 0 year or 60,000 km warranty • Plus a nomplimontary tank of' fad" 
• ~OL 16V 132HP nnglne • Automatiu transmlssion * Next 6nneration Oual Air Bags • Tilt steering 
• ikmebi b1=k ndease • 60/40 split Folding rear suet • Ai" comrdJorkg • Heer made ' Talted 8hiss 
• ~ d im ~ with CO Co.b'ds & Pod * Cbtld-pretsctlon rear doer Io~ks 
• SIh-door Impact beams ' Plus u .mplimntury tank or ~el" 
PURCHASE ANY HEW 1999 NEON AND GET A NO CHARGE 5 YEAR SERVICE CONTRACT." 
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 Lawyer double speak at work here = ~ ~  . ~ ~ ~ ~  
RRESPONDEN CE STANDARD n oDt ;r:esw:t 7 Yob~::Ii~: d;~ I 'i ~¢ ::'CCw~ d~;~v [~1 ri ~t LI:Y 
on a mission of search and "The Nisga'a govermncnt NIRVANA METAPHYSIC & FIEAUNG CENTRE 
i his views of the treaty and Black Press has their first on Nisga'a lands." It may DROP IN FOUR COFFEEi& D~UGHNU/S ~; mine do not match, it may 
_' :be that he is a educated law- 
~Tyer and I have read the 
: treaty. 
~ Mr. Smith is now looking 
,~'0~for certainty in the treaty. 
~%Being a lawyer, he cannot 
~, ','be expected to know that the 
', only things certain are death 
~and taxes. 
]', His column is mostly 
~','empty, but for a lot of law- 
~', yer double speak, and he 
i ','does not mention Section 26 
~, and 27 under "general pro- 
, visions" that releases all fu- 
*,, tare claims, actions or pro- 
~ceedings. That's the 
,~:eertainty other people are 
! looking for. 
!, But he goes on endlessly 
!i about future consultations, 
~, agreements, discussions or 
, approval between govern- 
, ,  taunts. Well, Mr. Smith, sir, 
i ' I  just came back from the 
, meeting of the Union of BC 
i Municipalities, and trust me, 
It 
, sir, there were plenty of the 
g 
| 
: .":,Hey you 
Dear Sir: 
~" This letter is for the guy in 
the light blue Ford pickup at 
the corner of Walsh and 
Kcnncy on Oct. 22. 
I would like to congratu- 
late you on not killing our 
two babies, myself and the 
girlfriend I was walking 
with. 
Not only did you see us 
crossing the street in front 
of your vehicle, you failed 
to notice that we hadn't fin- 
ished crossing before you~ 
started to proceed. / 
You hit my girlfriend and 
almost knocked over her son 
that was in the baby stroller. 
If you hadn't stopped, you 
would have hit me and my 
daughter as well. 
Oh, and thanks for getting 
out of your truck to see if 
we were okay. You're lucky 
we were dumbfounded and 
, didn't get your li~ence!plate"' 
number. 
I couldn't help but notice 
Mail Bag 
foregoing consultations and 
etc. between every town, 
hamlet, village and city, and 
senior governments, and I 
daresay they will continue. 
And the Nisga'a will partici- 
pate. 
Mr. Smith has found 50 
instances of those consulta- 
tions in the treaty. The same 
is in the Municipal Act. In 
the articles he has written hc 
has yet to find a single posi- 
tive thing in the treaty. 
ad in this paper'as well, and 
it's a zinger. It quotes, not 
from the treaty, I~ut from 
some other unidentifiable 
literature on the subject of 
tax equality. "Not true," 
they say, "Nisga'as won't 
pay shies tax and etc. for 
eight years." 
But after that they will pay 
their taxes, and that's clear. 
"Nisga'a won't pay 
come as a surprise to Black 
Press and Mr. Gordon Cam- 
bell, but normally stumpagc 
is not paid for timber on pri- 
vate (fcc simple) property. 




(Editor's note: The final 
Mel Smith column on the 
Nisga'a treaty ran Nov. 4.) 
SALE PR!C"[S YOU C~N C'E,LEBRATE 
I NOVEMBER ~4ih to 21st I~ 
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your age. Should you be 
driving? In the meantime 
you should be more aware 
of your surroundings while 
you are driving, the next 




In a big hole 
Dear Sir:. 
What we are seeing today 
in B.C. is what happened in 
Quebec in the 70s. 
Montreal was once the 
economic apital of Canada. 
In 1970 this started to~ 
change though the policies 
of the Quebec government, 
an exodus of business hap- 
pened. Toronto quickly be- 
came the new headquarters 
for Canadian business. 
Montreal has never fully 
recovered. 
This exodus is now hap- 
pening today in B.C. We arc 
seeing longtime B.C. com- 
panies such as Finning, 
Westcoast Energy, and 
forest companies move east. 
With talk of the merger of 
Telus (Alberta telephone 
company) and BC Tel, you 
can bet that we will lose BC 
Tel as well. 
An accountant told me one 
of his clicnls is selling his 
trucking business in Prince 
George. By year end he and 
his money will be gone. He 
will have an Alberta drivers )" 
licence and be an Albertan. 
This will save enough 
money though tax reduc- 
tions to pay for his new 
ranch, 
British Columbia has the 
second highest taxes in Can- 
ada. Quebec is the only pro- 
vince with a higher tax rate. 
Albcga has the lowest tax 
rate and just recently 
Ontario ilowcred its tax rate 
to compete with Alberta. 
The economy in Alberta and 
Ontario is still very strong. 
We need a government 
that recognizes this and 
promotes business, not turns 
it away. 
B.C. is digging a big hole 
that is going to take 20 to 30 
years to recover. I wonder if 
there is any one that thinks - 
that Glen Clark knows what 
he is doing? 
' Charlle Graydon, 
Terrace, B.C. 
14 KT 
Diamond Pendant  
• ~o ctw *2590o 
FANTAST IC  PR ICES!  
.15 ctw *36900 
.20ctw *49900 ~ ::i:~! i:;i~::J" .................... !~.' ~!{!i:.: ~ 
,~,,~5 ctw *64900 . : ;d '  .... ~ ~ ' : ~  
~ 14 KT . . . .  
Diamond Earrings 
.lO ctw *27900 
.20 ctw *499 00 
.30 ctw *69900 
.40 ctw *97900 
.5o ctw '119900 
}ON'T MISS  THIS  SALE  
, D IAMOND R INGS • GOLD PENDANTS 
• EARRINGS* BRACELETS. JEWELLERY 
FAMOUS BRAND NAMES YOU 
KNOW AND TRUST!  
CLOCKS- CLOCKS 
And More Clocks! 




No Payments  
Unt i l  Apr i l  '99 
O.A.C. 
The Perfect 
Chr istmas Gift! 
14 KT  Go ld  Channe l  Set  
Anniversary Ring 
1/4 c tw d iamonds  
$499 oo 
1/2 ctw diamonds 
$799 oo 
WHITE  GOLD 
D~OND R INGS 
0.50 ctw 
Reg $1136.95 
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CA RS 
J ewe l le r~ 
Smithers Shopping Centre Skeena Mall, Terrace 
Box 20070, Nthe~ B,C, V0J 3P0 4741Lakelse Av , Terrace, B,C, VSG IP~ 
(~) 847,9766 Fax(250)847,2~ (~) ~9~ Fn (N) ~2727 
~m 
Uniquely  Styled 
D iamond Dinner  Rin 
14 KT Gold 
1.43 Carat T.W. 
On ly  
' 1999  °° 
Carters' years of experience 
means we buy better and 
means we sell betterI 
WATCHES 
We are the off icial  
agents  for: 
Wittnauer 
Bulova - Caravelle 
Citizen 
Swiss Army (Genuine) 
Field & Stream 
Cardinal 
Adidas 
Al l  P r i ced  At Up  To 
SO%off 
A8 - The Terrace Standard, Wednesday, November 11, 1998 
Mbney lost 
 n stock play 
A NORTHWEST NATIVE health authority lost $40,000 
on the stock market after investing transfer monies 
received from the federal government. 
In all, $130,000 was invested by the Gitxsan Health 
Authority in several high risk stocks a year ago and sold in 
June when the purchase came to the attention of the federal 
government. 
The authority provides medical services to five Gitxsan 
co,Unities in the Hazeitons using money from the feder- 
al government. 
Thd intent behind the investments was to turn a profit 
and use that to offset he high cost of delivering such pro- 
grams as patient ransportation to the Lower Mainland, 
said Myrtle Goertzen, chair of the 12-member board which 
oversees the authority.. 
"We felt at the time that we could invest it to cover the 
extra cost," she said. 
"We were always going into deficit with the patient 
transportation program." 
It wasn't until later the board realized how high risk the 
stocks were, she said. "This is what we understood after," 
Gocrtzen said. "People make mistakes and we got most of 
it back." 
Average Gitxsan people seemed similarly surprised at 
news the authority has been playing the stock market. 
"I had no idea," said Kispiox resident Bill Blackwater. 
"I think it's not right. I mean, if there's omething oing 
on I should know about it. Everybody should know about 
it." 
Elackwater has been critical of the authority's delivery 
of health services. 
According to Blackwater, the money should have gone 
into health care in Gitxsan communities, not a stock play. 
"Every single cent of it is for the delivery of service," he 
said. 
The authority owned common shares of Pctrobank Ener- 
gy and Resources, along with income trust units of 
-Manalta Coal and." Pengrowth Energy. Those securities 
were purchased through an investment account with 
Stephen Avenue Securities Inc. of Calgary. 
Money to buy those securities came out of $300,000 in 
"surplus" funds. The balance was put into more secure in- 
vestments such as treasury bills. 
Goertzen would not say who advised the board to buy 
the stocks. 
"I'm not going to name any special person who has done 
that. I felt as a board we're all responsible." 
[] It's ,bidding time! 
Patricia Kozak carefully checks out the mer- 
chandise ready to be auctioned off at the Terrace 
Rotary's annual auction Nov. 14. She had her eye 
on a couple of items that she wanted to bid on. 
She said she really wanted the mountain bike 
(retail value $300), which was donated by Tim 
Hortons. The auction was hoping to raise about 
$27,000 to support various sports teams and com- 
munity projects like the Pacific Northwest Music 
Festival. 
Activities and information for healthier living 
You are invited to drop by our 
DIABETES CLINIC 
Wednesday, November 18111 
10:00 a.m. to 4:00 p.m. 
A registered nurse will be available to check your blood sugar level and answer 
any cluestions you may have about diabetes. Also meet our pharmacists. We 
specialize in patient counselling and providing individual attention to each and 
everyone of our customers. 
YOUR PRESCRIPTION FOR PEACE OF MIND 
Skeena Mall 
4761 Lakelse Ave. 638-2094 
Terrace, B.C. V8G 1R5 
Chiefs 
...unhappy 
WHILE THE the Gitxsan 
Health Authority was invea- 
ring so-called "surplus" 
money in the stock market, 
some communlt:es,,,werent t~,:,~ ;,:, 
getting their share of hea!.~ii. ~i..:: 
care, according to some 
Gitxsan leaders. 
Under i t s  $12-million, 
five-year agreement with 
Health Canada, the authority 
is to provide health care in 
Gitanmaax, IGspiox, Glen 
Vowell, Gitwangak and 
Gitanyow. 
Another village, Git- 
segukla, wanted no part of 
the authority and struck its 
own deal ~ith Health Cana- 
da, although money for that 
community still flow 
through the authority. 
"We hardly almost didn't 
see any monies from 
Gitxsan Health, just a wee 
bit here and there and that's 
aU," said Gitsegukla chief 
councillor Ken Russell. 
Another village, 
Gitanyow, is also in the pro- 
cess of setting up its own 
health care agreement with 
the federal government. 
In a May 14 letter sent to 
the authority board, eight 
Gitanyow chiefs express 
their frustration, 
"The Gitanyow chiefs are 
shocked to leant that 
$300,000 was invested by 
the Gitxsan Health 
Authority in the stock 
market in Calgary, AI. 
berta," the letter states. 
/I,'{ai.nte aace 
... tt~¢ ~ea~tt! 
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"See our ad 
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JIMMY Rise to the top in the 1999 Whlstler/Blackcomb Limited Edition Jimmy SLT. Featuring: 4-wheel drive, 4.3 litre V6 engine, I~ l  electronic automatic transmission with overdrive, Next 
Generation dual air bags, 4-wheel ABS, air conditioning, 




•7 & 36 MoNTHs1" •  EY, oow. 
J .  . - - . .  ,~ • 
PuI CHAS.E F0i '44,988 
SUBURBAN 
$3.85fi OOWN PAYMENT• , . . . "  * . F  NANCING 
PUJ  .AS . FOR' "o 8,9.  8 
i i 
The 1999 GMC Yukon SLT, Featudng: 4-wheel drive, 5.7 
Iltre V8 engine, 4-speed automatic transmission with 
overdrive, 4-wheel ABS, dual air bags, PasslockTM security 
system, front & rear air conditioning, CD player, homelink " 
transmitter and more. 
The 1999 GMC Suburban SLT. Featuring = 4-wheel drive, 
5.7 Iltre V8 engine, 4-wheel ABSr dual alrbags, front & 
rear air conditioning, CD player, power seat adjuster, dual 
heated electronic side mirrors, Passlock TM security system 
and more. 
ONLY AT YOUR BC PONTIAC BUICK GMC DEALER 
YOu ShOutd know this: BaSed on 0 36 month SMARTLEASE for Limited Edltlen Whlstlor/BIockcemb 1999 Jimmy, Yukon and Suburban equipped as doscrit~d, 1999 Jlfflmy dOWnpayment $3,855. Total Oblliotlon is $[8,183 t . 1999 ~kon downpaym~nt 
$3,768, Total obligation I, $20,976T, 1999 Suburban downppyment $3,900. Total obl~ietlon IS $23,2687. At~nual kilometer limit 20.000 kin, $0,08 per exce,, kilometer, Other lease o~lons available, *?Llcence, thou,once, afr Conditioning, 
excl,e tax ~d taxes not Included. Dealer may oell of loose for loss. IFInenclni on oplxovod GMAC credit only. Example $10,000 at 2.9% APR, tho monthly payment I$ $290,37.for 36 months, Cost of borrowln| Is $453.32, Total obligation Is 
$10,453,32. Down payment, ttede end/or securely deposit may be required, Monthly Da*plent end cost of borrowing will vary dopondln~ on amount borrowed end down i~yment/tt sale. OAC, (~ffor enOlios to 1999 new or Oomon,trfltor mooels, Offer 
epl311oa In BC to qualified retail customers only, Dealer trade may be requfred, LImlrbd time offer. Offer may not t3o comUIned with other offers, See your dealer for details, ]~t~LJ~[)EaoJl~a Is O trademark of Gonernl Motors Coworatlon. 
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FROM THE DELl 
• , ~~,* . :~:~=~J :~,~" \  Secret Control 
,~ ~,~' .'~'~ ,  Top Pantyhose 
~ '~!i~ ,, Assorted shades & 
~ ~ ~'  sizes. FIRST FOUR. 
• ~, i!~): Fresh 
" : '  *~ . . . .  ~" Package of 6. 
,~.,:~ FROM THE BAKERY 
' \  ~,, 
Mclntosh 
Apples ONLYW 
SAFEW, ~ '  ~ Product of Canada, 
Canada Commercial Grade. 



















Vanilla or Chocolate. 
Package of 6. 
FROM THE BAKERY 
SA 
:#  
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SCI explores ways to 
hush noisy chipper 
SKEENA CELLULOSE is 
promising to investigate a 
series of new options aimed 
at' muffling the thumping 
and booming noise of the 
chipper in its log yard. 
Woods manager Derrick 
Curtis told city councillors 
Friday the most promising 
solution is the possib!!ity of 
putting a rubber lining in- 
side the large drum 
debarker, from which the 
noise emanates that keeps 
locals awake. 
That possibility and also 
the prospect of a noise 
dampening sheath near the 
end of the drum will be ex- 
lored, Curtis said, but added 
be does not yet have a cost 
estimate. 
But he said it could be a 
couple of months before ei- 
ther of those solutions is in 
place - -  if they're ven af- 
fordable. 
Besides those two pros- 
peers, he said, he's ordering 
that hay bales be stacked 
higher to six metres high 
and that logs be located in 
between the chipper and 
Hwy 16 in an attempt to fur- 
ther muffle the noise. 
He said he'll also look at a 
suggestion from city bylaw 
enforcement officer Frank 
.Delay 
flxecl 
A GLITCH in the system 
delayed the arranging of a 
bus to transport home 
Terrace-bound passengers 
from a Canadian Regional 
Airlines flight that had been 
diverted to Prince Rupert 
because of weather. 
The flight took place Oct. 
23, two days before Cana- 
dian Regional officially 
took over the Vancouver- 
Te~ace run from its parent, 
Canadian Airlines. 
And while there might 
have been a delay then, the 
policy is clear when fog 
forces an aircraft o Prince 
Rupert, says a Canadian 
Regional spokesman. 
"We now have proce- 
dures in place so this won't 
happen again," said Dean 
Brawn. 
" I f  the flight can't land in 
Terrace, there will be a bus 
in Prince Rupert." 
Unlike the schedule of- 
fered by Canadian Airlines 
which featured a 
Vancouver-Terrace-Prince 
Ri:pert Triangle, these 
flights are all direct. 
Bowsher, who is convinced 
running smaller logs at night 
will produce less noise. 
Bowsher also suggested 
more care be taken by oper- 
ators loading the unit, which 
is owned and operated under 
contract by Don Hull and 
Sons Contracting, 
But Curtis gaveno 
response to what Bowsher 
maintains is the ultimate 
solution: the chipper be 
housed within a building. 
Bowsher's latest report o 
council rejects the compa- 
ny's contention that such a 
structure could run into the 
millions of dollars. 
He says the city's building 
inspection department 
estimates it could be built 
for about $100,000. 
Bowsher also said the 
manufacturer of the chipper 
maintains it's not normal to 
operate the unit in the open 
near esidential reas. 
"I have once again spoken 
with the company in Ala- 
bama where this equipment 
was purchased and once 
again they say it should not 
be operating in a town if not 
enclosed in a building with 
the conveyor belt outside to 
load logs," Bowsher's 
report says. 
"The whole city is now 
hearing this machine," he 
says, adding complaints are 
coming from as far away as 
Braun's Island to the south, 
Dutch Valley to the north 
and Benner St. on the bench 
to the east. 
Air conditions determine 
how far the sound wil l  
travel, and Bowsher sug- 
gests the sound could in- 
tensify as temperatures get 
colder. 
The report also urged 
council to begin levying 
fines under the noise bylaw 
if the problem isn't rue- 
tiffed. 
But Bowsher said the 
company's pledge to con- 
tinue the search for solu- 
tions is good enough for' "after Skeena Cellulose 
him for now. 
If no significant improve- 
ment happens, he said, "the 
answer ultimately will have 
to be a building." 
A number of councillors 
have signalled they have 
little appetite for harsh 
penalties given the region's 
struggling economy. 
"If we don't have jobs 
there's going to be a lot 
more hardship if we can't 
pay the rent or feed our 
k ids,"  councillor Linda 
i 
I B.C. ELKS ASSOCIATION 
DREAM LOTTERY 1998 I 
! And the Winners are ....... 
tl ls t Prize 1999: Ford W i~star ~ Mustang, Herb Buiok, Delta, . 
I Ticket No.: 114352, Sold by': Aider'grove No. 66. 2nd Prize: Ford 
| Escort or Ranger Pick Up, Marjoriel'lanson, Cortes sland, Ticket 
I No: 091888, Sold by: Campbd] River Elks. 3rd Prize: Yamaha 
| (Choice), Dorolhy Garner, ~cket No 121630; Sold by: Srnithers 
I Elks No. 240. 4111 Prize- Trip for Two to Los V qgas, Alfred 
rrencnle, Nanaimo, Ticket No: 052832, Sold I~y: Nanaimo Elks. 
51h Prize: Mini Monster Truck, Danre Lahaucun, Ticke! No: 
106289, Sold by: Mission No. 30. 6111 Prize: Mini Monster Truck, 
B. Hutchinson, .ticket No: 122677, Sold by: Smilhers No. 240. 7111 
Priz.e" Sony "Big Screen" IV, Kerry Russell, Ticket No: 056718, 
Sold by: Nanaimo Elks No. 26.81h Prize: Sony Camcorder, Vic 
Trapasso, Ticket No: 077916, Sold by: Vancouver Elks No. 1.91h 
Prize: Weekender for 2 Harrison's Hot Springs, Rose Gillies, Ticket 
No: 162905, Sold by: Agassiz Elks No. 311. 
Early Bird Winners: . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
October 3, 1998 
Doug McPherson, Nanairno, Ticket No: 016485, Sold by: bllooet 
No. 467. Un Tebbutt, Pentidon, .ticket No: 026266, SOEI by: 
Penficton No. 51. Tim Howard, Soanichtan, Ticket No: 053717, 
J Sold by: unknown. Lynda Gutarres, Coquit~am; .ticket No: 205825, 
J Sold by." PoCo. RoyaiPurple No. 10. : 
J September 2, 1998 
I Melanie Webster, Kifimat, Ticket No: 154609, Sold by: Smilhers 
I Elks. Sue Johnson, Abbotsford, Ticket No: 180764, Sold by. 
I Cloverdab Elks. S.I. Ota, Surrey, Ticket No: 152984, So d by: 
I Cloverdale Elks. S. Nick en, Merritt, Ticket No: 090114, SOld by: 
i Merritt Elks. 
AuQust 5. 1998 
Anc~. Anderson, Quesnel, Ticket No 131849, Sold by: Quesnel 
Royal Purple. Lisa Rusch, Mission, Ticket No. 104004, Sold by: 
Mission Elks. Ray Hudson, Vancouver, Ticket No 003807, Sold by: 
Duncan Elks. L fiouwkneelt, Abbotsford, Ticket No: 107481, Sold 
by: Mission Elks. 
July 8,1998 
Dou.q Hauqen, Lytton, "ticket No: 017686, Sold by: Norlh 
KamloopsT~lks. I.M. Bagshaw, Victoria, Ticket No 041395, Sold 
by: Victoria Elks. Velrna Anderson, Nanaimo, Ticket No 050973, 
Sold by: Nanaimo Elks. Marisa Nicoletti, Nanairno, .ticket No: 
051161, Sold by: Nanaimo Elks. 
n 
For a limited time, we are offering a special term deposit which pro- 
vides the flexibility of bonds and pays a competitive rate of interest. 
In addition, members who deposit $1,000 or more will be eligible 
for a trip for two to Vancouver*. This prize includes airfare, two 
nights accommodation a d $300 spending money. An additional 
prize will be awarded by each community branch. 
When you invest with Northern Savings, your money doesn't leave 
town. It stays right here in the North to help your friends and neigh- 
bours purchase their homes, finance their businesses and support 
their families. 
Call or visit one of our branches today and discover the difference 
in service quality and commitment to community. You'll be glad 
you did. 
I~ i l l lmU 
,,,~,~*~ NORTHERN 
SAVING$ 
PRINCE RUPERT MA88ET QUEEN CHARLOTTE TERRACE 
(250) 627-7571 (250) 626-5231 (250) 55g-4407 (250) 638-7822 
www.northsave.com Info@northsave.com 
*See branch for full contest details. Some restrictions may apply. 
Travel prizes provided by Stay & Save and Itm Terrace Standard. Branch'prizes (two 
lealher jackets valu~l at $900} ~ourtasy of Blue Ridge Ventures. 
Linda Hawes 
Hawes said. 
Curtis says nine workers 
operate and maintain the 
chipper m a total payroll of 
$500,000 per year -  that 
was transfcrred to Terrace 
closed the wood room at its 




HOT EATS COOL TREATS 
We Treat You Right 
4532 Lakelse Ave, Terrace 
MISTY  R IVER 
TACKLE & HUNTING 
i Gear  
p to 
)%off 
Need A New Scope? 
Choose from our extensive selection from 
LEUPOLD, BAUSCH & LOMB, BUSHNELL, SIMMONS, 
WEAVER, BURRIS and others. 
Installation labour & boresighting free oF charge with pur- 
chase of any scope, mounts & rings. 
the ultimate tool 
[ On'YSl 14'8 
Buy your new firearms now before Bill-68's compuJsary. 
Registration & fees start in December. 
All Sock,] 
Icelandi~elKd cd iak ' JB  
Monday- Thursday 7 am- 10 pm 
Friday & Saturday 7 am - 11 pm • Sunday 8 am - 10 pm 
5008 Agar Ave. Terrace 638-1369 
Mulligan's 




Kermodei W Beverage 
yea rs. 
!i;) :iii:: ~
Coach's profile. Please provide a brief history on 
the nominee, outlining such elements as years of 
coaching, successes, meaningful coaching 
achievements, etc. 





Note: Coach must reside in area served by Ibis newspaper. Deadline for entry November 
27, 1998. Winners announced December 2, 1998. 
Name of Coach: 
Nomination Form 
Coach of the Year 
• • The Terrace Standard,  Wednesday ,  November  11, 1998-  A11  
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THE $19 MILLION the 
provincial govenanent col- 
lects every year in taxes for 
legal aid goes into general 
reveuue instead of helping 
the poor, said legal aid law- 
yer Terry Brown. 
Brown said recent cut- 
backs have made it a lot har- 
der for poor people to 
qualify for legal aid. 
"There's been a drastic 
increase in people not 
eligible for legal aid," 
Brown said. 
To protest the lack of legal 
aid money being spent in 
B.C., a coalition of com- 
munity groups here and 
around the province formed 
the Journey for Justice 
campaign. 
Participants are collecting 
stories of people denied 
legal aid and delivering 
them Nov. 19 to Premier 
Glen Clark in Victoria. 
Barb Barnett from the 
transition house in Prince 
Rupert handed off two bags 
Of paper work Oct. 30, sym- 
bolizing all the eases here 
that were denied legal aid~ 
to Debbie Scarborongh, 
coordinator of Terrace's 
transition house. 
Searborough drove the 
bags to Smithers where 
someone took them Prince 
George. Eventually the bags 
will end up in Victoria. 
"The money is there, it's 
being collected", said Scar- 
borough, referring to the 
special tax on lawyer's fees 
that is supposed to pay for 
legal aid. 
PROTESTING: Jonathan Cousins from the Terrace 
Anti poverty group, Carol Sabo from the Terrace 
Women's Resource centre, Debbie Scarborough, 
from the Terrace Transition House and Barb Corbette 
from the Prince Rupert Transition House participate 
in the Journey for Justice campaign, a protest against 
the lack of legal aid being provided for people who 
can't afford lawyers. The two bags represent the 
number of cases denied legal aid in B.C. 
"Legal aid is being denied 
to hundreds of people in 
Terrace who desperately 
need it," said Scarborough. 
More than 100,000 ap- 
plications weie f'dled out for 
legal aid in B.C. this year 
and about half of them were 
denied, she said. 
"Women and children 
race Women's Resource 
Centre." 
Sabo explained that deny- 
ing poor people legal aid 
deters them from going to 
court and seeking justice, or 
forces then to go to court by 
themselves. 
"It's not fair," she said 
because people who 
represent themselves are 
[who are fleeing abusive often confused what they're 
relationships] aren't being rightaare. 
represelrted fairly in court," When people represent 
she said. "They're not get- themselves, she said, the 
tingwhat's fairly entitled to judge often sets another 
them. court date to give them 
And that just keeps the more time because they're 
oppressed, oppressed, says not prepared, resulting in a 
Carol Sabo, from the Ter- waste ofcourt ime. 
Thornhill fields 
lack re,, [rooms 
IF THE HELDS behind 
Thonthill Elementary 
School need washrooms, 
who will pay for them? 
That's the question the 
Thomhill Adviso~ Com- 
mittee will grapple with at 
the school's public meeting 
tonight at 7:30 p.m. 
Field users, says Brian 
Shack of the Thomhill Ad- 
visory Committee, dump 
garbage, dirty diapers and 
beer battles on the grounds. 
They also, says Shack, use 
the schools' fields and al- 
coves as public washrooms. 
"It's an elementary 
school," said a frustrated 
Shack last week. 
' Grade 1, 2 and 3 students 
regularly find dirty diapers 
and broken beer bottles in 
May and September when 
soccer and softball team 
schedules collide with regu- 
lar school days, he said. 
His committee decided to 
approach the Regional Dis- 
trict of Kitimat-Stikine 
board Oct. 24 and invite the 
public to the committee's 
regularly scheduled meeting 
tonight. 
The district's works and 
services manager Roger 
"looms said the district is 
prepared to work with the 
school district and com- 
munity groups to address 
common concerns. 
He said that while it was 
unfortunate the situation 
hasn't been addressed 
sooner, tax money is an is- 
SUe. 
" I 'm not convinced that 
we need to go out and con. 
struct a new facility," said 
"looms. "We want to make 
sure other existing facilities 
can't be utilized." 
He scheduled a tour of the 
schools with school district 
representative, principals 
and advisory committee r p- 
resentatives last week to get 
a sense of the problem. 
Tooms said issues at stake 
include where to build the 
washrooms if they need to 
be built, what they'll con. 
tain, what the cost associa- 
ted with building 
washrooms will include and 
who will pay for them. 
Those existing washrooms 
include ThomhiU Primary's 
o u ts i  d e- aceess  ib l  e 
washroom now being used 
by a disabled student. 
Thomhill Pr.imary princi- 
pal Barry Eyjolfson said let- 
ting players use school 
bathrooms sounds like a 
good idea but he's con- 
cerned about vandalism and 
theft. 
To Eyjolfson, building 
field washrooms for sports 
groups is a much better idea. 
But not at a price, says 
Jacques Corstanje of the 
Terrace Men's Soccer Asso- 
ciation. 
Corstanje said the soccer 
association is hesitant about 
paying additional user fees 
to build a two-washroom 
unit on a field that they may 
not be able to rent next year. 
Annual General Meeting 
Planned Parenthood Association of Terrace invites you to their 
Annual General meeting at their office in the back oF Ihe 
Northwest Heahh Services Building (across from the Court House) 
The meeting will be held on 
!~!.!, ::~:::. ~..... Monday November 23 at 7PM. 
• , * .  . : . ;  , .~ " " . . . .~ . . .  , ' / L '  
/ "Vo lunteers  are needed for the Board and the Clinic. 
For further information call the Planned 
Parenthood Office 638-2027. 
fl 




The northwest's largest selection of high 
,~ quali.ty,:magr~et.,therapyl,from bracelets..to 
........ i ins0is arid bed pads. ~ *~ ..... 
615-5151 
in the Park Ave medical building 
Produc  5er. 





$2000 over 5 years OAC) 
| ,  
// 4i te/14 ce 
... the Nea. t r  l 73that 
TERRACE KITIMAT 
4711A Keith Ave. 330 Enterprise Ave. 
638-1166 "SERVING NORTHWESTERN CANADA" 632-4741 
NORTHERN ASSOCIATES - 40 LOCATIONS 
When the drifts tart piling high, you can 
count on ARCTIC Snowplows to break 
through. Built o withstand the rigors of our 
hard winters, the ARCTIC Snowplow IS 
constructed of durable steel Available for most 
I~uCksc:ALL US TODAY 635-6334 
L_L~4~ 1Keith Avenue, Terrace, i 
Judy's Sewing Corner 
Authorized Pfaff Dealer 
Machine Sales, 
;ssories & Repairs 
en & Adult Beginners  
Lg Lessons Available! 
,re informa 
~/Fax 635-81 
r Avenue, Ten  
l '$20, ,o $200 I 
i!:,. iFACTORY:  ,RE  BATES ' 
3n ! 
Sl 
A~ ,.,tim , , :  
f E 
otem's  Count rywide i  
Furn i tu re  & App l iance  I 
4501 Lakelse Ave.  Terrace ~ [~ i ~  I 
1 -800-813-1158 • 638-1158 ~ :~ I I~ l  [] 
HELPING OUT: Northwest College welding stu- 
dent John Vicente constructs tree guards that will 
protect beautification society trees next spring. 
Vandals claim 
seven trees 
JUST ONE of eight birch trees that were newly planted 
on Park Ave. beside the medical building survived at- 
tacks by vandals in October. 
The remaining tree has now been removed by city 
crews and is being kept in a safe place over the winter. 
The trees were purchased through the Terrace Beauti- 
fieation Society's adopt-a-tree program. 
"The incidents happened in so close a time period 
it's got to have been the same people," said beautifica- 
tion society member Lori Lindstrom of the attacks. 
She's particularly upset became, at $225 apiece, the 
trees will be expensive to replace. 
"We have been discouraged with this one," said 
Lindstrom, who has been in charge of the project since 
its beginning two years ago. 
Lindstrom said the society would have liked to pur- 
chase sturdier trees but had to go with smaller ones be- 
cause the root balls had to fit planting holes in the 
sidewalk. 
So next spring, when the trees go into the ground 
they'll be protected by iron tree guards made by Emile 
Marchand's tudents at Northwest Community Col- 
lege. ;:A i~e]ldliig inStm~ ~cf i~d d~cided, tO~ help 
out'~]~y ~l~naiing'the~/ma~eriais :*and had i~is students 
make the four-feet-tall guards to protect next year's 
tre~.s. . . . . . . . . . . .  
"People will have to work at breaking them," Lind- 
strom said. 
She admitted guards should have gone up with the 
trees but at a retail price of $150 each, the society ac- 
cepted Marchand's offer in the hope of saving money 
in the long run. Little did Lindstrom know vandals 
would destroy seven of the trees before the guards were 
ready. 
Now she faces the pinch of buying replacement trees 
to plant next spring and finding enough donors to make 
up for those who couldn't wait for the two years the 
project has been going on. 
Local seeks midwife 
certification next year 
A LOCAL PERSON with midwifery train- 
ing expects to apply to be fully registered 
by the B.C. College of Midwives next 
spring. 
"If  I'm successful then I'll be registered 
to practice in Terrace. That's my inten- 
tion," said ~ Margaret Miskelly who 
received training in Australia. 
Midwives offer care to healthy pregnant 
!women and their newborns from early 
~pregnancy, labour and birth and up to six 
weeks postpartum. 
Candidates are required to submit a port- 
folio to assess educational equivalency, 
pass written, oral and dinieal examinations 
lo determine if they meet the college's 
comj~etency requirements. 
There are currently 48 registered mid- 
wifes in B.C. Forty of these women are 
providing primary care at 15 hospitals 
across the province. The rest have applica- 
tions for privileges in process. 
The concept of registered midwives was 
introduced several years ago, becoming for' 
malized with the creation of the B.C. Col- 
lege of Midwives. 
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B/VOLUNTEER 
W' BUR U 
• AND SENIOR'S INFORMAT10N ACCESS 
Helping Handyman Program 
VOLUNTEERS NEEDED!! 
Looking for Men, Women and Young Adults, who are dedicated to 
helping the elderly/disabled that live in their neighborhood to 
maintain a comfortable and safe independence. 
~ l~ Volunteer to help with ...... 
Raking of leaves 
Cleaning of eves. 
Cleaning outside windows 
Minor home repairs 
Snow shoveling of sidewalks & stairs . . . .  
Phone Shannon at 
638-1330 
Bre athe deeply 
TERRACE ENJOYED good air for 88 per cent of Septem. 
her, indicate readings from an environment ministry test. 
lug station at the Eby St. access centre. 
There were readings of fair or worse for 12 per cent ol 
the hours but no readings of poor quality. 
The air testing instruments record the amount of particu. 
late matter in the air which, if inhaled consistently, coul( 
have an impact on people with respiratory problems 
Health officials note that poor air impairs lung functiom 
which could increase asthma and other breathing prob- 
lems. 
=W 
Our  phone number  is 80 .  
TM Of course, your BC TEL PhoneMart store offers a lot more than just phones. But we do have a lot of phones. Which makes us the 
perfect people to answer all your gift needs. Not to mention all the clever SmartTouch Personal Call Management services only we 
can set you up with. 
mmm=D:l'-l-'w----'llets you spread your 
payment over easy instalhnents on your 
monthly BC TEL phone bill. 
For  BC TEL  PhoneMart "  s tore  l ocat ions  and  hours  ca l l  to l l - f ree :  1 877-877-5552 
SmartTouch TM Personal Call Managem~t services are available to single residential line customers in most areas. SrnartTouch'* isa trademark ofStentor Resource Centre Inc, BG TEL is e licenced user. 
FLEXPAY is available on your BC TEL Phone Bill on approved credit (OAC) only. FLEXPAY includes PST and GST and 16% interest. 
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BUSINESS REVIEW 
businesses that are some- 
what surprised that they're 
doing fairly well," says city 
economic development of- 
ricer Ken Veldman. 
While some businesses are 
hurting badly, Veldman says 
he's had reports from many 
others of unexpectedly good 
revenue numbers o far this 
year. 
"They're not breaking 
any records, but they're 
close to historical levels," 
he said. 
Aud, Veldman says, in the 
absence of any further dis- 
asters - -  like a complete 
shutdown of a local sawmill 
- -  it may be possible for 
many retail and other outlets 
to hang oil at present 
revenue levels for eventual 
economic improvement, 
possibly by mid to late next 
year. 
Businesses seem to be 
weather, ng the . storm 
man says, is the fact con- 
"There seem to be a lot of struction hasn't dried up 
completely and that major 
developers - -  including one 
thinking of building a strip 
mall - -  are still eyeing the 
city. 
"There is some interest in 
Terrace from potential in- 
vestor types," he said. "The 
fact that they're looking is a 
positive comment." 
Veldman said businesses 
that have had the best suc- 
cess in keeping their 
revenue up are the ones that 
are marketing to the larger 
region and getting 
customers from Prince 
Rupert, Kitimat, the Nass, 
the Hazeltons and Stewart. 
"People targetting 
regional customers are still 
doing surprisingly well," he 
said. "So thank you 
Kitimat, and to a certain ex- 
tent thank you Rupert." 
Retail merchants are now 
looking ahead to the critical 
Christmas eason, Veldman 
"If you're doing sUd. 
okay now and ~e key to surviving 1999 
you're making ends will be how good Christmas 
meet it's probably is, how badly sales slump in 
the normal post-Christmas 
not going to get any slowdown and whether 
worse." major industries manage to 
"Barring nothing more 
disastrous happening, I 
think we're starting to level 
out," Veldman said. 
It's now been close to two 
years since the Skeena C.el- 
l u~e crisis 
many entrepreneum are now 
realizing they can survive iL 
Veldman said 
businesses have made the 
~ecessary adjustments 
reduce costa and survive on 
somewhat lower 
levels. 
Staff hours have 
trimmed, ,inventory is pared 
down and on 
level people are often decid- 
ing to make do with the 
same car or couch for anoth- 
er year, Veldman noted. He 
,'lso suspects ~avings rates 
at:" well up. 
"Things have 
out o,er the last year or 
so," he said. "So if you're 
doing okay now and you're 
making ends meet it's prob- 
ably not going to get any 
worse," he said. 
There's been a flurry of 
business closures in Prince 
Rupert in recent weeks. 
But Terrace so far hasn't 
seen significant casualties, 
Veldman said. 
The Co-op shutdown in 
June was the 
closure so far. And that's 
keep local people working, 
he added. 
March is one critical date 
because that's when Skeena 
Sawmills' work-sharing 
program runs out. West 
Fraser has said it will then 
began .~nd., workers - - ' i f  markets aren't :'+ 
improving. 
"Next spring is going to 
most be a real telling time," 
Veldman said. 
to If a sawmill does dramati- 
cally cut its workforce or go 
revenue down altogether, Veldman 
said, businesses may have to 
been drop down another step to 
even lower revenue levels. 
a personal However by then there's 
also some hope that the key 
Japanese conomy could be 
showing signs of life, with a 
commodity price rebound 
not far behind. 
"If Japan gets its act to- 
stabilized gerber and does some pretty 
needed restructuring within 
its banking sector this 
winter, by next spring you 
may see some turnaround in "~ 
terms of commodity: 
prices," he said. 
Again, many businesses 
have been expecting worse 
and are trying to build in 
room in their budgets to 
deal with any more trouble 
that could arise. 
"A lot of people have de- 
only major cided to go at a lower level 
to be on the safe side." 
Northwest Loggers Association 
is having a 
Commercial Thinning 
And New Forest 
Opportunities 
Information Workshop 
WEDNESDAY, NOVEMBER 25 
I:00 pm - 5:00 pm 
Located at the 
Coast Inn Of The West, Room 328 
Presentations by: M.O.F; 
BC Wood Specialties Group, SCI, City of 
Terrace Forest Industry Development 
Strategy, Harvesting & Training Consultants 
COMIC SHOP owner Gerry Mattson says his 
regional and mail order business is providing steady 
revenue --even in a recession. 
Work Shop Starts At 1 pm Sharpl 
Even comic store's okay 
HOW DOES a comic book money," he said. 
store stay alive during a One advantage is that his 
recession? shop is well established. 
Gerry Mattson, owner of So when two similar out- 
Comic Encounters on lets in Prince Rupert closed 
Lazelle Ave., says his recently, his store immedi- 
seven-year-old business is ately began seeing more 
alive and well thanks to a customers. 
combination of steady Like other entrepreneurs, 
regional sales, mail order Mattson is being defensive 
business, Internet sales and and trimming his costs as 
even tourist raffic, much as poss~le. 
He admits the comics and When his one employee 
games he sells are purely left town to go back to 
discretionary spending for school this fall, he didn't 
his customers - -  and hire a replacement and 
theoretically one of the first opted to run the store solo 
things to go when times are for a while. 
tough. But he says he's optimistic 
" It 's certainly a luxury, that his store and Terrace 
but people tend to find the will be here for the long run. 
reduce the.mill tg, just. one . Networb;,.,,., s..s~.;,,,., 
sh i f t - -  laying offup to 90,.-.,:,:, . ~tz. i~O. ~ o ,v , ,  here 
= 
"A  CHAMBER of Commerce business mixer happens 
Thursday evening from 5:30 to 7:30 p.m. 
The networking session is hosted at Elan Travel by 
owner George Clark. 
.* / ° 
,199 
4 
Bi Steak & Seafood Grill 
Where good ~~~ 
friends meet ~ ,~i~i+i~i~! ~:~ +~~ 
SEE YO U ~ ! i ~  !i~2: , 
TONIGHT. ": +~ '  ~ (~":~  ~ti ;! 
EVERY FRI & SAT ~ - - ~  
PRIME RIB NIGHT Hours: 
Dinner: Sun-Thurs - 5-10,Fri-Sat - 4-10 
• Lunch: Tue-Fri - 1 ] -2 
Steak  & 4332 Lakelse Ave., Terrace, 
Seafood  635-9161 
$ 
D eO /U  
financing SAC 
• ~]m ~e~e .............. ° 
• 1.8 litre dual overhead cam engine 
Take  Your  T im(  
$ 
Freedom 30 gives you all the time in 
the world on your first 30 calls every month. 
You talk as long as you like - or not ar all 
There's no hurry. 
Freedom 30 also gives you up to 1000 minutes 
• ' of free weekend calling each month. 
And additional airtime (if you need it) is only 
30 cents a minute. 
S30/mo.  
KEiTH AVE. MALL  CITY CENTRE SKEENA MALL 
TERRACE K IT IMAT TERRACE 
635-5333 632-5000 635-4948 
~ + t + N + ! + + ~ + i + i + ;  : . . . .  
.~:., ..':~: ?.:: ff ?.:'.:4~:'::~::::~:!::~i.>, ======================== ~ ~ . , ~ m  ......................  ............ - -- - - 
g I~m~ Co~gng #an and ,919.95 Hakio 252 phone ~ ~ ~ p ~ o  Iotol tolls enF/. | 
mk~ ~, I~ dmance ~arg. end loxes edro. ~ ~ ~ ~ l e d  time offer.I I 
- : )  : .  : ~+ 
l lrtanclng UAL, 
~A 
C,~ P~noN 
READ THE FINE PRINT: 5.8% Iinsnce offer from Toyota Canada Credit Inn, is based on up to 00 month financing OAC on RAV4 or Corolla. Leasd offers for qualified retail customers 
only on 1999 models old and delivered before November 30th, 1998. Lease payments of $220/$244/$26815292 for 19g9 Corolla (BR12 EP(B)) based on 48 month Walkaway leases 
with $3,000152 000151 000150 down, Total ease obllgallons ere $13,560/$13,712/513,6841514,01a. Lease payments of $3'151533gi$363/5410 for1999 RAV 4 4 Door 4WD (HPIOVP(B) 
based on 48 monlh walkaway leases with S4,000153,000/$2,000150 down. Tote ease ob rations ere $19,120151g,272/$f9.4241519,680. Lease payments based on n maximum of 
98,000 kin, Additional charges are 10 ©enWkm, Excludes license, Insurance and applicable taxes. Includes a maximum of $700 for freight and pre.dellvary Inspecllon. See your Toyota 
BC Dealer Ior details, "Source; Polk Canada Year To Date July 1998. 
Come visit us at www.toyota.ca 
TOYOTA BC DEALER 
Great deals on all re~aiz~ing 19s8 vehicle 
while they last, sta tzng at 3.sx ~'iz~ancin~ 
• Power windows/locks. AM/FM CD player 
1999 TOYOTA RAY4 
1999 TOYOTA COROLLA 
B.C.'S #I Sel l ing Car* 
# 
Treaty rises above tangle 
of B.C. politics, says fed 
FEDERAL INDIAN affairs 
minister Jane Stewart 
brought a message of recon- 
ciliation on land claims dur- 
ing a quick visit to Terrace 
Nov. 5. 
And she declined to get 
into the over-heated partisan 
arena of provineinl politics' 
that has dominated debate 
on the Nisga'a treaty since it 
was initialed Aug. 4. 
"From our point of view 
this is a priority, not a short 
term one, but a long term 
one to meet the constitu- 
tional and legal obligations 
we have," said Stewart of 
the Nisga'a treaty and of 
land claims in general. 
"We are of the belief Brit- 
ish Columbians must have 
information on what the 
treaty is. This is not about 
politics. We're trying to 
build awareness and under-. 
standing." 
Stewart described the fed-' 
eral strategy as slow and 
steady. 
"This supersedes polities. 
I don't want to speak about 
what's happening in B.C.," 
she responded to a question 
about the provineial politi- 
cal atmosphere surrounding 
land claims. 
Instead, Stewart described 
treaties as ways of defining 
native rights that are 
enshrined in the constitution 
and then using them to build 
new relationships. 
"People need time to un- 
derstand these things, to un- 
derstand the issues," she 
said. 
And in the ease of the 
Nisga'a deal, Stewart said it 
FEDERAL INDIAN Affairs minister Jane Stewart pauses with Mayor Jack Talstra 
following a Nov. 5 luncheon in Terrace. The city was one of three Stewart visited 
last week to give the federal side on the Nisga'a treaty. 
was realistic and fair. 
"This is an opportunity to 
move forward from a better 
platform than we have had 
in the past," she said. 
Stewart spoke to a lun- 
cheon crowd of municipal 
politieians and business 
leaders. 
She told the audience she 
expects federal egislation to 
bring the treaty into force 
will be before Parliament 
early in the new year. 
That will be done in co- 
operation with the provin- 
elai government - -  which 
has to introduce its own 
legislation in the legislature 
- -  and with the Nisga'a to 
ensure what's enacted fits 
treaty terms, said Stewart. 
As for the provincial Lib- 
erai court challenge of the 
treaty which, if successful in 
declaring it a constitutional 
audience the Nisga'a simply 
want what everybody else 
has. 
" I  envy you people here. I
look out the window and I 
see a major highway, black- 
top," said Gosnell. 
amendment, could result in "We're in the rainy sea- 
a referendum, the minister son now, we'waik around in 
said her government is pre- 
paring its statement of 
de fence. 
"This is putting the con- 
stitution into practice in a 
realistic and rational way," 
said Stewart of the Nisga'a 
treaty. 
She was accompanied at 
the luncheon by 
mud." 
"We envy what we see 
around us. We want to be at 
the same level, nothing 
more, nothing less," Gos- 
nell continued. 
He said there will be op- 
portunities for joint ventures 
using resources that will go 
Nisga'a to the Nisga'a when the 
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Sunday Brunch 
Buffet 
10:00 AM - 2:00 PM !. 
i 
i 
Chef Georg Troeber and Staff have created a ii 
beautifully presented buffet with Eggs . 
Benedict, Eggs Pacifico, Eggs Florentine, 
Omelettes, Pancakes, Bacon, Ham, Sausage, ~' 
our Famous Bread Pudding, an Assortment of il. 
Fresh Baked Goods, Various Salads, Fresh Fruit, 
and Entrees that change weekly and more. 
Only  ;10.95 i; 
Children Under 12 $5.00 
Children Under 3 Free i 
RESERVATIONS: 635-O083 
In the Best Western Terrace Inn 
Gosnell who. told• the " ' ONLY!  
,,,ti 
Fri. Nov 13 Spic, e Up Your, , specmlS_bmeon,,,s 
Cbmtmas 
Simplicity 1 
I I  . . . . .  : :', ;;;(,.,; '~:~,, :PAIlIrERNS 
Gutermann /. All instore steckl 
THREAD "~ $*Memb~ 
oo° . 'OOm 1 a >Spools "Members e 




The ultimate gt~ in ~ 
personal expression. :!~ :
Personal, private, ~ ! 
professional /!:~ 
photography. 
A bv, sband and wtfe 
professional team. j 





sely affect Nisga'a rights set 
.oUt :in, ~the :Nisga~a,-.Treaty,~ 
. Canada or British Columbia, 
as the case may be, must 
provide the Nisga'a Nation 
with additional or replace- 
ment rights or other ap- 
propriate remedies." 
Federal treaty negotiator 
Tom Molloy said it is hard 
to speculate on how the sec- 
tion will be interpreted 
when it comes to replace- 
ment benefits. 
It may be, for instance, in 
the case of a fishing site, 
that treaty rights for both 
Nisga'a and another native 
group could be accom- 
modated, he said. 
Molloy did concede a re- 
placement benefit to the 
Nisga'a could be assigning 
them other land in another 
location. 
"There is also cash as an 
option," said federal Indian 
Affairs minister Jane 
Stewart while here on a 
short visit last week. 
She said that could happen 
if the benefit to be replaced 
was negotiated as having a 
cash value. 
The section indicates the 
Nisga'a and the federal and 
provincial governments, as 
the ease may be, will go to 
arbitration should they fail 
to reach agreement on re- 
placement benefits. 
A SECTION in the Nisga'a 
treaty, Could see  them 
recewmg cash if they lost 
any treaty benefits because 
of land claims overlaps. 
The section concerns 
replacing benefits should 
the Nisga'a lose any of them 
to another native group 
when it settles its own land 
claim. 
The section is intended to 
address overlapping claims 
and a federal policy which 
once held that it wouldn't 
conclude treaties unless 
conflicting claims to the 
same resources or land were 
settled first between the na- 
tive groups. 
In the ease of the Nisga'a, 
it primarily concerns the 
Gitanyow who have their 
own claim and who have 
stated for years that their 
resources and lands are 
wrongfully part of the 
Nisga'a treaty negotiations. 
The section also applies to 
any court decision which 
could rule that another 
group's rights are adversely 
affected by Nisga'a treaty 
benefits. 
In a Nisga'a internal docu- 
ment explaining the treaty, 
the clause concerning anoth- 
er group's claim settlement 
is explained as follows. 
Should "the provisions of 
the other agreement adver- Open Weekdays until 7:00p.m. 
4652 Lazelle Avenue 
635-4997 
J Butterick 
~ ~ ~ '  ~ PAWERHS 
~t  r ~ ~ All instore steck! 
All I e~ 
P~ Members PATTERNS 
Jl 30 °/° [] 70°/° All instore stock!,MemberSBuY 1 GET 
O-  
r . 
2 FREE Regular Price 
(Of equal or lesser value) l 
B C ........................................................................................................................................................................................................................... 5 Tel The ern_ment is misleading you about the Nisga'a 
cour t  , ....... . . . . . . . . . . . .  .::~..::----'':'ri:!~;"//" . : .r' " 
aga in  - : ~ , ,  / They,  say" the Ntsga'  . . . . . . .  a government  will be hke a muntctpa l  government ,  '7 
~ ~ , . , ~ . . . . , .  ~ allo~'~ tlae N isga 'a  peop le  to govern  themse lves  in a way  comparab le  to a munic ipa l  LAWYERS for BC Tel en- 
tered a not-guilty plea in a 
Smithers courtroom Nov. 3 
on one charge of introduc- 
ing waste into the environ- 
ment. 
The company has hired 
Alan Blair from the 
Vancouver-based law finn 
Lawson Lundell Lawson & 
Mdntosh. 
The charge ~wi th  a max- 
!mum penalty of $1 million 
- -  stems from an Aug. 1997 
incident when 4,000 iitres of 
diesel fuel allegedly spilled 
flora a BC Tel repeater s ta -  
t ion  neat Meziadin Lake. 
The next scheduled court 
date is Apr. 6, 1999 when 
lawyers will confirm a fixed 
trial date, 
~ h e  Nisga'a Government -~ 
IO'~t, l l t ,~ Mi~g;v~t per,,r~'~ t¢~ 9,,v~m thernh~l~e,; I 0 ,~ ~'oy ~. (q'fl]lClrt,t,~c ) 
/ '~%,..,..,~ h* II rtlUl%l¢'l}~*l ['ltwr,nlnt!n; lilt' ~,lllttdi, lll ¢.*ol|~ltlltlOlh tile t',Ptlrlo/l=l I¢10h| ~. / 
. z ~ ' J f td  I'C~f'JoIOL ella tli~ ¢..'llmhldll {'¢uk, ..,:11 .pply t,, Ih,., ~ t * ~  
. .gOVernment. The Canad ian  Const i tut ion,  the Charter  of R ights  and F reedoms and the 
/ /  Cr iminal  Code  will app ly  to the N isga 'a  people."  Xas Equality ..... 
........ ,7' '~':...-' " .... t " " :: 
. . . . . . . . . .  d , NOT TRUE.  The  Treaty  Says:  , 1he kan  ............. ,, .......,..~.~,:".~.;;,,,:f.:~:~'~-~."// ~ ~.; 
..... .:; :.:: .'; ": :::,~i~-!~'z ~; ;:...... " ~, .l 
,a ao,~rnmo"~..2 ~ * Nisga'a government will consist of a central government, four village governments and even extend its reach to'Nisga'a liviniill 
.~.e nts~a', .... ....~;~ :;'-':?.::'~" / Columbia, There are 5500 Nisga'a in British Columbia. oI whom :2500 live in the Nass Valley, !~i - : .k~ *'*.",:'~' ,"'~:;L~':-~ ~'~'~ . . . . .  
' ~ '~ '~ ' :  . *,,bUt rr6ce~.s. ..... 
'" '~"  . : . ,  ranadtanS 
• ,-,,~t Shared ~ ~:'-%.'o'~':.',~?" 
• This is a new kind of government ever before constituted in Canada, which more closely resembles a provincial government i~  
• This government is ethnically based. Ethnically based municipal government would be illegal. /!~!~ .... 
• Municipal powers can be reduced at any time by the province. Nisga'a powers can never be. -.~[ 
• A resident on the territory who is a non-Nisga'a will be subject o certaih Nisga'a laws, but will not have the right o vote for thig~g,i 
or mn lot: Office. ::'6 
• Nisga'a government powers will far exceed municipal powers, The Nisga'a government will be able to make law in at feast 16 In& 
areas including land use. education, family services, health delivery, husiness laws, culture and citizenship. , i ?~'•:: 
• On the subjects isled above, Nisga'a laws will over.ride f deral nd provincial laws if there is a conflict, 
lade laws. This will depend on the court's hate the Cl~arter, ; ~'~ 
i ~': ii J: .~ 
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Experience the ReSound ® Difference. 
The wonderful sounds of Christmas add to the ,~, 
magic of the season. Music, laughter, and warm 
exchanges with family and friends are what make 
Christmas memorable. ..'~' 
ReSound hearing devices allow you to fully enjoy the 
sounds of the season. By automatically adjusting their 
Volume to suit every situation, ReSound hearingaids 




. j  j r 
Digitally programmed to match your 
individual hearing loss 
Featuring sound, processing technology 
developed by AT&T 
Soft sounds (like a whisper) are audible and 
loud sounds are nevei-t0o bud 
Completely controls the volume so you 
don't have to 
Available in a variety of sizes and sWles; 
including the nearly-invisible completely±in~ 
the-canal size. 
I I I I I 
Hear the Sounds of Christmas at their best. 
Call us today for a personal demonstration. 
Appointments are available 
,:-:  :Wednesday, Nov 18th and I I  
" 20th Friday, Nov. 
ISLAND ACOUSTICS 
: Call today to book your appointment 
615 5077 
HEARING SERVICES 
" , . : 
Fifth F loor - 4634 Park Avenue, Park Avenue Medical Building 
Terrace 
:::iii ~ i i : : /  i:i:: :i :¸¸ 
~ ~ ~( '  i ~/ i:~. ~ ' 
!i~:;i'::ir ~ii ~ ~:~i iii: :~i i i 
r personal demonstration will be provided by Pete r Russell, M.Sc., Aud(C)::L 
Managing Audiologist for Island Acoustics Hearing Services - Terrace 
Bring a fiiend or fimily member with you. They will also be able to tell the difference in how well you hear, 
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CHARLYNN TOEWS 
Back to the 
future 
J 
UST OVER A YEAR ago, the 
Robinson family and their pilot 
blasted off into space. They were 
headed to Alpha Sentari to 
colonize an earth-like planet, due to massive 
overpopulation a d pollution here at home. 
But on that day October 16, 1997 their space 
craft was thrown wildly off-course due to the 
interference of the evil Doctor Smith. This fel- 
low Smith, both a Colonel in the U.S. Forces 
and an enemy agent from a foreign power, 
sneaks onto the ship that day last year to 
booby-trap the robot, rigging a bomb to set off 
eight hours into the flight. He then gets 
trapped on board. 
"The Reluctant Stowaway" is the title of 
the very first episode of Lost its Space which 
beamed across the airwaves in black and 
white to television sets in 1965. Here's what 
1997 looks like from 1965: June Lockhart 
plays the morn. Her character is referred to 
and listed in the credits as 'Doctor Maureen 
Robinson." In the very first episode she dons 
a spacesuit and goes outside the ship to rescue 
her husband who is floating helplessly, his 
safety strap having failed. Very progressive, 
eh? 
There's a very interesting domestic scene in 
Episode Four, after they land on an unknown 
planet. They live in their space ship, of course, 
an open-plan flying saucer. The interior decor 
is modern and minimalist. 
Although Maureen is a qualified astronaut 
and scientist, she is also a pioneer woman, and 
a wife and mother. The scene opens inside, 
with June Lockhart holding an incongruously 
old-fashioned looking plastic laundry basket, 
much like the one I have at home. 
She talks with Will and Penny, the kids, and 
they walk outside as the dialogue advances the 
plot (monsters, I think, or a Freak Storm). 
Maureen takes the laundry to a small table un- 
der a tarp. On the camp table is a black box 
about wice the size of a VCIL The hinged top 
opens like the lid of a washing machine. She 
places the soiled articles inside, closes the lid, 
presses abutton, and lakes a step towards Will 
as she says a line of dialogue. 
The washing machine says, and I quote, 
"Dweep bop boo dweep dweep beep boo 
dweep," while colourful ights flash and blink. 
Maureeu walks back to the machine, which 
has obviously completed its cycle. She opens 
the lid and starts taking out the laundry. It is 
not only washed, dried, and folded, but each 
item is individually wrapped in clear cel- 
lophane. It snakes a crinkly sound as she puts 
it in the laundry baskeL 
She heads back inside, and the next scene 
has, I think, strong winds and a giant cyclops 
monster. 
Vv'hat a rip-offl I thought when I Fast saw 
that washing machine last week on the video. 
Why, we should have had a home appliance 
like that since last year alreadyt Talk about 
progress! Now that's women's liberation. 
But I guess I 'm glad that they were also 
wrong about overpopulation. Nor have we 
polluted the earth as much as they thought we 
would have by now, we can still live here on 
earth. 
And wouldn't hey be surprised if they knew 
then what we know now about Russia, about 
the Mir Space Station7 The evil Dr. Smith was 
a cold war spy. Episode One, through a "live 
news broadc.:st of the launch" format, ex- 
plains the circa-1965 space race. Sabotage is 
feared, security is vigorous, the bad guys are 
technologically advanced and powerful. 
You know what's funny? In every episode 
the credits list Jonathan Harris, who plays 
Smith, as a "special guest star." I guess that's 
so the audience can believe he might actually 
succeed in escaping or get gobbled up by one 
of those monsters. The viewers of 1965 would 
find the question of who will win the space' 
race very suspenseful. Of course we know 
now who's winning: it's John Glenn. 
Last year, 1997, the year that never was. Oh, 
well, I guess I can live without one of those 
truly automatic washing machines. It's a fair 
trade for not being pushed off a wretchedly 
poisoned and critically overcrowded planet. I
guess I can transfer and fold my own laundry 
in exchange for having the Iron Curtain and 
the Berlin Wall disappear. And I'll enjoy what 
I do have, the technology of the real 199Gs,' 
watching old TV shows through the miracle of 
the VCR. Hey, maybe I could get some shiny 
silver fabric and make myself one of those 
spacey jnmpsuits like June Lockhart has, to 
wear around the house. You know, while I 'm 
doing the wash. 
Burma bomber remembers 
THEY WOULDN'T let Del 
Holtom's twin brother, Don, 
fly in the same plane. 
If  that plane was shot 
down, two brothers from the 
same family would have 
been lost so wartime policy 
would not permit it. 
But Don flew in the same 
Second World War 
squadron as Del and had 
even had the same assign- 
ment, nese.gunner in a B-24 
Liberator bomber. 
Their service in Southeast 
Asia was part of what is 
known as the Forgotten 
War, the battle against Japa- 
nese forces occupying coun- 
tries such as Burma, Malaya 
and Indochina. 
It's been called the 
Forgotten War because it 
never drew the attention the 
war in Europe did or the Pa- 
cific conflict where primari- 
ly American forces closed in 
on Japan by island-hopping. 
But to Del and Don and 
other Canadians attached to 
the British Air Force it was 
TWIN BROTHERS Del (left) and Don Holtom went off 
to the Second World War at the same time, in the 
same air force squadron and with the same assign- 
ment. Their service was in southeast Asia and was 
known as the Forgotten War because it didn't draw 
the attention as did conflicts elsewhere. 
just as real and dangerous. 
The Holtoms grew up and 
went to school in Kelowna, 
the heart of the Okanagan. 
Soon after graduating in 
1942 and barely 18 years 
old, they got the call to join 
the anny. 
"There was no way we 
wanted the army, so we 
went to Vancouver and 
joined the air force," 
Holtom recounts. 
The brothers first weir to 
Prince Edward Island and 
then to Boundary Bay, now 
the Victoria airport, for 
training. 
"There were 110 of us 
and we formed into crews, 
11 to a crew for the 
L~erator," says Holtom. 
They shippe d out to Glas- 
gow where their ship 
formed part of a convoy and 
after 31 days at sea, docked 
at Bombay, India. 
The Canadian aircrews 
were attached to a British 
squadron at Salboni on the green and inexperienced he 
Indian sub,continent 'rom didn't realize his aircraft 
which they flew missions sustsinedbattlcdanrage. 
into Japanese-occupied " I  was looking at the tail 
countries, and saw a large rip in the 
Their job was to destroy fabric and didn't think too 
rail lines and bridges and much of it at the time," he 
drop land mines into bays, says. 
all as part of the effort to Two of the 10 crews 
disrupt Japanese supply Holtom went over with were 
lines, lost, one when the plane 
"Once we left we would simply disappeared and the 
be 10, 11 or 12 hours in the second shot down right in 
air until we got back," said front of Holtom. 
Holtom of the duration of " I  saw this big explosion, 
each mission, a big black spot in the sky. 
That meant for a cramped Our pilots l~lew what it was 
time in his nosegunner cap- and dropped down a few 
sule althbughhe was able to thousaud feet," Holtom 
crawl out and into the main recalls. 
body of the aircraft once In a lot of ways Holtom 
they were well on their way says being a young teenager 
back home. was an advantage during the 
"By that time there would war. 
not bc too much of a chance " I  guess we didn't have 
of Japanese planes being enough sense to have it 
around," said Holtom. worry us as we were just 
On his first mission, kids," he says. 
Holtom says he was so There wasn't a lot to do 
LET THE PLAY BEGIN: (From top) Daniel Barnswell, vice president of the Ter- 
race Little Theatre, Fred Sturby, corretional centre inskuctor, and inmate Lorenzo 
Loring enjoy the TLT's plush new seats. 
New seats add comfort 
WITH HELP FROM inmates, new seats 
were installed in the Terrace Little Theatre 
in time for it's season opener. 
Four inmates from the Terrace Correc- 
tional Centre assembled, sanded, painted 
and stained each of the 95 seats the TLT 
purchased from a movie theatre in Vernon. 
The new seats are a huge change from the 
hard folding chairs and the old wooden 
seats used last year, said Daniel Earnsweil, 
vice president of the TLT. 
"They did a bang up job," said 
Barnswell of the imnates' work. "It 's a 100 
per cent improvement from what we had." 
Barnswell said the seats and the 
playhouse's newly renovated washrooms 
were done to improve customers' comfort. 
It took six,. inmates four days to paint, 
sand and stain the seats and another eight 
days to install them. 
Fred Sturby, the instructor handling all 
work programs at the Correctional Institute, 
said he tries to organize inmates' time so 
that they are flee to do volunteer work. 
"We're always trying to free up time for 
the community," Sturby said. "It 's positive 
constructive programming." 
He said inmates often shovel snow for 
seniors in winter and do work for non-profit 
societies around town. 
"Crews just seem to shine and do the best 
work doing community work," Sturby said. 
Lorenzo Loring, one of the inmates who 
refurbished the new scats, said he enjoyed 
his work at the playhouse and giving back 
to the conununity. 
"You're participating and contributing to 
the community instead of just sitting there 
doing time," he said. 
He also said that inmates who work to- 
gether become friends instead of simply 
seeing each other as inmates. 
Although the inmates work is volunteer, 
they were all invited to watch 7 Stories, the 
theatre's first play of the season. 
Loring said the play was great, and the 
seats were roomyand comfortablel 
7Stories runs Nov. 12, 13, 14, 19, 20, 21. 
while on the ground be- 
tween bombing missions so 
the crews formed strong re- 
lationships. 
The food wasn't bad but 
the heat was extreme. 
"Each half a dozen of us 
had a bearer to do our 
. clothes. We had it pretty 
good compared to the army 
guys," Holtom remembers. 
His active service ended 
as the war wound down and 
the Japanese threat receded. 
they each bought a car and 
went into the taxi business. 
Holtom came north in 
1951 and first settled in 
Prince Rupert where he met 
his wife, Hazel. 
They've lived in Terrace 
since 1961 and have opera- 
ted a log hauling and truck- 
ing business now taken over 
by their two sons. 
Holtom's brother also 
came north and also married 
a woman flora Prince 
And although the Pacific • Rupert. But he remrued 
war ended in the summer of south and now lives in 
1945 it wouldn't be until Oliver. 
March the following year Holtom belongs to the 
Holt0m returned home. Burma Bombers, an assoeia- 
He was first sent to En- tion of Sotltheast Asian 
gland where he and others veterans formed in the 
waited months for their turn 1960s. 
for a ship to take them back Members gather every two 
to Canada. years and the next one is 
The two Holtom brothers scheduled for Torouto next 
were discharge4 within a year. 
week of each other and And Holtom will be at- 
returucd to Kelowna where tending. 
Help Nicaragua 
By FRANCIS BIRDSELL 
CENTRAL AMERICA IS devastated. 
Areas like Nicaragua nd Honduras, from the Pacific 
coast to the Atlantic coast, have never experienced 
devastation like this before. 
The Pan American Highway, connecting Central 
American countries, has been destroyed in the entire 
northern part of Nicaragua nd most of Honduras. All 
of the bridges in that section are wiped out, including 
all of the intentational border crossings. The situation 
is actually incredibly worse than the media has been 
able to preseat i so far. 
The city where I used to live in northern Nicaragua, 
was not as badly affected as most of the area. Civic of- 
ficials saw the disaster looming and managed to 
evacuate people from the low lying areas, especially 
the poor barrios near the river that were settled after the 
revolution/Contra war. People there had tiny humble 
dwellings on postage stamp size lots, where they were 
re-located after all the political upheaval. All that is 
lost... 
The crops were due to be harvested. All that is IosL.. 
The regular drinking water is contaminated with 
cows, villagers, housing, furuiture. 
The outlying areas are totally wiped off the face of 
the earth, or perhaps just totally isolated due to 
rivers/streams overflowing and bridges washing out;" 
time will tell. 
My friend, Luisa Amanda Juarez in .Eatcli, 
Nicaragua, urge people to donate through their chur- 
ches, or through a non-goverumental group. Funds 
directed to the government many not reach their ex- 
pected destination, such is the corruption in politics in 
Central America. 
Nicaragua and Honduras are amongst he poorest of 
the poor uations of the world. They needed our help 
desperately before Hurricane Mitch. But now they need 
a helping hand from the world even more than before. 
How will they ever recover from this devastation? 
How will they deal with providing water, food, shelter 
to thousands upon thousands of people? How will they 
prevent he widespread effects of disease running ram- 
pant? Or the emotional carnage from witnessing such 
dramatic hanges to the face of their country. 
Both Credit Unions in Terrace will be accepting 
donations for Emergency Relief for Central America. 
OXFAlvl Canada will also accept donations (2524 
Cypress, Vancouver, B.C. V6J 3N2 or call 1-800-466- 
9326). People can support he World Relief Agencies 
of their own denomination, designating it as aid for 
Nicaragua/Central America. Church to church and 
people to people, seems to be file best way to ensure 
that the aid gets to the people who need it most. 
Help out in what ever way you can, including your 
prayers, and healing energy. 
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" CITY S(. ENE / " ' ! & The Savage WestBand I I  
e.sday,. No,.l O II KARAOKE cd~e.Ni; ;a; ~m Everyone is w l ~n.ot ln~~~~i ~_aturday.,Nov. 14 ..1' 
' i k Back by Oopulardemand! J l ~g~tj~YGEKAoR~OKE;~;r, YeTvhU;draY ::r Nnv & 21" ?ii MUSI  ' day at the THE THORNHILL PUB, 
and every Sunday and Monday night at 
HANKY'S. 
BAR SCENE 
AGEORGES PUB: Bayou Boys, a 
tribute to Creedence Clearwater Revival 
at the Northem Nov. 12. 
,~HANKY PANKY'S: presents tage 
hypnotherapist Leigh Sterling, "Lord of 
the Trance" Nov. 12. 
ART 
ATERRACE ART GALLERY 
presents "WILD LIGHT m WILD 
LINES" featuring photography by 
Wendy Shymanski and Rod Gee, along 
: with interpretations painted in oil and 
: acrylic by Fiicka Humphrey at the Ter- 
race Art Gallery from Nov. 6 to Nov. 
! 29. Opening night reception is on Fri- 
ACALEDONIA SENIOR 
SECONDARY SCHOOL presents An- 
nie, a musical comedy at the REM Lee 
Theatre Dee. 4 at 8 p.m. and Dec. 5 at 1 
p.m. and at 8 p.m. Tickets Friday and 
Saturday evening are $13. Saturday 
matinee is $7. Tickets available at Sight 
and Sound at the Skeena Mall, from 
Caledonia Fine Arts student and at the 
Caledonia school office. 
Kelman, ShaunaRae Samograd and Jake 
Leiske are promoting their new album 
' This is the Life, which includes the cur- 
rent single "Freeway". With their flaw- 
less three-part harmonies and unique 
blend of country, the Vancouver-based 
trio is continually being honoured with 
awards and nominations, including at 
1998 Country Group of the Year JUNO. 
Tickets are $21 and available at Sight 
and Sound. 
ATHE TERRACE COMMUNITY 
BAND presents OPENING NIGHT 
Saturday, Nov. 14 at 7:30 p.m. at the 
Terrace Pentecostal Assembly, 3511 
Eby St. Celebrate with the band, James 
Ryan's retirement, after 15 years of 
dedicated musical direction. Also wel- 
coming extraordinary Kitimat ac- 
codionist Ed Schuss and the Big Band. 
Tickets available at the door: adults $7, 
seniors/students $5 and children under 
12 are free. For more info call Carol 
635-4729. 
THEATRE 
ATERRACE LITrLE THEATRE 
presents 7 Stories by Vancouver 
playwright Morris Panych. The com- 
edy, directed by Nancy Stone Archer, 
revolves around a man contemplating 
suicide on the ledge of a seven storey 
building. The play will run November 
12,_13, 14, 19, 20 and 21. Tickets are 
available at Uniglobe Courtesy Travel. 
.J NOV20&21 II 
i 150's & 60's Weekend II 
:I With a 10 piece band. II 
,L,"What's H,s Name & The Other Guys" ] I 
Terrace Kinette i 
TalentShow 
- I  
Thursday, November 19 )1 
 ay0u B0ys 
Wednesday, November 18 |::I 
I k  A tribute t° creedence clearwater Revival I | - - .  
Tickets $8,00, On Sale Now! 
tel 
Terrace, B'C.. I 
KERMODE CHRISTMAS PARADE 
starts at 6 p.m. Saturday, Dec. 5. 
Call or fax Terrace Toudsm for an 
entry formto register your float or 
group in the parade. Deadline is 
Wednesday, Dec. 2 There are 
many events happening this 
weekend: it's opening weekend for 
Shames Mountain and Santa Claus 
will be helicoptering to the Skeena 
Mall on Saturday, Dec. 5 at 10 a.m. 
TEEN cRISIS AND INFORMA- 
TION LINE is 1-888-564-8336. 
Have a problem? Need to talk 
about it? Don't know where to turn? 
"Call theteen:'crisis phone line. Calls 
are confidefitial and anonymous. 
Information provided on resources 
in your community. 
OPPORTUNITIES FOR YOUTH: 
Halloween got you down? Do you 
need someone to clean that sticky, 
gooey egg off your window? Call us 
at 635-3812. We can find someone 
to do the job. 
REMINDER TO ALL g8 
CALEDONIA GRADUATES who 
started the Hep B series during 
school. To complete the three dose 
series please call the Health Unit to 
make an appointment at 636-2200. 
REHEARSALS FOR A CHRIST- 
MAS CONCERT featuring selec- 
tions from Handars Messiah take 
place every Monday evening at 
7:30 p.m. at the Evangelical Free 
Church. Join members of the Vox 
Polaris Community Choir. 
CHRISTMAS GIFTWRAPPING is 
available at Keenleyside for the 
13th year. All monies raised will go 
towards the Terrace churches food 
Bank. With our office donating the 
wrapping paper, bows and tags. 
Packages are wrapped by donation 
only (no set price.) 
THE TERRACE AND DISTRICT 
COMMUNITY SERVICES presents 
Mother's Time off. All mothers are 
welcome to come with their children 
to the Knox United Church Monday 
to Friday from 10-11:30 a.m. For 
more information call Tdsh or Ivy at 
635.4147. 
YOUTH PARUAMENT: Are you 
between 16-21 years of age? Inter- 
ested in developing leadership, 
public speaking skills and learning 
about the parliamentary procedure? 
Then you should join the 70th BC 
Youth Parliament. Held at the 
Legislature Buildings in Victoria 
Dec, 27-31. For more information 
contact Jeff by Oct. 20 at 635-3259, 
FREE INTERNET LESSONS are 
available at the Terrace library from 
Tuesday-Thursday 1-9 p.m, Les- 
sons are for one hour one-on-one, 
Call the library 638-8177 to book an 
appointment. 
YOUTH ON BOARD ensures 
B.C.'s young people (29 years old 
or younger) are represented on the 
various agencies, boards and com- 
missions that shape our com- 
munities. By participating on boards 
like the B.C. Summer and Winter' 
Games, B.C. Transit or any of the 
other 180-plus boards in our pro- 
vince, you can learn how choices 
affecting your community are made 
and be part of that decision- 
making process. For more informa- 
tion call 1-877-BC-Youth or visit the 
province's web site at 
www.youth.gov.bc.ca 
WOMEN WEIGHT LOSS SUP- 
PORT GROUP: Anyone interested 
in forming a group, call Kristin 798- 
9990. 
TERRACE PARENT sUPPORT 
CIRCLE (formerly Parents in  
Cdsis): Are you a parent over- 
whelmed by isolation, in the midst 
of family crisis, with a very difficult 
child? Need to talk to someone? 
Call Anna 635-2152 or Darlene 
638-1863. Confidential weekly self- 
help group meetings available. 
ADULT CONVERSATIONAL 
FRENCH LESSONS will be offered 
by the Canadian Parents for French 
Oct. 28 - Jan. 27 at the Cassie Hall 
Library. Cost is $25 for members 
and $35 for non-members. To reg- 
ister call Debbie at 635-9390 or 
Karen at 635-0135. 
THE FAMILY PLACE: Come join 
us mornings from 10 a.m. to 12 
p.m. for Parent and Child drop-in. 
For more info call 638-1863. 
Thursday, Nov. 12 
TERRACE AND AREA HEALTH 
COUNCIL regular board meeting at 
7 p.m. at the Education Room at 
Mills Memorial Hospital. 
Friday, Nov. 13 
TERRACE PUBUC LIBRARY and 
Canadian Parents for French pres- 
ent Preschool Storytime French 
with Addy from Katimavik on Wed- 
nesdays at I p.m. to 1:30 p.m. until 
Nov. 25. The program is free, but 
registration in required, Call library 
to register at 638-8177. 
MILLS MEMORIAL AUXIUARY 
are having their Christmas Craft 
and Bake Sale from 2-4 p.m. in the 
lobby of the hospital. Also on Satur- 
day from 1-4 p,m. For further info 
call Elaine at 635-6408. 
THE ORDER OF THE ROYAL 
PURPLE are holding a Christmas 
Craft and Bake Sale at the Elk's 
Hall Nov. 13-14. There are a few 
tables still available for rent. For 
more info or to rent a table call 635- 
5121 or 635-2843 after 7 p,m. 
TERRACE, THORNHILL, KITSUM. 
KALUM and Giteas Fire Depts. an- 
nual muscular dystrophy boot ddve 
Nov 13-14. Please fill the boot and 
help find a cure, 
Saturday, Nov. 14 
CRAFT SALE: The missionaries of 
the poor will be having their Christ- 
rods/Craft sale from 9 a.m, until 2 
p,m, at the Veritas School Gym, 
4836 Straume Avenue. All pro- 
ceeds will go to the village of Peace 
Senior Care Society, For more info 
• call 635-5435. 
HELP QUIT SMOKING: Breathing 
Clean is a free program for women 
who are pregnant or parenting 
young children. There will be 12 
.sessions (motivating workshops, 8 
quitting sessions, 3 follow-up ses- 
sions). Transportation is available 
and snack s provided. Program 
starts Nov. 14 at Building Healthier 
Babies (4907 Lazelle Ave, United 
Church basement) For more info 
registration call 635-1830. 
at the Bargain Store. Donations can 
be mailed to Terrace churches food 
bank, c\o 4012 Anderson St., Ter- 
race, B.C. V8G 2T2. 
TERRACE FIRST NATIONS 
COUNCIL OF WOMEN 
NETWORKING DINNER 'Wild 
Game and Berry Night' Nov. 16 at 5 
p.m. at the Skeena Health Unit 
Auditorium. Free. This month's les- 
son: FNST Christmas ornament 
designing. Pre-registration re- 
Monday, Nov. 16 quired. Fundraiser: This will be your 
FOOD BANK: The Terrace Chur- chance to have your family Christ- 
claes Food Bank Opens its doors for , m~isphoto's taken !at a i minimum 
its November dirstribution on the i':eost.': ....... ~ 1 .... 
following dates: November 16-19'. '~ : :;~' :" .......... 
The distribution center is located on Tuesday, Nov. 17 
crew and find out what Katimavik is 
all about. It is free. For more info 
call Kim at 635-6874. 
ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING of 
Northwest Development Education 
Association and Terrace and Dis- 
trict Multicultural Association will 
take place at 7 p.m. at the Terrace 
Art Gallery. Guest speakers: Karen 
and Shawn Settler will present a 
slide show on their recent visit to 
Hang Kong. For more info call 638- 
8329. 
DIABETIC'::~.WORKSHOP at ~ thel 
Kermode Frieffdship Centre Nov 11 
froih ~'~i:ni.'i6" 12 p.m. Facilitatorsil 
Dana Hill, registered nurse and FI0 
4634 Walsh Ave. It is important to 
bring ID for you and your depen- 
dents. The food bank operates be- 
tween the hours of 1-3 p.m. 
Monday Nov 16 is for peple with 
last names A-H, Nov. 17 for I-R and 
Nov. 18 for S-Z and Nov. 19 will be 
for anyone missed. Donations of 
food and moneoy can be made 
through your local churches as well 
as through Overweitea and 
Safeway through the B.C. Sharing 
coupons. Items can be dropped off 
TERRACE PARENTS 
FRENCH present a French film fes- 
tival at the Tillicum Twin Theatre. 
Three films: "Richard et le Secret 
des livres Magiques" at 9 a.m., 
"Buddy" at 10:30 a.m., "Le Grand 
Bleu" at 1 p.m. Admission $2. 
French immersion students free. 
KATIMAVIK OPEN HOUSE ON 
SKATES at the Terrace Arena from 
11:45 a,m. to 1 p.m. Everyone is in- 
vited to come meet the Katimavik 
FORAnderson, registered dietician. 
Phone UI to register at 635-4906. 
No charge. 
Wednesday, Nov. 18 
PACIFIC NORTHWEST MUSIC 
FESTIVAL committee meeting at 8 
p.m. at 3639 Krumm Road. For 
more info call Kelly at 635-1579 or 
visit our website at 
www.kermode.net/musicfest98 All 
new members welcome to attend. 
• 98  Clearout! l l "98 Clearout! 
MPV 4x4 LX All-Sport SUBARU.  Impreza  
V6, 8 Passenger, Dual A/C, Dual Heat, 
Loaded with absolutely everything! 
B4000 Ext  Cab 4x4 
137 HP, All Wheel Drive, Dual Airbags, 
Am/Fm Cassette, Tilt Steering 
Blowout  $17 ,99S  
SUBARU.  Fores ter  
Get in. Be moved. 
2.5L, 165 HP Engine, All Wheel Drive, 
Power Windows & Locks, Roof Rack 
Blowout  $26 ,495  
The Beaury CAll-Wheel Drive: 
i/ 
!; 
Band director retires 
WHEN HE PUSHES, his Canada in 1991, the band 
musicians rise to the occa- 
sion. 
And that is what makes 
community band director 
Jim Ryan such a wonderful 
teacher, says Carol Lomas, 
band member for eight 
years. 
.... Ryan, who started the 
', community band in 1983, is 
retiring after 15 years of 
non-stop giving to 
musicians in Terrace. 
"He understands the 
abi l i ty  of the players," 
Lomas said. "It's a trust 
his trust and belief that we 
can play anything." 
But according to Ryan, 
when he hands his players 
tough music to learn, all he 
has to do is coax them a biL 
"I tell them 'Don't be sil- 
l ly, this is highschool 
material'," he said, laugh- 
ing. 
Ryan does it all. He plays 
a variety of instruments 
(piano, flute, clarinet and 
was awardcd a gold medal 
standing by internationally 
rcnowued judges. 
Ryan explained the reason 
for the band'~i success is 
community support. 
"Without he co .mmunity, 
there would be no band or 
symphony. We have some 
very generous pooplc in this 
town. I've been very 
spoiled." 
Ryan said he was retiring 
to take it easy. 
"It takes a lot of energy to 
be out front," he said. "To 
draw cncrgy out of thcm, 
you have to put that cncrgy 
into them." 
And duc to livcr problcms, 
Ryan said hc couldn't give 
the band the cncrgy it nccds 
to survive. 
"I hate to leave them but 
it's time someone lse took 
the reins. I'm going to miss 
it very much." 
Ryan will continue to 
DEVOTED TO MUSIC: Jim Ryan, director of the 
• saxophone), sings (to the 
honor of his musicians!), 
composes and directs. 
: , ' I t ' s  a joy," he said of his 
devotion to music. "It's 
been my whole life." 
ARer he retired from the 
Navy and armed forces 
band, Ryan moved to Ter- 
race and taught band to stu- 
dents band at Skeena and 
caledonia for 10 years. 
When he retired from teach- 
ing' he decided to build a 
~ ~mmunity band. 
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Nov. 11 _ _ 
events  
10:15 Parade gathers in ~ ' ' ~  '~  c : e.wall,ers ' 
Safeway parking lot. 
10:20 Parade marches off to Welcomes  
Twillicum Theatre. ~ C H E R I  ~ '  
10:45 Service starts, includ- 
ing an address by Legion ~ to  the  s to re  
padre Roy. Lance Stephcns 
and a message by Legion ~ And She 's  Putting On 
president Johu Greet. After, Her Own Sale 
ward, the parade marches to 
Ccnctaph at City Hail. 
11:30 Ceremony of laying 
of the wreaths at the 
Cenotaph. 
Children on Parade will be 
sewed snacks at the Happy 
Gang Centre after the laying 
of the wreaths. Parents are 
asked to pick up their chil- On  Sa le  ,_,~nn]-~ 
drcn no later than 1:15 p.m. 
All citizens over the age Thurs., Nov 12  to  Sat., Nov 14  
of 19 are welcome to visit , ;!, '{~ ,: : ~,..'.. 
the Legion Hall following ,~", : ' ,~ ' "~" ,~. .  
the ceremony. In the Hours. ~ ~:~. ~_~_~ 
afternoon there will bc Monte Sat -;~ ~r 
music and dancing. Starting 10 am-  6 pm ~ ~ ;~:]~L::~-~:=~:~Iz 
at 5 p.m. a dinner will be \~  /tt~-Ii~il[kL[~'~' / 
sewed for $5 per plate. 4548 Lazelle Ave, 638-1711 ~,-~,V'!~? '(:.;~,~ ~?:~-~2;i;(:,;E~ 
direct the Symphony Or- 
community band, is retiring after 15 years. He will, chestra, which he started 
however, continue to lead the Symphony. five years ago. 
Ryan's final concert is ~ 
band has won awards a" " Nov 14 at the Pentecostal said. t me " 
He said hc wanted to offer Provincial Music Festival in Church at 7:30 p.m. The 
decent material to learn. 1986, 1987, and 1988. At band will also play Nov. 11 
for Remembrance Day Today the band has 40 the National MusicFest 
members. Ryan said his 
players mnge in age "from [ "  ~ ~ .  h ~ C ~ ~ ,  (f A 
the newly graduated to the 
nearly dead" and vary in 
musical abilities; most 
players imply joined for the I 
enjoyment of playing and 
i performing together. ! doesn't hold or limit in- ; ,There  were all these The band great kids pouring out of auditions highschool bands and they strumentation. had no place to play," he Since its inception, the 
on  
AURA is a sensory system of hair and body 
care based on the theraputic qualityties of 
aromatherapy with shampoos, conditioners, 
Baby's Name: Baby's Name: 
Twin A Benjamin Eldin Jared Wlebe 
Date & Time of Birth: Date & Time of Birth: 
October 26, 1998 at 8:23 a.m. October 28, 1998 at 9:04 p.m. 
Weight: 6lbs 6 oz. Sex: l~de Weight: 9 lbs 13 oz. Sex: Male 
Parents: Jim & Slflfley Palahlcky Parents: Sheldon &Jonl Wlebe 
Baby's Name: Baby's Name: 
Twin B Keanna Brooke Bumpus 
Date & Time of Birth: Date & Tune of Birlh: 
October 26, 1998 at 8:24 am. October 28, 1998 
Weight: 7 lbs 2 oz. Sex: Male Weight: 7 Ibs l 1.5 oz. Sex: Female 
Parents: Jim & Shirley Palahicky Parents: Peggy Burgen & Mark 
Bumpus 
Baby's Name: Baby's Name: 
Date & Tune Of Slrtl/i Date & Thne of Birth: 
October 28, 1998 at 12:24 e.m. November 3, 1998 at 9:59 a.rn. 
WdgM: 7 Ibs 5 o~ Sex: Male Wei~l: 81bs 4 oz. Sex: Male 






Just see our service desk for more information 
syl ing and f in ishing products as well as 
moistur iz ing body sprays. I ~ ~ e ~ a  t e a  i 
See this new line of products available at: 
47110 KEITH AVE.  635"3729 
Are You Drinking Safe Water? 
CANADIAN TIRE ~£~?~l~W~:re~r~°v~r~3~'~)~ ?OX¢ ¢ c~ehm~Z°°11°:Sus~ 
www.canadiantire.com end more than 500 new chemicals are developS, each year. 
Most of these chemical residues end up as a byproduct in 
Or Emall us at our drinking wafer. 
" w  www.cantire.terrace@osg.net The cumulative effect of flouride causes enzyme inhibition, 
collagen breakdown, genetic damage, and ~sruption. ofthe Iq~l~ S A F E W A Y  immune sysfem. (read Flouride The Aging Factor, by Dr. 
John Yiamouylannis) 
~ www.safeway, com Toxins Found In Wafer include: 
Allergens 


















Poisonous Heavy Metals 




i I Your  webs i te /emai l  address .  
~ I could be here! • 




~ . .~a  Presents . 
LEIGH STERLING 
. . . . . .  - . ~,,,,,e~ 
NoVembor  ? at 
Hanky Panky's 
Plan to be part of the show or ~::~ 
lust sit back and enjoy/ ,~  ~. : 
" EarJv For ~'  
:~::iThe BestSeats/" ~ " , , .~ ,  
r ~ ~ e  front desk/ 
CHRISTMAS 
9 P iece  Go- thru  ~ 
Screwdr iver  Set  .......... " :~ ~' 
luare shaft with .,: ;!:~:i,i :: i ! f : :~~~.~ ~ 
slotted and i~:i:!!ii~.Y!:i!ii!::!i~:!iiii::;.~~ ' ; ~;! 
~illips tips. Vinyl:: i i ~i~.!ili.iii:iiii~:i ~ ~ ,  ..... 
)ouch included. .:..i: . ~ ~  ~ ~o :~!~ %! 
ULT52600 "~:~ .:':  .f:~"'~S:" / ...... .::" "!i~ ~,;~:,~:~:~ 
Vinyl Pouch Ine ......... ::,:~F!!~!;ifi'~4;:,: .  
Met" ' es ~?~¢i.~:i:~/?~,~:~,, \~  
$99.99 .... :~!: ..... . ...... "~';~;~,,,:. T, 
ULT20012 




Deep Socket Set 
SAE 1/2" to 1" 
10 pieces, 6 point 
ULT08030 ., 
~Dr ive  ...... ~ ~l ~':~II~:~ | 
Socket Set ~ IKI [~1~11~ | 
SAE/Metric :: ~ ~k I ~ 
Ratchet, Spinner ~ .  ~I:~  ~ I~ ~ I ~ , a  
Handle and ~ ~:'&k'A.~'~f , [ HUI~,JVMV 
E.tensions ~ ! L ~ ~  l =~'  m 
ULT04O05 ~ ~ ' =  ...................... ...... m E c H R n ! c R t [ ff_Rn!cRt 
~ AUTOMOTIVE & INDUSTRIAL SUPPLY 
4641 Ke i th  Avenue,  Ter race ,  B .C.  • 635-6334 
149B City Centre, Kltlmat, B.C. - 632-2224 
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War  t ime remembere :! ..... 
YVONNE MOEN roads heading West away Then in 1952, they heard Yesterday, Nov. 9, Martha 
I WOULD LIKE to share 
a war time story on some- 
one who was not directly in- 
volved in WWII, but who 
was living in East Prussia at 
the time. 
Martha Marchlewitz went 
through a lot of hardship 
during the war. Her family 
had to leave their farm and 
run for shelter elsewhere. 
Martha Marehlewitz, (nee 
Wichert), was born on De- 
cember 9, 1906 in the city 
of Bochum in Western 
Germany. When she was 11 
years old her parents de- 
cided to move back to their 
birth place, East Prussia. 
They bought a farm there 
and Martha had to become 
accustomed to the cold 
winters and short but hot 
sumnlers .  
She helped with farm 
work and household chores 
after school and looked after 
her baby brother. 
Three years later when her 
father passed away, it be- 
came extremely difficult for 
her and her mother to 
manage the farm. They 
needed help with the heavier 
jobs. 
In 1923, when she was 16 
years old, Martha married 
Paul Marchlewitz, a young 
handsome farmer who lived 
just down the road from her. 
Together, Martha and her 
new husband, and her 
mother and brother worked 
hard to build a new home 
and were able to buy more 
land. Martha gave birth to 
two girls and a boy - -  
Lydia, Erika and Alfred. 
The future.!oo~e.d bright 
for Marthaand-h'er loved 
I !  one unti~ another :~'eartbreak 
occurred when her mother 
died in 1939 and World War 
II began. 
It was quiet in their part of 
the country for the fast five 
years of war time. Days 
were fdled with farm work. 
Evenings were spent sib 
ring by the radio anxiously 
listening to war news. 
Then in the middle of Jan- 
uary 1945, all hell broke 
loose. Paul had to join a war 
from the front lines. 
Martha's middle daughter, 
Erika, 13, was living in an- 
other town attending busi- 
ness college. 
When they decided to 
abandon their farm, they let 
the cattle out of the barn to 
go out to fend for them- 
selves. She said it was a 
very sad day. 
As they walked beside the 
loaded wagon, the roads 
were icy and dangerous. It
was bitterly cold and often 
windy. They trudged by 
many frozen corpses, both 
animal and human, on the 
sides of the road. They were 
able to find a barn to rest in 
for only two nights. 
With the sounds of guns 
and bombs behind them, 
they were fearful to light 
campfires to keep them- 
selves warm so as not to be 
discovered. 
Martha was very cold and 
her fingers were frostbitten. 
She did her best to keep her 
children as warm and fed as 
she possibly could. Most of 
th~ food had frozen solid 
and was inedible. 
The desire to see her hus- 
band's face again and to 
watch her children grow to 
become adults kept Martha 
going. 
After 12 days, the roads 
became too difficult for 
wagon travel. They had to 
unhitch the horses and leave 
the wagon behind. 
Two days later they 
reached the province of 
Pommen and joined many 
other scared, hungry people 
huddled on a open freight 
train that would take. theme, 
further West ..... 
Two long cold days later 
they got off the train at the 
city of Weimer in the pro- 
vince of Thyringen. 
There they joined 
Martha's aunt who had also 
fled to Weimer, and secured 
a small apartment tolive in. 
They lived day to day with 
the sounds of war around 
them. Martha's daughter 
Erika joined them. Soon 
Paul met up with them as 
well. 
over the news that Canada 
was advertising for 
emigrants. Canada would 
pay for their journey by 
ship, and they would be 
given work and shelter upon 
their arrival for two years. 
After that, they'd be on their 
OWU.  
Their children, Lydia and 
Alfred left for Canada in 
I952 in hopes of creating a 
better life. Eventually, 
Lydia purchased a small 
grocery corner store in Port 
Moody, and Alfred moved 
to Kitimat o work for Alcan 
in 1954. 
Daughter Erika was work- 
ing as u bookkeeper in West 
Germany, in 1956 she de- 
cided to join her sister and 
brother in Canada. Erika 
ended up in Kitimat and 
found a job working at the 
old Helen's Care, a 
restaurant ear Alcan. 
Here she met and fell in 
love with a handsome tall 
Canadian, Charles Rayman 
SuRer. They were married 
in 1957. They had a son, Al- 
lan Sutter and a daughter 
Yvonne Sutter (Michaud). 
In 1962 they moved to Ter- 
race where Ray worked for 
Columbia Cell. 
Erika, Lydia and Alfred 
(Martha's children) kept in 
close contact with their 
parents who remained in 
Germany. 
In 1960 Martha and Paul 
decided to join their chil- 
dren in Canada. First they 
lived in Port Moody, then 
they travelled to Kitimat and 
finally moved to Terrace in 
1968 to live thier daughter 
Erika and her husband Ray 
Suffer. 
They helped plant and 
maintain a large vegetable 
garden, although• Paul's 
crippling arthritis was tak- 
ing the best of him. A good 
part of Martha's daily 
routine was lovingly caring 
for him. 
When son-in law Ray Sut- 
ter passed away in 1972, the 
grandchildren, Allan 13 and 
Yvolme 10, turned to their 
oma and opa for support and 
understanding. Their mother 
celebrated her 92nd 
birthday. She is still doing 
fine and she loves to spend 
happy times with her fam- 
ily, daughter Erika and 
granddaughter Yvonne 
Michaud, in Terrace. 
Martha says she really 
does not wish to remember 
all those hard times spent in 
Prussia at war time. But she 
hopes that young people still 
take time to remember on 
Nov. 11, all those who gave 
their lives for Canada. Let's 
not forget. 
Save up to 
55% 
on Custom Blinds 
from |111: SHADE.O-MATIC" 
Make The 




on Custom Made 
Drapes & Valances from 
The Color ' 
Connection 
c~1635-7466 
fo r  an  appo intment  
CO UHITY BAHD 
I ( e - ' brating Gershwin's 
lOOth Birthday 
featuring 
E,[ Schuss (Accordion Player) 
ig Band 
an, l t ,and Soloists 
Saturday, November 14,'98 
Terrace Pentecostal Assembly 
3511 Eby Street, 
7:30 pm 
A TRIBUTE TO JIM RYAN' 
Tickets available at the door 
Adults'. $7.00 • Seniors & Students: $5.00 • Ohlldren (12 yrs. of age and under) Free 
Martha Marchlewitz sits with her daughter Erika Sutter and her granddaughter 
Yvonne Michaud. Marchlewitz was living in East Prussia when WWII started. 
ULL  
HAVE YOU HAD ENOUGH YET? 
,LOST FORESTRY & UNION JOBS 
,UNDERFUNDED HOSPITALS 
, ,LACK OF EDUCATION FUNDING 
NOVEMBER 19 7:00 P.M. 
R.E.M. LEE THEATRE 
(DOORS OPEN AT 6:30 P.M.) 
SPEAKERS INCLUDE ~: 
Dr. DAVID BOND 
ECONOMIST . . . .  'r 
GORDON GIBSON " i 
' i POLITICAL HISTORIAN I 
RICK BERRY ri 
UNION WORKERI FLETCHER CHALLENGE, MACKENZIE, B.C • ~ ~! 
JACKIE PEMENT 
I FORMER NDP CABINET MINISTER I 
I Sponsored B.y.~ I i 
I NorthwestCoahhon of I i 
Dissat i s f ied  C i t i zens .  . ' 
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CHRISTIANA WIENS PORTS 638-7283 
Coach of the Year: 
Keep those 
ballots coming 
MAKE THEM funny, make them serious but whatever 
you do tam in your nominination forms for The Terrace 
Standard's 1998 Coach of the Year competition. 
Sponsored by Kcrmedei Beverages and Mulligan's Just 
Kiddin' this year's competition promises to be the best 
ever. 
Look for nomination forms in this paper and get your 
them to us before the Nov. 27 deadline. Our fax number is 
638-8432 or you can reach us by email at stan- 
dard@kennode.net. 
If you prefer to drop your forms off in person or by mail 
our address is 3210 Clinton St. in Terrace (at the comer of 
Clinton and Greig). We look forward to hearing from you. 
And if you need inspiration to get you started, here's a 
sample of what we've got so far: 
Steve Cullis for Coach of the Year 
Just as Scotty Bowman is the creme de la creme of NHL 
coaches, Steve Cullis is unmatched in Terrace Minor 
Hockey for his superior knowledge of the game and his 
uncanny ability to take teams of mediocre talent o totally 
unexpected levels of stellar performance. 
Adored by his players and envied by all other coaches, 
this man walks tall across the ice, through the stands and 
down the corridors of the various arenas of B.C. Reputed 
for his keen wit and subtle observations ofthe game, Steve 
is to hockey what Yogi Berra was to baseball. 
Fondly referred to as Beavis by those privileged enough 
to know him, Steve serves as a role model both on and off 
the ice to anyone aspiring to such lofty heights of success 
and admiration. Irrespective ofthe situation facing him, be 
it explaining a complicated drill to a group of half asleep 
teenagers at five in the morning or deciding which water 
bottle to fill first, this man's adept ability to calmly stick- 
handle his way through any situation is one of the reasons 
that Mike Keenan should be worried about his job. 
: A virtual pillar of the community, an icon in his own 
time and a legend in his own mind, Steve Cullis is one of 
the reasons that hockey in Terrace is what it is today. 
Sports Sco e 
?Mli i-baSketball results * 
EVERY FRIDAY night the Terrace mini-basketball 
league cruises into Caledonia High School. 
Eight teams compete for top spot. Last Friday the 
Grizzlies squelched the Sonies 82-40, the Celtics took 
on the Lakers 54-47, the Raptors beat the magic 51-45 
and the Bulls steamed past the Suns for a 56-45 final 
game. 
Soccer league takes on 
Prince Rupert 
TERRACE MEN'S Futsal League is planning its third 
exhibition game against Prince Rupert's Men's League 
Nov. 21. 
The tentative game is scheduled for Prince Rupert 
and league president, Jacques Corstanje, says the 
matehups will hopefully foster a long-term relationship 
and build recreational northwest occer. 
The fwst game was held in Prince Rupert on their all- 
weather field and the second game was held here at the 
Northwest Community College. 
Corstanje would like to thank all the players who par- 
ticipated, Prince Rupert's Joe Paolinelli for organizing 
and motivating a team to travel to Terrace, a flu-ridden 
Brian Boyd for organizing a Terrace team and Nick 
Kolias for volunteering toofficiate the game. 
Billiard baffles 
THE STRUGGLE for pool table king continues at 
Chalky's Billiards every Sunday. 
The play was tense when tournament regular Colin 
Sheil won top prize on Oct. 25 and John Jones took 
home second place. 
• Jones head off the Nov. 1 tournament by breezing to 
first place, Danny Rennhach took home second and 
Colin Sheil slipped to third place. 
If you think you can give the regulars a run for their 
money, take them on at Chaiky's Billiards. Games 
start at 2 p.m. 
Curlers wanted 
GRAB YOUR broom and curling gear this winter and 
sign up to curl on Sundays. 
The Sunday Mixed Curling League is registering in- 
dividuals or teams for their fun curling league. 
Beginners or experienced curlers are welcome. Con- 
tact Lynn Tryon at 638-2044 or the curling rink at 635- 
5583 for more information. 
Oldtimer's tickets still 
available 
DON'T wait too long to get your hands on tickets for 
the Oldtimer's Hockey Challenge, says the event 
organizers in Vancouver. 
Avi Askar says every year the Kitimat event sells out, 
but not until closer to game day. "This is a last minute 
decision for a lot of people;" he said Thursday. 
Hockey legends Guy Lafleur and Tiger Williams will 
battle Kittmat's Allstsrs hockey team at Tamitik Arena 
Thursday, Nov. 12 at 7 p.m. as part of the Oidtimers' 
Hockey Challenge. 
The challenge is part of 60.city North American tour 
All proceeds for the Oldtimers' Hockey Challenge go 
to the Kitimat/Fermce Crimeatoppers program. Single 
and family-of our tickets are available now for $16 or 
$48 by calling 1-800-661-0178. 
HITTING THE ICE: Atom division players practice for an upcoming game at the 
Terrace Arena. At less than $300 per player in regis~ation fees (plus equipment), 
hockey can be an expensive sport to play. Still, fees here are about a third of 
what minor hockey players in Edmonton and larger centres pay,,saysassociation, 
Minor hockey hit hard 
THE ECONOMY may be tough on minor 
hockey players, but they can take it. 
"Our numbers are down from last year," 
said the Terrace Minor Hockey Association 
president Steve Smyth. 
1998 hockey registration is down 20 chil- 
dren (from 430 to 410 players), which may 
not be a noticeable difference but Smyths 
says the association's hardest hit in it's 
midget division. 
"Older players often pay their own 
registration fees through part-time jobs," 
said Smyth, adding those players simply 
can't afford to take time off to practice or 
travel across northern B.C. for weekend 
games. And these days their money is 
needed to pay the bills at home. 
"Some kids have to work to feed their 
family,"said Smyth. 
But the play is still exciting with Smithers 
joining the league and Prince Rupert drop- 
ping out in the peewee division. 
Smyth says that only serves to shorten 
travel time in a very competitive hockey 
league. "We've got a natural rivalry with 
[/mithers and Kitimat," he said. 
But the most exciting change this season, 
said [/myth, is the league's ability to juggle 
ice time and start an initiation program for 
five-ycar-olds. 
The children don't play full games but 
concentrate instead on skating and puck- 
handling, learning the basics of hockey, so 
that when they get to the bantam league 
they'll already feel comfortable on the ice. 
"They,re out there to have fun," he said. 
"Ask them 20 minutes after the game who 
won and they can't remember." 
Women's soccer: 
Hockey highlights 
Terrace Minor Hockey: 
Atom division games to Nov 1. 
Sunday, Nov. 1 Sunday, Oct. 18 
Lazelle Mini Storage 6 Kinsmen 3 
Copperside Foods 3 All West Trading 3 
Saturday, OeL 31 Saturday, Oct. 17 
All West Trading 7 Copperside Foods 4 
Centennial Lions 2 The Bargain Shop 2 
Kinsmen ..... .2 Lazelle Minf.Storage .. ,6,. ,, ,, 
The Bargain Shop 0 Centennial l~i~ns 5.]'.""' 
Sunday, Oct. 2S Sunday, Oct. 11 
The Bargain Shop 2 Kinsmen 4 
All West Trading 0 Centennial Lions 5 
Saturday, Oct. 24 Saturday, OcL 10 
Copperside Foods 5 Lazelle Mini Storage 2 
Centennial Lions 4 The Bargain Shop 1 
Kinsmen 6 Copperside Foods 4 
l.o. zelle Mini Storage 4 All West Trading 3 
Novice house games to Nov 1. 
Sunday, Nov. 1 Saturday, Oct. 17 
Terrace Elks 0 R-40 Construction 6 
Long's Logging 5 Long's Logging 4 
R-40 Construction 6 Sunday, Oct. 11 
Ikon Office Solutions 1 R-4O Construction 5 
Ikon Office Solutions 7 
Sunday, Oct. 2S 
Ikon Office Solutions 7 Terrace Elks 2 
Terrace Elks 4 Long's Logging 6 
Double shutouts 
end tough play 
By NAOMI THIBODEAU 
ACTION Thursday, Nov. 5 saw Oasis Sports Club take on 
Artistically Red in a tight game. 
Goattending atboth ends kept the game scoreless until an 
injury turned things in Oasis' favour. 
Julie Elwood put Oasis ahead early in the second half in 
a quick passing match. Sheila Denomme got the insurance 
goal late in the game to make the final 2-0. 
The second game of the evening pitched Flower Power 
against Blessings. Flower Power came out strong and 
were rewarded with a goal from Julie Kozier. 
Shortly thereafter, Fay Campbell found the back of the 
net to help the cause. Blessings rallied in the second half 
but couldn't sneak one by goaltender, Magali Fleming. 
The final score for the match was 2-0. 
Naomi Thlbodeau plays on the Flower Power team. 












Purple Panthers 2 
Blessings 2 
Beginners' Luck 1 
Back Eddy Bullets 1 
Braid lmursnoe 1 
Goals Team 
9 Oasis Sports 
6 Oasis Sports 
4 Beginner's Luck 
4 Back Eddy Bullets 
4 Purple Panthers 
4 Flower Power 
Team standings 













1 8 1 
1 8 
[] Still smiling! 
TERRACE FIGURE SKATERS: Klmberly Wilcox, Nlcole Undsay, LeeAnna 
Huisman, Erin Amdt, Carol Kozler (front) and Kasla Lamb, Amy Mattern, Kel- 
sey Minhinnick and Jennifer Roy (back) pose at the 1999 Nothern B.C. Winter 
Games Skate-Offs in Prince George on Oct. 31. Lamb and Wilcox placed first 
and second in the pre-sllver ladies event while Arndt and Kozler finished first 
and second in the intermediate vent. All four qualified for the Prince Rupert 
games in February. Kelsey Minhinnick, Amy Mattern and Jennifer Roy came in 
third, fourth, fifth in the pro-bronze events while Nlcole Undsay placed third in 
the intermediate vent, 
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TION D 
ACTION AD RATES 
638-7283 
DEADLINE: FRIDAY 4 P.M. 
Display,  Word  C|assifled and Classified Disp lay  
ADVERTISING DEADLINES: When a atat holiday falls 
on a Saturday, Sunday or Monday, the deadline is 
Thursday at 4 o.m. for all disolav and classified ads. 
TERRACE STANDARD, 3210 CLINTON STREET 
TERRACE, B.C. V8G 5R2 
All classified and classified display ads MUST BE 
PREPAID by either cash, VISA or Mastercard. When 
phoning in ads please have your VISA or Mastercard 
number ready. 
CLASSIFIED WORD ADS RUN IN OBITUARIES 
T, Standard& Weekend Advertiser $25.50 for 3 inches 
1 Week (stand,in &/U~er~e,) $12.00 (+tax) *Additional at $7.00 
3 weeks (Standard &Adve~e~)$19.99(+tax) per column inch. 
NO COPY CHANGE NO REFUNDS *Additional words (over 20) 
15¢ PER WORD PLUS GST 
CLAS61FIED DISPLAY ADS CONFIDENTIAL BOX 8ERVICE 
$11.06 per column inch Pickup $5.00 Mail out $10.00 
BIRTHDAY/ANNIVERSARY LEGALADVERTI91NG 
$25.50 for 3 inches, includes 1 photo. $13.30 per column inch 
*Additional at $7.00 per column inch 
For regional coverage place your display ad In the 
weekend edition of the Weekend Advertiser. 
OVER 30 
CLASSIFICATIONS! 
10. Real Estate 
20 Mobile Homes 
30 For Rant 
40 Commercial Space 
For Rent 
50 Wanted to Rent 
60 For Rent Mlsc 
70 For Sale Mlac 
The Terrace Standard reserves the dght o classify ads under appropriate headings and to set rates therefore and to determine page location. 
The Terrace Standard reminds advertisers that it Is against he provincial Human Rights Act to discriminate on the basla of children, marital status and 
employment when placing "For Rent:" ads. Landlords can state a no-smoking preference. 
The Terrace Standard'reserves the dght to revise, edit, classify or reject any advertisement and to retain any answers directed to the News Box Reply 
Service, and to repay the customer the sum paid for the advertisement and box rental. 
Box replies on "Hold" instructions not picked up within 10 days of expiry of an advertisement will be destroyed unless mailing Instructions are received. 
Those answering Box Numbers are requested not to send odginal documents to avoid loss. 
All claims of errors in advertisements must be received by the publisher within 30 days after the first publication. 
It Is agreed by the advertiser requesting space that the liability of the Terrace Standard In the event of failure to publish an advedissmant as published 
shall be limited to t~e amount paid by the advertiser for only one Incorrect Insertion for the portion of the advertising space ocoupled by the incorrect or 
omHted item only, and that there shall be no tlabilily in any event greater than the amount paid for such advertising. 
80 WarRed Miss 
85 To GiveAway 
90 Care For Sale 
100 Trucks For Sale 
110 Aircraft 
120 Recreation Vehicles 
130 Motorcycles 
140 Snowmobiles 
150 Boats and Marine 
160 Heavy Duty Equipment 
170 Farm Machinery 
180 Pets 
190 Livestock 
200 Farmers Market 
210 Garage Sales 
220 Lost and Found 
230 Personals. 
240 Births 
250 Card of Thanks 
260 In Memodum 
270 Obituaries 
280 Business Services 
290 Bus Opportunitles 
295. Courses 
300. Help Wanted 
320 Work Wanted 
325 Situations Wanted 
230. Notices 
340. Legal Notices 
Name Address  
Phone  Start Date  # of Insertions Terrace Standard #Weekend Advertiser 
CLASS IF ICAT ION.  Credi t  Card  No. Exp i ry  Date_  
Q VISA ~ MASTERCARD 





12 .15  
12 .90  






12 .30  
13 .05  
13  
18  
12 .45  
13 .20  








20  - $12 .00  
STANDARD 
12.60  12 .75  
13 .3E  13 .50  
For longer ad, please use a s~parate sheet 
, Phone Fax  
638-7283 638-8432 
r BRAND NEW 
3539 CORY DRIVE 
WESTRIDGE ESTATES ON THE BENCH 
. "  • >~<. ,'. ~ < ~ ÷ ~ : ~ > ~ > : ~ : x ~ : ~ : ~ : ~ : ~ : ¢ ~  
ii~:• I ilil ............... ~ ~  ~ ::~ •: ~::.~•.:::~:~:~:~:~:~:~ 
-1800 + sq. ft. traditional split, 3 bedrooms, 3 full bathrooms, 
top quolily finish with vaulted ceilings, F/P, oversized garage etc. 
includes landscape and asphalt driveway. 
$184,900 Reduced to s179,900 
I~= including GST Call Doug at 635"0646 
Outstandin!r Achievement 







for the month of October. In recognition of 
this accomplishment, John is pleased to 
make this month's donation to the Terrace 
Anti-Poverty Group Society. 
I l ~ ~ ! i , ~  "1 
5305 Mountain Vista Drive 4926 Hundal Drive 
$179,900MLS $229,900MLS 
!:,~,: ,~..~ ,~:1 .... " ..... 
3812 DeJong Crescent 6116 Kilby Road 
$193,900 MLS $249,900 MLS 
3530 Cory Drive 4890 Morkley Road 
$199,900MLS $399,000MTS 
~ ~  Dick Evans 
'~[~ '~ 638-1400 or Roe 635-7068 
- - "~ R~;/,~J~,~( of Terrace 
I 1/2 year old 1243 ft sq. home 
Iocted in popular new subdivi- 
sion. Three bedrooms, one and 
3/4 baths. Fully landscaped, 
back yard fully fenced, large 
new cedar sundeck, large dog 
run, paved driveway, fruit trees, 
and many finishing touches. 
Asking $164,900 abe. 638- 
7724. 
1.29 ACRES with 6 bdr house 
and 2 large outbuildings. 
$189,000. 635-4453. 
1300 SQ. ft. condo. New hard- 
wood floors, radiant heat, 17ft 
ceilings, landscaped, 5 new ap- 
pliances, NG fireplace, large 
garage, stamped concrete 
deck, must be seen. $132,000. 
635-1754. Sheep pasture view, 
1800 SO.FT. ranch style house 
on 7 city lots in New Hazelton. 
Close to school and shopping, 
Large rooms; deck, outbuild- 
ings. $82,500. Call 1-250-845- 
7005 er 1-250-842-5457. 
1996 2 bdr 14x70 mobile home. 
Addition & large treated wood 
sundeck. F/S, w/d, dw & all 
window coverings incl. Set up 
2400 SQ.FT. home on 2 levels. 
4 bedrooms, 2 1/2 bath, plus 
den, basement 8/4 finished with 
6 person sauna, wood fireplace 
up, new NG fireplace down, c/w 
f/s,dw, Lg full sun deck, Ig work 
shop, garden shed, fully fenced 
yard, 4 fruit trees, garden, roof 
2 yrs old, many current 
renovations, lot 84x136, close 
to Uplands School. Asking 
169,900.open to offers Phone 
635-3763 to view. 
3 BDR house with 2 bdr legal 
suite. Agar Park area. Good 
revenue. $159,000. 635-5081. 
3 BDRM house on 4632 Weber 
Ave, nicely renovated, new roof, 
windows, doors, siding, HW 
tank, & much more, close to 
schools, hospital & downtown, 
NG heat & H water. $112,000. 
638-0050. 
CLEAN, BRIGHT, 4-YR OLD 
SKI CABIN. Hudson Bay Mtn,. 
deeded, hydro, pellet stove, 2- 
bdrms, covered deck, easy ac- 
cess. Reduced $103,500. 1- 
250-847-9681. 
close to town & schools in lamA- LARGE SPLIT level home, 
u nrzrk .¢KR r tt~ 635-9260 1946 square feet, 4 appliances, 
:;',"T~,".'"'~ . . . . .  . :~., ~ '~ : ~,flmpl~c~';:i:entral ~ac deck, fin- 
" 4900 .BLOCK. Gsir Ave. ~Ter - "+' i~h~d'~s~t~t  ,, 'd~bl~ ~o"aved 
race.. 3 '  bdr ~full basement: ..... drive,.double~tdgb/openers, 4 
Large Iot/$120,000. 635-3320. bathrooms, den, fenced back- 
80 ACRES virgin land with 30- yard, 5 bedrooms. Many other 
40 loads of timber. 15 man. extras. Reduced to $178,500. 
'West of Quesn61. $125,000 or Will trade for smaller home. Call 
trade for a diesel pusher motor • ' 638-6089. 
home. (250)747-1014. 
COZY CHALET style log home 
4 bdrm 3 bath. Natural gas in- 
sert in river rock fireplace. 
Large landscaped lot with some 
fruit trees. Large detached ga- 
rage/shop. A must see, Copper 
Estates. $151,000. 638-1651. 
Please leave messaqe. 
NICELY LOCATED, on 2 acres 
in Gossen subdivision, 1100 
sq.ft. 3 bdrm home with fridge, 
'stove, dishwasher, Ig. deck,, 
swimming pool, fruit trees, gar- 
den area. Barn with fenced area 
for horses. Asking $127,500. 
For appt to view 638-0457 after 
6 pm. 
BEFORE YOU BUY, SEE THE 
INSIDE OF THIS HOMEll 
4706 McConnell Ave. 
OPEN HOUSE SUNDAY, NOV. 15 
1:00 - 4:00 P.M. - 638-8901 
Beautifully kept 1350 sq, ft. on main, 
plus tully finished basement, gives you 
2700 sq, ft. of professionally finished 
, living aea. 5 bedrooms, 2 ~bath- 
.~! ~ L r~bms, flreplace, central vac syslem 
:.'~gOn zews in closets and 10'~s of inside 
storage. Large sundeck, double paved 
driveway, matching storage shed on 
cement pad, fruit rees and very nicely, 
landscaped. Situated in the Horseshoe 




- , -~1c'~. r . ~ - . 
J 
TOt'ALi. SO, n, 
b-  . . . .  ~ . . . . . . . .  4 
, House Plans Available Through 
~ terracebuiIders@osg.net I~1~l~11 
~ 1-800-470 DO IT 'nMTJJ=,,,~ 
"~ ' 3207 Munroe, Terrace 635-6273 
4423RellwayAvenue ~1~ I 
Terrace, B.C, VBG I L9 ~ I 
Phi(250)635.2801 _1 ~ I 
Fax: (250) 635.3612 
TOLL FREE 
R, Pnce&S0nsLtd, 
CELU NI*SIGHATU RC'KAHAC r.,ABIH~ 
NICE FAMILY home in great 
neighbourhood. Kitchen with 
eating area, dining morn. W/B' 
fireplace and 3 bdrs up. Fully 
finished basement with 2 large 
rec rooms, 2 additional bdrs, 3 
piece bath & gas F.P. Fenced 
yard with four fruit trees. 4821 
Davis Ave. $147,000. 635- 
0550. 
PRIME RETAIL location: #1065 
Main St. Smithers, B.C. 4000 
sq.ft, concrete block construc- 
tion. Unit divided in half. Sell: 
$272,000. Lease negotiable. 
Call anytime 1-250-845-3465. 
PRIVATE SALE: Lge & spa- 
cious 3-4 bed sing. faro. house 
on beautifully contoured lot on 
quiet residential neighbourhood 
cul-de-sac. 2700 sq.ft, on 2 
floors above dry conc. base- 
ment/crawlspace. Nat gas, cath 
ceils. 1/2 yard fenced. C/W 4 
appl & b-i range, wall oven, w/d, 
2 brick fireplaces. Dble attached 
carport, secluded picnic site in 
hollow amidst trees & flowers. 
New ceils and additional insula- 
tion. $129,000. Call 1-250-845- 
7005. 
REDUCEDII! COZY 2 bdrm 
,. home w garage, ng heat. Many 
renovations, large fenced yard, 
W/D, F/S. 2706 Kalum St. 
Phone 635-5086 eves. $85,000 
THREE BEDROOM renovated 
home. Appraised at $116,000. 
Vendors motivated to sell quick- 
ly. 2811 Molitor Street. Serious 
inquiries only please. 635-2598, 
SMITHERS. 3600 sqft. house. 
Awesome views over looking 
town, river and mountains. 
Paved road, 6+ acres. Plenty 
good water. $249,000 abe. 847- 
9598. WV, nN. hi- 
way16.com/homeforsale ID 
SM0901. 
WILD ROSE Bay Properties. 
Shuswap Lakeview. Lakeshore 
lots, fully serviced R.V.'s wel- 
come slips available $39,900- 
$139,900. Toll free 1-800-890- 
9166. Sheila or Garry. Home- 
life, Salmon Arm. 
2730 PENNER ST. 
1245 sq. ft. home on full 
basement, 4 bdrs, 3 
baths, den & central air 
conditioning. Situated on 
a large nicely landsca I d 
fenced lot close to gc 
course. 24x32 fully fi 
ished, wired & plumb 
shop with 12' ceiling. 
must see at $159,900. 
635-5511 Appt. to view 
" NEW HOME " RENOVATIONS 
CONSTRUCTION • TILE & BRICK WORK 
a CONCRETE WORK s SIDING 
• WOOD and CHAIN UNK FENCES 
s FREE ESTIMATES Serving Terrace & Kitimat 
1638-1995 Steve 
This spot could be 
yours, 
Call 638-7283 "I 
STAN] A -R-D 
Northwest Tile 6, Marble 
SALESAHD I.s'rALL~TIOHS :
I ~.,.jdlG I Cer~nic file A~rb/e ~Gla~ Bloc~ 
~. ~ Phone: '635-9280 
~L~ "X ,~ Faxi 615-0022 
~ '" GARY CHlUSTIANSEN 
~J  .... Come see us at our NEW Iocationl 
~1~ , 4038 Motz Rd. Unlt #10 3 I !~! I~"i,~1 I~  " l~  ~ 1~ J~i" I~| I~,~ I~1 lJ~! I n  Eg I~  B 
I iV  
i 
'r 
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'97 Dodge Ram Club Cab 
4x4, V-8, 5 speed 
$25,995 
'97 Jeep TJ 
Hard top, Tilt, Cassette 
0nly 26,000 kms 
$18,995 
'96 Chrysler Intrepid 
6 Cylinder, Auto., Cruise, 
Cassette/Stereo &more 
was $18,995 NOW $15,995 
'95 Chrysler Cirrus 
6 cyl, Auto, Tilt, Cruise, Cassette, 
power windows & locks 
$12,995 
FORD i 
'95 Ford Aerostar 
Ext, AWD, Fully Loaded 
$17,995 
'94 Ford Mustang GT 
V-8, Auto, leather, a/c, cruise, tilt, 
power windows & locks, 
27,000 kms 
was $19,995 now $16,995 
'94 Ford Probe 
Auto, cassette 
was $13,588 now $12,995 
'92 Ford Explorer 
"Eddie Bauer" 6 cyl, A/C, Auto, 
Leather & more 
$16,495 
'87 Ford Tempo 
4 cyl, 5 speed 
$2,495 
i GM 
'98 Chev Cavalier 
4 cyl, Auto, 0nly 11,33g kms 
' $15,995 
'97 GMC 250:~LE I 
Extr~,:.~i):b~:i~!!, I 
'~~,Power l  
J~"L"bcks, Cassette & I 
More 
$31,995 
'96 GMC 2500 
Extra Cab 4x4 
8, Auto, a/c, cruise, tilt power 
windows & locks & more 
as $31,995 now $29,995 
'96 Pontiac Firebird 
Formula 
6 speed, CD, NC, Power Pkg 
$22,495 
95Chevrolet Monte Carlo 
V-8, Auto, Full~i loaded': 
$16,995 
93 Chev 4x4 Extra Cab 
~a6 $18,995 now $17,995 
'92 Chev Lumina 
6 cyl, loaded 
$10,495 
IMPORTS 
'97 Toyota RAV4 
4 door, 4x4, 5 speed 
$23,995 
'96 Toyota 4Runner 
t-6, 5 speed, Only 25,000 kms 
$29,995 
'95 Toyota 4Runner 
v-6, 5 speed, running boards 
vas $27,995 now $26,995 
'95 Toyota 4Runner 
V-6, Auto, Power windows 
& locks, Cruise, Tilt 
$25,995 
'93 Mazda 323 
4 cyl, Auto 
was $8,995 now $7,995 
'93 Mazda Pick-up 
• 5 speed, am/fro cassette 
was $9,995 now $7,995 
'85 Toyota 4x4 Pickup 
$4,995 
Demo Prices, Net Of Programs 
'98 DodgeEGR. Caravan 
6000 km, V6, Auto, Front & Rear 
Air, Cassette/CD, Cruise, Tilt, Tinted 
Glass, Power Windows & Locks, 
Built in child seats & more. 
NOW $31,25t 
• : .$4 ,999  ~ 
'98 Dodge Caravan 
12,500 kin, V6, Auto, Air, Dual 
sliding doers, Cruise, Tilt, Tinted 
Glass, Power Locks, Built in child 
seats, Running boards 
& more. 
NOW $23,636 
Dodge Ram 2500 4x4 
v. 10, Auto, Laramie SLT, Towing 
Package, Camper Package and 
Morel MSRP $$37,840 
NOW $31,980 
Partial List 
Only Over 25 
More Pre-Owned 
Vehicles In Stock! 
4916 Hwy. 16 West 6~5-7ta7 
1-800-313-7187 OLR. 5958 
www.terraceautomall.com 
THREE YEAR old side-by-side 
duplex at 4830 Graham Ave. 
Three bedrooms, one and a half 
baths. Nicely landscaped with 
mature fruit trees, patio, storage 
shed and basketball court. Each 
side appraised at $118,000. Will 
sell for $112,000 per side. Seri- 
ous buyers call 638-8639 to 
view. 
TRADE-TRADE-trade. Have 
client, will consider trading his 
200 head ranch with irrigated 
hay, or nay part of it, in South 
Central B.C. for non-irrigated 
operation of similar six or larger 
in most any area. Contact Len 
Monical at 250. 395-8500 off. or 
1 BDRM cabin for rent partially 
furnished. Suitable for 1 person. 
$450/month. Phone 635-6905. 
12 X 50 one bedroom mobile in 
the Skeena Valley Trailer Park. 
Natural gas heat. $550 per 
month. Available October 15, 
1998. Call 638-8084. 
14X70 THREE bedlam mobile 
on private lot. Natural gas heat, 
Available November 1, 1998. 
Call 638-8084. 
2 - 4 bdrm units on Southside. 
NG heat & hot water included. 
Upper duplex: $850/mo. Lower 
unit $700/mo. Ref & dep re- 
Quired. Ph. 798-9554. 
3 BDRM rancher for rent in- 
cludes F/S, W/D and storage. 
$650 month. Phone 635-6905. 
4 BDR house on 1/2 acres riv- 
erfront property. No fence. N/G 
heat & stove. W/D H.U. 1 bath. 
Located on Queensway Drive. 
$695 month plus D.O. 635-7537 
ask for James. , 
4 BDR single house.. Home- 
shoe area. Close to ~chools & 
town, N/G heat, Avail Dec 1. 
$775 month. 635-6858. 
4 BDRM, 3 bath, double garage 
includes F/S. Located on South- 
side, references required, Avail- 
able Dec. 1. Call 250-636-2665 
ask for I_inda. 
250-791-5569 res. Coldwell 
Banker Realty 100 Mile House, 
B.C. 
VILLA FRONTERRA - carefree 
riverside living in beautiful 
downtown Ashcroftl One level 
townhouses from $79,900. No 
maintenance, a/c 5 year new 
home warranty. Call 250-453- 
2035. 
WANT PEACEFUL country liv- 
ing with modern comforts? We 
have a lovely well maintained 5 
year old split level Nelson home 
on treed 2 acres. Features: 4 
bedrooms, 3 bathrooms, hard- 
wood floors, bay windows, huge 
kitchen with nook and much 
more. For an appointment o 













4921 Gair Avenue 
Terrace, B.C., V8G 2K1 
Tel: (250) 635-5988 
Fax: (250) 635-5926 
2 BDR basement suite, Cou- 
ple/single n/s. N/P. Close to 46% LESS rainfall than Kitimat 
downtown. $575 Incl utilities, at Boulderwood MHP in 
Ref & DD reqd. 635-7930, Terrace, and 21% less snow. 
With only 5% down and $800 
2 BDR basement suite. F/S, 
W/D. H.U. Southside. N/S. $525 
month plus D.D. Ref reqd. 
Avail. imm. 635-5960. 
2 BDR duplex in Thornhill. Full 
basement. F/S, W/D hookup. 
$600 month. Sec. dep + rst 
reqd. 638-1822. 
2 BDR house. Kalum Lake 
Drive. N/G heat. F/S. Acreage. 
Ref reqd. $600 month plus 
$300 d.d. 635-2898. 
2 BDR house. Large yard. F/S, 
N/G heat. No pets. D.D. & ret 
reqd. Avail Nov 1. $650 month. 
Southside. 635-9415. 
2 BDR log house. Private en- 
trance. Yard. Downtown. N/G 
heat. F/S incl. $650. Avail Nov 
1. No pets. 638-0790. 
2 BDR mobile home close to 
town & schools. F.S, w/d, dw 
incl. No pets. $700 month. 635- 
9260. 
2 BDR suite. Avail/tamed. F/S. 
In town. No pets. $525.635- 
2932. 
2 BDR suite. N/G f.p. f/s. W/D. 
Private fenced yard. N/S, NIP. 
$675 month. Avail /tamed. 638- 
8093. 
2 bdr upper part of house. 
Close to town. Large yard & 
garden. N/S. N/P. $850 month. 
Utilities incl. 638-7608. 
2 BDRM apt available imme- 
diately ec. Asking $575/month 
plus damage. Call 635-6824. 1971 MOBILE home 12x68 NG 
heat, N/G hotwater. 4 applianc- 2 BDRM apt. Quiet & clean. 
es. New paint in and out. New Basketball, raquetball court, 
carpet. $17,000 obo. #28 Sunny 
Hill. 635-4007 leave message. 
1991 14'X56' 2 bdr manufac- 
tured home with 12'x14' fin- 
ished addition. Sundeck, 8'x10' 
garden shed. 5 appL Immac. 
cond. Offers to $49,000. Ev. 
638-8684. 
2 BDR mobile home. Set up in 
adult park. Joey shed. F/S. Exc 
revenue potential. $8000 obo or 
trade for what have you. 635- 
2159. 
MOBILE HOME situated on 
large corner pad in Thornhill. 
Newly renovated 12'x48' 1968 
..... Duchess with.a new 12,48' ad~ 
, d/t/on. 3 bdr, new floors, wiring, 
plumbing, drywall throughout. 
Storage shed, garden shed, 
childs playhouse. Must sell. In- 
quiries 635-1740. 
ORDERING NOW for spring 
delivery saves thousandsl 
Chaparral modulars feature 5 
ceilings, silent floors, painted 
drywall. Sheldon Custom 
Homes. Kelowna. Toll free 1-, 
888-765-8992. 
1972 1350 sq. ft. 
MOBILE HOME 
with 12 x68 addition in 
Thornhill, Evergreen Court. 
2+ Bdr. F/S, W/D, deep- 
freeze, partly furnished, 
private, fenced backyard. 
2 pets allowed. $45,000. 
635-0932 
1 - 2 - 3 bedroom suites for 
rent. References required. 635- 
6428, 635-2424 available im- 
mediately. 
1 AND 2 bdr apts avail /tamed. 
On site management. 635-3594 
or 635-5136 or 635-6428. 
1 BDR duplex with F/.S in town. 
No pets. 635-5464. 
1 BDR furnished apt in Thorn- 
hill. Single occupancy only. Sor- 
ry no pets. Ref reqd. $360 + 
$180 sec. dep. 635-2065. 
• plus volleyball. References re- 
quired. $500/month. 635-0662 
or 615-6762. 
2 BDRM duplex, Thornhill close 
to schools & bus mute, 
$550/month, plus damage de- 
posit, references. 635-3086. 
2 BDRM house w garage, f/s, 
w/d, heat included in rent, quiet 
non smoker, no pets, 
$525/month. 635-5086. 
2 BDRM trailer in quiet park, 4 
app, $600/month. 635-2126. 
Available immediately. 
2 BEDROOM unit townhouse in 
5. plex, •with f/s,, w/d hookups. 
No pets please. 635:5213. 
3 - one bdr bungalows available 
immediately or Dec. 1st. One 
$440, two $475 incl. power/heat 
and we wil furnish if needed. 
Also 2 bdr mobile $575 utilities, 
includes evenings, 635-2319. 
3 BDR newly renovated house 
at Lakelse Lake. $800 month. 
Avail. immediately. 638-8089 
after 6:00 pro. 
3 BDR trailer. W/D, F/S. N/G 
heat. N/P avial Dec. 1. $600 
month plus D.D. Quiet park in 
Thornhilt. 635-9654. 
3 BDR trailers. $600. 2 bdr trail- 
s rs  $450-$550. Small trailer. 
$400. 635-4315. 
3 BDR with large storage room 
in 2 level duplex home. All appL 
incl. with new w/d. Large back- 
yard. Avail Dec. 1. $650 month. 
635-3836. 
3 BDRM CONDO, walking dis- 
tance to downtown. N/S, N/P, 
$700/month plus damage de- 
posit. References required. 
635-5278. 
3 BDRM db[ wide at Copper 
River subdivision, f/s, w/d. 
Wired shop space, clean. Avail- 
able Nov t/98. $700/month. 
635-2513. 
3 BDRM house 1 1/2 bath. 
Laundry room + garage, fenced 
yard, close to school & town. 
Available Oct 1. No pets. Refer- 
ence required. 535-4570. 
3 BDRM house F/S inc. Refer- 
ence required, call 638-1967. 







• Clean, quiet renovated suites 
• Ample pa~ing 
• Laundry fadlitles on each floor 
• Close to schools & downtown 
• On bus mute 
Security entrance 
On site management 
• No pets 
• References r~ulred 
To view call 
638-1748 
1 BDR SUITE in downtown Tar- 
race 204-4614 Greig Ave. F/S, 
W/D incl. $525. Avail Nov. 1. 
635-5070 or 632-7502. 
Your Welcome 
Wagon Hostesses 





If you have moved 
to Terrace or have 
just had a new 
baby, or are get- 
ting married, or 
starting a new 
business, just give 
one of us a Call. 
• WAGON 
• • Smcm I930 
per month you can own instead 
of rent. Call Gordon at 638- 
1182. 
5 BEDRM house w/summer 
kitchen in basement. 
Fridge/stove, dishwasher, 
washer & dryer, gas fireplace & 
jetted tub in master bdrm. Close 
to downtown pool & arena. 
Great view of Skeena River. 
$1200/month or build your equi- 
ty while renting with lease to 
purchase option. 635-3736 or 
leave message. 
CHRISTMAS IN the country. 2- 
3 bdr trailer. 10 rains North of 
Terrace. 3 appl incl. Wired 
shop. 10 acres. Sac system. 
F/P. N/G. N/S. Raf reqd. $750 
month. (250)674-3575. 
FOR RENT 750 sq. ft. 2 bed- 
room apartmant ground level 
entrance-walking distance to 
town on site manager. $550 per 
month. 635-5338 after 6pro. 
GRANISLE: 3 bedroom view 
townhouses for rent or sale. 
Rentals: $400 a month plus util- 
ities. Call George 1-250-697- 
2795 or Dave at 1-250-697- 
6322. 
ONE BEDROOM 
APARTMENT FOR RENT 
ONE BEDROOM apartment on 
site management, no pets, ref's 
required. Call 635-7429. 
QUIET CLEAN 2 BDR apt. 
Avail immed. No pets, Ref. 
reqd. 635-1126 or 635-6991. 
QUIET, CLEAN 2 bdr apt. close 
to school and town. Security en- 
trance. Laundry facility. Ref 
reqd, 635-5653. 
RENOVATED 2 bdr 12x65 mo- 
bile in Timberland Trailer Park. 
N/G, thermal windows, fur- 
nished plus major appL Avail 
immed, $550 plus D,D. 
(250) 877.1513. 
RENOVATED 2 bdr apt. Immed 
possession. $550 month. D.D. 
reqd. No pets. Close to hospital. 
635-8220. 
ROOMMATE WANTED to 
share new 2 bedroom mobile 
home. Non-smoker. Have own 
bathroom, all utilities included, 
$375/month, must ba clean and 
tidy. Call 635-7125. 
SMALL 1 bdrm suite, $450 per 
month plus damage deposit, 
utilities included. Available 
immediately. 638-8482. 
SMALL 2 bdr house, Gas heat. 
F/S. W/D hook up. Shed in 
backyard, fruit trees in front, 
$550 D.D. ref req. 635-3871. 
TOP FLOOR of house. F/S, 
W/D. 12x12 storage incl. Large 
yard. Close to downtown. N/S, 
N/P. $700 month. 635-5459. 
TOTALLY RENOVATED 2 
bdrm duplex in Thornhill. 
$475/month plus damage de- 
posit. No pets. 635-9530. 
TWO BEDROOM apartment 
with 5 appliances, gas fireplace 
and mini storage. No pets, ref- 
erences required. $750 per 
month. Call 635-4954 or 638- 
2071. 
WALKING DISTANCE to 
downtown two bedroom duplex. 
Includes utilities, fridge, stove, 
washer, dryer, dishwasher, 
$725 per month, 635-9202. 
GOOD CENTRAL LOCATION 
A clean well kept apartment with 
fireplace, balcony and fresh 
paint. Sorry no pots and no 
smokers. $645/mon~n 
AVAIIJ~LE DEC. I, 1998 
For more information ran 
appointment to view please 
call 61.5-91 16 
IMMACULATE 4 bdr house. 
Fenced yard, large garage, 
shed, new appl. Spacious kitch- 
en. $925 month. Avail Dec. 1. 
N/P. Ref req. B&D Properties. 
638-0797. 
MALE TO share 3 bdr condo 
with two other males. $400 
month & $200 D.D. Andy 635- 
0634. 
NEW TWO bedroom two bath 
Summit Square 
Apartments 
1 & 2 Bedroom Units 
Quiet & Clean • No Pets • 
Ask for Monlca Warner 
Basketball, Volleyball & 
Racquetball Courts 
Call: 635-4478 
1200 SQ. ft. office space locat- 
ed on main street Lakelse Ave. 
Tenant improvements already 
done. Avail immed. For more 
info call Wayne or Nora. 638- 
1965. 
apt. on acreage. $750 me in- 
5-VHF hand held radios with 
gang charger. For more infor- 
mation, phone 847-9779. 
CANOPY OFF short box Chew 
S-10 blue. Good condition. 
$250 obo. 635-9168. 
Hitachi compact disc stereo 
system with double cassette. 
$200. 638-0640. 
MAKE EXTRA cash for Christ- 
mas. Sell your clothes on con- 
signment basis with Cheeky's 
Consignment Clothing in Hous- 
ton. Now accepting party wear 
and winter clothing. Call for de- 
tails 845-2707. 
MOVING BALE. Tuesday Nov. 
10 to Saturday Nov 14 & Nov 
17 to Nov 21; Both 9am to 5pro 
daily. 4646 Copper River Rd. 
Past Thomhill. 
MOVING. MUST sell. 42x50 
Quonset hut. Brand new. Never 
assembled. Complete with 
foundation & erection manuals. 
$9000 obo. 1(250)847-5249 or 
1 (250)830-7986. 
SEARS AUCTION & supply will 
be open Mon-Fri 1-4 p.m. Auc- 
t/on Sale every Saturday 2:00 
p.m. 3326A River Drive. Thorn- 
hill Plaza. 635-7824 or 635- 
3190. 
SMALL WAREHOUSE forklift 
(on propane) for sale or rent. 
Phone 847-4083. 
TWO COMPLETE jujitsu grs, 
Will fit children 7 to preteen. 
$45 each. Like new. 635-4779. 
XMAB SPECIAL, save 40% off 
Directv Programming, new and 
currant customer inquiries invit- 
ed, plus Son Sat-BS3 digital 
satellite sytems, only $399 Ca- 
ned/an. Phone 1-888-745-8707. 
2 WOOD stoves - Heats 1800 & 
2500 sq.ft. RSF opal 2000 fire. 
place, glass/gold; play- 
house/swings, "Blue Imp" slide; 
6 ft. 3 p.h. snow blower. All exc. 
condition. 847-9174 or 1-888- 
606-0011. 
BLAZE KING wood stove, al- 
most new, $300 obo. 638-0487. 
HAM6LIN" 
FARMS 
• .::: Pork 9ale 
SiJe~" ~ i*~to 'your  
spec i f i ca t ions .  





Sell dudes laundry room with wash- |, RETAILOR OFFICE LEASE SPACE 
er & dryer, .fridge,.stove, & utili-,.~ .| ....... &l=~lh.llitl~t,,k.~ ~ . . . . . .  o_ ~ml~me ~|  mwvulaNnj 
ties 635-5061 . . . .  ' - o~ Trade  . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  " 3219~ySt. NEWLY RENOVATED 2 bdr I 
apt., no smoking, No pets. m ,2~}.~.h,E,~1...=°,.~.,,~6r~.,.R°~_ ffLTSIC,  
Close to schools & hospital, I m,wu~fl.loJ,~U~l.e.mmzr~n00r 
$585 month plus deposit. [ ~:635-7191 ' 
Immed possession. 635-8220. IINSTRUMENTS 
I Phone 635-5333 
[ Ask For Tony 
CUNTON MANOR 
WE ARE TAKING 









2 bdm, 1/2 
duplex. Avail immed. 
References please, $750 
per month. 
Southside- Large 1 
hdrm, suite includes hot 
water, heat, washer, dryer 
and cable $650 References 
pleaBe. 
2 Bdrm Apts from $499 
Clean, secure, 2 bdrm 
apts., includes stove, 
fridge, ensuite storage, 
private balcony and on 
the bus route. Avail 
immed,. From $499 per 
month. 
Lakelse Lake 3 
bdrm home. Large lot, 
view of lake. Cat & 
smoking ok, no dogs. 
$700 per month. Avail 
now. 
aXo.mldll - 4/5 bdrm 
split level home with 
small workshop. $750 
per me. Avail. immed. 
HELPII! 
WE NEED RENTALS 
Please call me if you 
would like me to rent 
your home for you. 
STEVE COOK 
COIl)WELL BANKgR let 
Terrace Realty 
638.0371 Bus. or 
638-7144 after hours 
.oo..ss,v  VE. U.- ,To 
IlUm Phone: 635.7459 
FOR LEASE 
5008 Poh/e Avenue " Greig Ave - Centrd Locat~ 
998 sq.h. new office/storefront i,700 sq. ft. retoiVomce spoce 
4818 Hlghwrf 16 We.st Mig Avenue-Central I~a#~ 
Warehouse space 880 sq.fl. 900 ~.fl, reloil/oHice space 
2709 K~m Street 
5,200 sq.ft. (ommrciol building, dw sl0reff0nt, ~reh0use &(0m~nd 
I TERRACE ELKS 
LODGE HALL 
FOR RENT 
NEW YEARS'S EVE 
635-5121 
CANADIAN DOLLARS at Par 
Blackbird Lodge. Laavenworths 
Best View Hotel Spa. Compli- 
mentary breakfast. Balcony 
Rooms. When staying Sunday 
to Thursday, some limitations 
apply. 1-800-446-0240. 
PRINCETON CASTLE Resort. 
A great romantic getaway set 
on 110 acres of natural beauty. 
Located 5 rain N. of Princeton. 
Country decor, ensure with Ja- 
cuzzi tub, Promotion rates $65 
to $99/nite, dbl, occ. Luxury log 
cottages with own hot tub over 
looking creek, $150/nite, dbl. 
occ. X-country skiing, snowmo- 
biling nearby. Phone (250)295- 
7988. 
1980 DODGE camperized van. 
AM/FM cass. ERC. Asking 
$1000 abe. Also fridge and 
stove $250 abe. 638-0252. 
30" SATELLITE dish with re- 




P inba l l ,  etc. 
Sales and Service. 




Wrlle Keys To Safe Driving" 
Gift Certificates[ 
Looking for that hard 







Toll M 1-800-865-'/998 
Ph~ax= 685-"/582' 
KOOTENAY HARDWOODS in 
Kamloops ia looking for Aspen 
and Cottonwood peeler logs. 
(250)573-2054. 
WANTED NINTENDO 64 
games. 12 yr old has saved to 
buy the system and now wants 
flames to playl 635-4779. 
WANTED TO buy or partner- 
ship: hunting guide territory 
near Francois Lake. Fax 01149 
7392 3670. Phone 011 49 7392 
80634. 
WANTED. Scrap Batteries. 
Highest prices paid. Free pick 
up over five. 250-562-2171. 
1929 CHRYSLER 4 door Se- 
dan. Needs restoring. No rust. 
Good drive train. Open to off- 
ers. Pr. Rup. 1(250)624-9676. 
1984 SILVER Oldsmobile Cut- 
lass Supreme. Well maintained. 
$1500. 638-1028. 
1989 7 passenger Ford Aero- 
star van, Auto. $2400. 635- 
7704. 
1989 FORD Aerostar 7 pas- 
senger van auto. $2500 abe. 
635-6836, 
1989 VW Jetta Flair. 4 dr. 5 
speed. Sun roof, ski bag. E/C. 
$3,500. 635-6352. 
1990 EXTENDED Aerostar XLT 
7 passenger. PNV, P/L. G/C. 
Asking $3700. 635-9846. 
1992 FORD Taurus GL. 4 dr, 
Vb, auto, Fully loaded, cruise, 
air etc, E/C $6400. 632-2513. 
1992 SUBARU LEGACY Turbo 
A.W,D,, 4 dr, sedan fully load- 
ed, auto, 55,000 kms, $14,000 
OBO, 632-4260. 
1994 FORD E-250 cargo van. 
Asking $7500. Phone 635-5501 
days 635-4890 after 5 pro. 
1995 TOYOTA Corolla 5 speed. 
CD player. Low km. E/C. 4 All 
Season tires + 4 Blizzaks. 
$12,900. 638-7904. 
1980 GMC 3/4 ton P.U. 350 V8. 
Excellent operating condition. A 
great drive. $2500. 635-4779. 
1991 S-10 Blazer automatic 4x4 
4 door, power locks, cruise con- 
trol, power windows, tilt steer- 
ing, excellent running condition. 
120,000km. $6900. 638-8307. 
1994 DAKOTA extended cab 
4x4 V8Magnum fully loaded 
fuel/prop conversion. Very low 
mileage. Trailer. Wired auto 
trans. $19,000 obo. 638-8626. 
1994 DODGE Dakota Sport 4x4 
club cab. 52,000 km. Never 
winter driven. No accidents, one 
owner. Boxliner, ned's, ex. 
cond. $17,500. Moving Nov. 18 
if interested please call. 1-250- 
695-6430. 
1994 FORD Ranger XLT 4x4 
extended cab: Air, cruise, tilt, 
AM/FM ~ cassette, air support 
seats, box liner, tool box, alumi- 
num rims. Runs excellent. 
110,000 km. $14,500. 638- 
0527. 
1996 DODGE pickup 3/4 ton V- 
10 engine. 32,000 km highway, 
loaded with sunroof, very clean, 
CD player. 638-2016. 
1997 GMC 3/4 4x4 auto trans. 
NC, radio/tape, short box, ex- 
cab 4:10 gear train, box liner, 
tool box, headache rack with hi- 
powered lights, 5700 Vortex 
350 engine, 23,000 km, GM 
warranty remains. Asking 
$32,000. Call Ed. 1-250-845- 
2716 after 6 pm or weekends. 
FOR SALE: 1993 Dodge Cara- 
van Grand, 6 cyl, a/c, p/s, p/b, 
good tires, seats 7, asking 
$11,000. Ph 845-7569. 
1981 DODGE van, 255 engine, 
(good). Auto, transmission, 
newly rebuilt, 1968 Chevrolet 
truck. 250, engine good. 5 
speed, standard transmission. 
635-2178/638-8945. 
1988 PLYMOUTH Voyager 7 
passenger extended m/n/van 
fully loaded, low miles. 4 extra 
tires on rims. Asking $5,500 
obo. 635-2916. 
OVER 200 new & used R.V.'s 
17 new brands, 0 down financ- 
ing trades or we pay cash for 
best price in B.C. Call us free 1 - 
800-668-1447 or www.voyager- 
rv.com. B.C. interiors largest 
dealer. Voyager R.V. Centre, 




40 hp, Jet drive 
come in and se~ 
new Phazer 500 
Snowmobile 
Arctic Cat Powder 
Special 
Yamaha Generators 
Priced To Clear 
Yamaha VX600 ST 
1991 Yamaha enazer 
Yamaha Snowblowers 
In Stock 6 - 8 hp 
Polaris XLT 600 
J , 
1997 Arctic Cat Panther 
2 - up Seat, Reverse 
KEN'S 
MARINEI 
4946 Greig Ave. [ 
1996 440 Jag Arctic Cat 850 ml. 
Excellent shape. Asking $4500. 
Phone 692-7967. 
1998 POLARIS 600RMK, low 
mileage. Mint condition. $7000 
obo. 1997 Powder Extreme. 
Good condition. $6200 obo. 
1994 Mach Set, lots of extras. 
Longtrack. 2000 km. $6900 
obo. S&B Ent. Rsiner Stoecker. 
1-250-695-6516 or 1-250-695- 
6640. 
7®MedicAlerL, 
dr'EAK~ vt2r~ VUU 
I -8oo-6~8-15o7 . 
wWw.me(~tcalbr t.t a 
} 
t 
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i 5~.BOATS AND;~ 
+ MARINE. .  
16 1/2 welded aluminum river- 
boat. Rebuil. 70 h.p, Johnson 
and jet. Roadrunner trailer, fish 
finder plus many extras. $4800 
obo. 638-1281. 
WE HAVE over 10 ex-fish boats 
for sale. See our listings at 
vvww.citytel.not/pbb/ or call Pa- 
cific Boat 1(883)330-7878. 
160. HEAVY DU~ 
: EQUIPMENT 
1968 HAYES cabover tandem, 
aluminum frame, flatdeck c/w 
Effer crane, $13,000 obo, Older 
666 Clark skidder, good rubber, 
$10,000 obo. 842-5426. 
EQUIPMENT FOR sale or for 
hire on all found rental basis. 
1987 780A Champion Grader, 
ice blades, front blade, snow 
wing, extra tires, $50,000. 
F.O.B. Terrace call 635-5500 or 
638-1883. Fax 635-5524, Email 
hal@kermode.net. 
JOHN DEERE 440B skidder, 
new rebuilt motor, turbo, good 
condition. $16,500 obo. Diesel 
gen. set 20 kva, 220-440 3PH, 
1PH, 351 GM engine $4800 
obo. 250-542-3507 
eves/wkends. 
KH 191 Kubota with Keto Tree 
Harvester Head, Model 51. Ask- 
ing $75,000 obo. Small log 
grapple and tracks for skid 
steer, 2 1/2 yard bucket and 
togging bullboard, fuel tanks, 
gearomatic 19 parts, mac tab 
pads, clutch cable, main leaf 
springs, 1981 Chev van, 3 older 
P.U. canopies. 250-396-7607 
after 6pro. 
MUST SELL - 1986 Freightliner 
logging truck. Fully equipped 
(no scales). Will pass inspec- 
tion. $20,000. Phone 847-9672 
(home) or 877-1406 (cell). 
• ~ : :  2T I : 
190: LIVESTOCK 
COMPLETE HERD dispersal. 
100 cows. Fifty percent 3,4,5, 
year olds. Fleckvish simmx bred 
to Fleckvish simm bulls. 60 
simmx/red angus cross heifers 
bred to proven red angus bulls. 
Phone Harry Vandenburg 1- 
250-845-7283 (Owen Lk 
Ranch). 
LONE FIR - Hereford bulls. 
Good selection of quality polled 
bulls. Looking is free, View sire, 
dam & sibs. Priced for the com- 
mercial cattlemen (250) 690- 
7527 Ft. Fraser. 
ONE TEAM of draft horses. For 
sale, Terrace. 638-8188. 
RANGE FED pork $1,901b cut 
wrapped and frozen to your 
specifications by Arnie's Meat 
Market. Ready end of October. 
635-4670, 
REGISTERED FULL Fleckvich 
Simmental bred cows, bred 
heifers and heifer calves. 250- 
567-2730. 
ROSEBRIAR CHAROLAIS 
Farm, Complete Charolais Dis- 
persal. Saturday Nov, 7, 1998. 
BC Livestock Agr]-Contre, Kam- 
loops. Sale Time: 11:00 A.M. 
On offer: 119 bred cows, 11 
bred heifers, 57 heifer calves, 
48 bull calves, 5 herd sires. For 
more information call Larry or 
Wayne Jordan (250)573-3339. 
THE TACK Store has moved to 
Hwy 16 in Talkwa. Now open 
Tuesday-Saturday, 10-6 p,m. 
Call 1-888-686-1566 or 846- 
9863, 
URBAN ACRES introducing 
Pro Form feed, full line of live- 
stock and cat/dog food. 3382 
Old Lakelse Lake Road. 1/4 
mile past Thornhill Pub. 635- 
3055. Open 10:00 am - 5:00 
pro. Stop in & check us out. 
220, LOSTAND . 
12 YEAR old, 14.3 h.h. Arabian 
Quarterhorse. Mare. Interme- 
diate rider shown english, west- 
ern and gymkana. Complete 
with tack. $1500. 638-0457. 
230. PERSONALS 
$$GOVERNMENT PRO- 
GRAMS Information Govern- 
ment assistance programs in- 
formation to assist the start or 
expansion of your business and 
farm. Call 1-800-505-8866. 
CAGEN CONTR Ltd. hay and 
qrain sales. Glen 638-0254. 
FEED OATS barley prepared 
rations for all types of livestock. 
Clean seed oats, barley, high 
germination. Delivery available. 
Into and to order 1-250-694- 
3500. Southside Feeds. 
REWARD. LOST one set of 
keys on Brown, curly cord in vi- 
cinity of Co-op/Saan parking lot. 
Oct 24. 635-9520. 
CANADA'S #1 Psychic 1-900- 
451-7711. $3.29/min. 
IF ALCOHOL is the problem, 
many have found help with 
ALCOHOLICS ANONYMOUS. 
Phone 635-6533. 
I'LL TELL your future nowff! 1- 
900-830-8100 Est. 1401. $3.99 
LLAMAS: MALES/GELDINGS per rain. Must be 18yrs. Procan 
$500-$1000. Females $500- Co. (602)954-7420. 
$3000 will also consider trade. XXX LIVE 24hr 18+. 1-888-913- 
Have three animals for predator 8122 cc. billing. 1-900-870- 
control. 392-2605. 2740 ph. billin.q. 
:: :~:: , ~ i : ,~ : :~:~~ ~ -  • .:'.~:~::~.::: . .~:::::..~.~ ......  & ++++++I 
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We have local . . . . . .  
SERVICE TECHNICIANS 
Servicing: Copiers, Printers, Calculators~ 
. ,  -~7~ TT-2 :TTT : iT -~ T 
2801~BUSIN ESS. 2 
. i I :, SERVICES:  
,Homeopathy .Detoxiflcation .Preventative .Nutritional 
• Food Allergy Testin 9 Programmes Medidne Consultation 
,*Vitondn & Botankal for appointments, call: 847-01M 
Supplementation 1283 Main St. Smilhers, B.C. 
PIONEER UPHOLSTERY 
since 1973 
FOR ALL YOUR UPHOLSTERY NEEDS 
l i~!~:~e sandecki 39635.°9:3: t' 
SEAPORT LIMOUSINE LTD.+I 
I PASSENGER AND EXPRESS SERVICE I 
Daily scheduled bus service from Stewart to I 
Terrace and return, and all points in between. Pick- I 
up and delivery of goods in Terrace, C.O.D. and I 
courier service. I 
P.O. Box 217, Stewart, B.C. 
Ph: 636-2622 FAX: 636-2633 
Terrace Depot:. 635-7676 
Recover your health in a 
natural integrated way 
LIFE ENERGY ASSESSMENT 
Environmental & Food Allergy Testing 
Aromatic Bodywork &Acuprgssum 
Reflexology, Reiki, Herbology, Ear. Candling 
Frances Birdsell . By Appointment 635;2194 
i Nalural Health Practit ioner St. Mathew's CenI~, 4506 La!els0 Ave.,Terrac¢ 
SWF WOULD like to meet SM, 
40-50, 6 ft plus for socializing & 
walks. Please reply to Box 776, 





LIVe & PIRSONAL 
U l r ID  its IN CANADA 
EVANW RAYS TALK 
LIVe I ON 1 
UOH.. ~.d~I~-ACCURA. , ,  
CUEEII 4 ~  PSYCHICS 
1-900-451-4055 
24 HRS. $2 .99 /min  - 18+ 
Richard, Lyle & 
Chance Glover 
wish to announce the 
marriage of their parents 
Yvonne & Wayne 
Glover 
on 
: Sat., Oct. 24, 1998. ,~ 
In loving memory of 
Trevor Mark 
Gleason 
Oct. 31, 1966- 
Nov. 9, 1990 
Gone. from.this earth 
But not from our hearts 
'~";Sed/y missed and 
lovingly remembered by 
your family 
oF 
Francis David Madigan 
who passed away peacefully 
on November 2, 1998 In the 
Burns Lake Hospit~. 
He was born on Ihe family 
homestead at Buck Flats on 
August 29, 1919. He served in 
the Canadian Air Force 
Overseas from 1942.1945 and 
returned to Telkwa to run a 
sawmill business with his 
brother Jack prior to establish- 
ing ,Madigan Equipment in 
1955. 
After he sold his business in 
1973 he ventured North to Allin 
during the summer to Placer 
Mine. Francis moved to 
Harrison Bay on 0otsa Lake 
with his wife Birdie in 1985 and 
he spent many hours enjoying 
his boat and the excellent fish- 
ing offered in the area. 
Hospitality, quick wit and gen- 
erosity wUi continue to welcome 
visitors to Francis and Birdies 
Home. 
Greatly missed by his wife 
Birdie and children; Allen 
(Brenda) "]'racy, Teny; Micheal 
(Joyce) Tanis; Margaret 
(Wayne) Jamie, Lynne; Shirley 
(Enos) Judy, Kerry; Duff 
(Aileen) Taq/n, Kathryn. 
A Memorial service in cele- 
bration of his life will be held 
December 18, 1998 in the 
Telkwa Community Hall at 1:00 
}.m. 
Donation in his MemoP/can 
be made at the Royal Bank of 
Canada to the Pines Care 
Home, Bums Lake, B.C. 
BAILEY 
Florence Bailey passed mvay peace- 
fully in her 86th year on Sunday 
October 25th, 1998, at Terraceview 
Lodge. She will be sadly missed but 
fondly remembered byher family and 
friends, florence was bern January 24, 
1912 in Winnipeg, Man. The early ears 
of her life were spent on a farm in 
Mount Green, Soskolchewan. In 1929, 
doe In the poor heohh of her father, the 
family relocald to Prince Rupert, B.C. In 
1936 Florence moved to Terroce, B.C 
and accepled a position as cook at The 
Terrace Hotel. On August 21, 1936 
Florence married W.F. "Curly" Baihy. 
The (ouph made Terrace their home. 
Florence was the first Worthy Maim 
($6-$8) and o Charier Member of the 
Easlern Star, Thornhill Chapter #85. She 
was also a Charter Member of the 
Terrace Rebekah Lod9e. Florence was a 
very devoled and hardworking member 
ofboth Lodges as well as a n aclive 
Bailey ond brother Bill Brmvenor. 
A memorial service was held on the 
29th of October, 1998 in the Knox 
United Church, Rev. Michael Hare dfid- 
ated. If friends so desire, memorial trib- 
utes may be mode to Terraceview Lodge 
in living memory of a very special Jady 
who louched the hoods of mony, Mrs. 
Florence Bailey. 
CAPITAL DIRECT Lending 
Corp. Start saving $100's today] 
Easy phone approvals. 1st, 2nd 
or 3rd mortgage money avilable 
now. Rates starting at 4.75%. 
equity counts. We don't rely on 
credit, income or age. Specializ- 
ing in the Caribou. Call 
1/800/626-7747 anytime. Brok- 
er and lender fees may apply, 
$LOANS$ $50,000 to $10 rail- 
lion, Business and Farm loans 
available. Additional signature 
or security may be roquirad by 
lender. Call Mrs. Stewart at 
(403)261-3990 (24hrs). 
WESTERN STA U-CKS 
PARTS & SERVICE DEALER 
NADINA W 
TRUCK 
SERVICE ., LTD. 
845-2212 • 2235 Nadina Ave., Houston B.C 
Winter is fast 
approaching 
There is snow on the mountains! 
Call POWER PLUS Today 
We will pick up your snow blower at 
NO CHARGE and provide a written 
estimate to put your machine in shape 
for the winter. 
635-2345 
Chainsaws. Generators-Air Compressors. 
Welders - Lawn Mowers. Heavy Equipment 
Your One Step Engine Repair Centre. 
POWER PLUS 
4530A Greig Avenue, Terrace 
Ph: 635-2345 
BUTCHERING AND meat cut- 
ting. Custom sausage fresh and 
smoked. Sausage making sup- 
plies and spices. HambUn 
Farms, End of Mountalnviaw 
Drive. Houston, Call 1-250-845- 
2133 or 1-800-665.6992. 
CONSOLIDATE YOUR pay- 
ments, One easy payment. No 
more stress, no equity-security, 
good or bad credit, immediate 
approval, immediate relief, Na. 
Uonal Credit Counsellors of Ca- 
nada. For nearest office. 1-888- 
777-0747. Licensed & Bonded, 
DO YOU need a licenced Bar 
Tender for 50 to 350 people? 
We do Weddings, and parties of 
all kinds. Reasonable rates, full 
table service available upon re- 
quest, black tie or casual ev- 
ants. Call TAR BENDERS for 
pricing and reservation informa- 
tion. 635-3763. Now taking res- 
ervations for Christmas'parties, 
space is limited. Book now so 
vou don't have to worn,' later. 
MOVING ON a budget? Our 
prices are unbeatablel Careful, 
courteous service, licensed and 
insured. Call Mountain Moving, 
Smithers. Phone 847-4537. 
PERSONAL VIDOE album, 
Transfer your memories from 
film, elides or photos. Excellent 
rates. European conversions - 
duplications. Jesco AN Ltd., 
1232 West Broadway, Van- 
couver, V6H 1G6. Phone 
(604) 733-4409. 
SMITHERS BASED TRUCK- 
ING COMPANY looking for full 
or partial backhauls from any- 
where in Alberta or Saskatche- 
wan to deliver anywhare from 
Prince George to Prince Rupert. 
847-4083. 
WILL SET UP and maintain 
your small business bookkeep- 
ing requirements. 10+ yrs ex- 
perience. Excellent references 
upon request. Phone 635-9592 
or Email: manucomp@uni- 
serve.corn 
$100,000. LET me scare you to 
death! I dare you to call 1-800- 
558-5020. 
49 YEAR old ex-president, 
large corporation gives up 18 hr 
day career to work 18 hr week, 
Maintaining high 6 figure in- 
come and great lifestyle, What I 
do - anyone can dupUcatel Call 
me: Run BideweU (604) 951- 
2524. 
BIGGER BE' I ' rER BREASTS. 
Ladies - thought of surgical im- 
plants or :-: reductions. Stopl 
"Definition" increases size, firms 
& lifts 100% naturally. Money 
back guarantee. Call Leanns 
toll free 1-888-201-8332. 
BUSINESS FOR sale. Jewel- 
lery & Gift store in the heart of 
the Lakes District that offers 
2000 miles of fishing. Great 
place to raise a familyl $10,000 
plus inventory. Phone (250)692- 
3707 days, (250)692-3480 eve. 
The Terrace Standard 
is currently looking for 
COLLATC P $ 
tn wnrk in nllr mn;Ir~,'~m Frirlnv 
CONGRATULATIONSl 
YOU'VE found itl Regain con- 
trol of your finances and your 
future. Six figures from home. 
Not MLM. Are you ready? 1- 
800-320-9895 Ext 4069. 24hrs. 
DO YOU want to earn a 6.figure 
income? If you are well educat- 
ed, have a sales or financial 
services background and pos- 
sess the right people skills we 
have an opportunity for you. 
Send resume to File#128 c/o 
Terrace Standard 3210 Clinton 
St. Terrace, B.C,, VBG 5R2. 
FIRST TIME offered. Highly 
successful overseas. New CDN 
distributors needed. Paffect 
home based business. Most 
area available. All cash, no sell- 
Ing, no inventories, no franchise 
fees. Invest from $3600. Fi- 
nancing available. Call Nanci 
(604)820-9216 for information 
package. Not MLM or network 
marketing, 
FOR MORE information about a 
great business opportunity 
where you can promote leading 
edge nutritional products and 
earn an additional stream of in- 
come, call 1-888-699-9908, 
then quote code 6. 
FOR SALE or 50% investor. 
Naw mobile home park 27 pads 
Blue River, 2 km from Wiegels 
Rasort, Spring construction 
start. For details In Fill Proper- 
ties Ltd., 250-374-9478. 
FRANCHISES AVAILABLE, 
Thinking about going into busi- 
ness? We match your invest- 
ment needs with the right fran- 
chisel We work with over 65 
franchlsas. Into (604)683-5671, 
Website: www,frannetcana- 
da.com. 
INCOME & discount travel, 
Home based business (not 
MLM), Earn $1K to 3K weekly, 
Complimentary Cruise, (24 hr 
recording) 1-800-345-9688 Ext, 
1336. 
INDEPENDANT TUPPER- 
WARE manager with Tapper- 
ware Pacific. Karen Mattheis. 
635-7810. Interested In parties, 
sales, service & recruiting, 
JOEY'S ONLY SEAFOOD 
REST. Franchise opportunity, 
Terrace location available soon, 
Contact Fulls Sotiros. (250)212- 
0449, 
PARTY ON the wildslde. Social 
Cafe is now proud to bring Can- 
terbury Coffee and the best of 
Wildly Delicious gourmet pro. 
ducts into your home. Now re- 
cruiting sales representatives In 
your area. Phone 604-535-5864 
Monday to Friday after 8 p.m. 
WORK-AT-home source book1 
Over 1,000 home job opportuni- 
ties. Send S.A.S.E. to: Tykel 
Enterprises, Box 20112-Q, Ke- 
Iowna, B.C. V1Y 9H2. 
LOG SCALING, correspon- 
dence courses. $489. 1-250- 
334-7782. This theory course is 
recommended for success in 
leering log scaling and grading 
www.logscalinq.com. 
A STUDENT at work program. 
Chocolate sales SEam Cash$ 
Gain work experience. Work 
your own hours. Must be ap- 
proved by Parent/Guardian. 
Call toil-free 1-888-599-8336. 
BABYSrrrER WANTED in my 
home, 3 days per week. Ret 
reqd, Bench area. 5 month old 
infant. 638-1974. 
CARETAKER FOR ThornhUl 
Community Grounds. Free pad 
rental. For information phone 
Douq or Sandra at 638-0322. 
Northern Hearing 
& Safety Training 
A PRIVATEPOSTSECONDARY TRAINING INSTITUTION 
Economy Crunch l  New Vo lume D iscounts l  
F i l l  up  a c lass  o f  12  
Everybody  gets  an  ext ra  10% d iscount .  
Call for more details 
WeB OFA LEVEL 1 $75 
Sat, Nov 14, Wed, Dec 2, Sat Dec 5 
WeB OFA TRANSPORTATION ENDORSEMENT 
Sun, NOV 15, Sun, Dec 6 ~75 
WC. OFA LEVEL 3 ~;595 
Nov 23. Dec 4 Kitimat - Only 8 Spaces Left 
Jan 4 .15  Terrace 
Jan 18.29 Kitimat 
Transportation can be provided from Terrace for the 
Kitimat Courses. 
WHMIS S~'O 
Anytime via computer. 
For groups d 6 or more we can special~ a course to suit yeur needs. 
Q 
MUKS-KUM-OL HOUSING SOCIETY 
EXPERIENCED FINANCIAL ACCOUNTANT 
Full Time Permanent position reporting to the Executive Direc.'or. 
Resppnsibilitles: 
• All bookkeeping and day to day accounting 
• Bank reconciliations, accounts payable, and cheque preparation 
• General Ledger maintenance, tenant accounts receivables 
• Payroll preparation 
• Preparation of Timely monthly financial stotements 
• Budgetlng preparation 
• Full Job description available upon request 
• Cash flaw analysis 
• Audit assistance 
• Investment partfolio management 
Qualifications: 
• Superior ecord keeping and accounting skills 
eGood knowledge of computor accounting (Acc/Pac) 
• Strong inteqoersonal skills and the ability to interact well with a 
small management team 
• Knowledge ot the residential or commercial rental induslry, 
would be an asset 
• Training towards an accounting designotion would be an asset 
• Must be conscientious, energetic and-d0pendable, with a good 
kno~eclge and understonding oF the a~0original cullures o[ the 
Northwest area. 
• Salary: Commensurate with qualifications and experience 
Muks Kum OI Housing Soclely owns and operates a properly port- 
folio oF 110 residential rental units within the city of Terrace, and 
has management contracts in other Nor'lhwest communities, hous- 
ing Aboriginal people in need. Resumes will be accepted up to 
Nov. 16/98.  Please respond, in confidence TO: 
Executive Director 
Muks Kum OI Housing 5ociely 




CHRONIC HEARTBURN? Di- REQUIRED IMMEDIATELY. 
gestive Problems? Fatigue? Experienced dangle head pro- 
Take charge of your life this cessor operator. Working in 
season1 Specific Herba[ife nutri- high volume short log operation. 
tional aids and info shipped an- San Jose Logging, Williams 
ywhere. Mary - Decker Lake 1- Lake. Ph. (250)392-3396, 
250-696-7319. (250)392-5345 or fax (250)392- 
.EARN $200, $300, $500 or :2777. 
more per week, assembling 
products in the comfort of your 
own home, send a self ad- 
dressed stamped envelope to: 
O.P.H. 6-2400 Dundas St. West 
Suite 541 Ref 683 Mississauga, 
Ont. L5K 2R8. 
EXPERIENCED INTERIOR log 
and weigh scaler, class 1, air 
brakes, log and highway driver, 
loader operator, carpentry build- 
ing, maintenance. Phone 
(250)849-5702. 
FASTEST EASIEST money 
you'll ever make. $7,000- 2 
weeks plus bonus millionaires 
plan from teens to seniors, 
great for college persons and 
no experience needed. Don't 
even think about it. Just do it. 
Rush $2 plus S.A.S.E. or $2.50 
and you're on your way to Re- 
cession Money. Camp 9 Site 
40, RR#2, Terrace, B.C, VSG 
3Z9. 
GREENS/GROUNDS SUPER- 
INTENDENT for Smithers Golf 
Club, an eighteen-hole Cham- 
pionship course, 6300 yards. 
Applicants must have valid turf 
grass ticket, be fully experi- 
enced with all aspects of 
Greens, Grounds Management. 
Please submit resume by De- 
cember 1, 1998 to: Smithers 
Golf and Country Club, Box 
502, Smithers, BC V0J 2N0. 
JAMES WESTERN Star Ltd. in 
Williams Lake, requires 2 certi- 
fied welders. Apply for details: 
Ask for Graham or Rob. Fax 
250-398-6367 Phone: 250-392- 
5050. 
JOIN AVON now. Earn extra in- 
come for Christmas. Receive 
great discounts on what you 
need. Call Unda collect at 
(250) 635-9138. 
PERMANENT PART Time po- 
sition (48-85 hours monthly) for 
typist/office clerk required im- 
mediately for client's small of- 
rice. Must be willing to work 
flexible hours and must be fa- 
miliar with collections and com- 
puters. Must be proficient in use 
of Microsoft Word in entering 
both words & figures. Please 
submit resume to #209-4650 
Lazelle Ave. (Credit Union 
Bldg.) or fax to 638-0330. Clos- 
Ing] date Nov. 27/98. 
PHARMACISTS NEEDED: Vic- 
toria, Courtenay, Lady Smith, 
Nanalmo, full time hours excel- 
lent wages, benefits, c/o Steve 
Dove, Rexall Pharmacists, 414- 
645 Fort Street, Victoria, B.C. 
V8W 1G4. 250-704-8081. 
REGISTERED NURSES need- 
ed for casual posit!ons. ,Both ..... 
acute and Iongterm care. Reply 
Director of Care. Lakes District 
Hospital Box 479 Burns Lake 
B.C.; V0J 1E0. Fax 1-250-692- 
7462. 
REQUIRED IMMED: Exhaust 
and brake specialist with front 
end experience, must be able to 
custom bend. Quality work 
expected. Enjoy the outdoors in 
the beautiful Caribool Industry 
wages and benefit package. 1- 
800-668-3994. James or An/in. 
REQUIRED: PERSON to man- 
age 24 unit apt block in Ter- 
race. Exp reqd. Call 635-6428. 
ACCOUNTANTS 
with public practice 
exper ience for our 
Smithers, Prince 
Rupert, Terrace and 
Kitimat Offices. 
Written Applications 
with resume, please. 
Confidential ity 
assured on replies to: 




I V0J 2N0 
Fax: (250) 847-3809 
I 
MOTHER OF 2 will do daycare 
in home. Mtn. Vista Drive. 1st 
Aid Certified. Crafts, stories, 
puppet shows, lots of fun. 635- 
1408. 
MOTHER OF one providing 
child care Mon-Fri. Has spaces 
avail. For children 3 years & up. 
Located on small farm with lots 
of room to run & play. I have 
first aid, C.P.R. & criminal 
record check. Receipts given. 
635-5472. 
MOVING? TRUCK and 24' trail- 
er enclosed, will protect your 
goods across town or across 
country, Will assist, or load for 
you. Reasonable rates. Call 
635-2126. 
f Looking for 
Child Care? 
Skeena Child Care Resource and 
Referral has information on 
child care options and on 
choosing child care. 
Drop by The Family Place 
at 4553 Park Ave. 
or call 638-1113. 
Skeena CCRR is a program of the 
Terrace Woman's Resource Centre 
and is funded by the Ministry for 
Children and Families. 
ACCOUNTING CLERK 
A position has just come available in our Accounting 
Department. The qualified applicanfs duties will include A/P, A/R, 
answering phones and other misc. duties. 
Experience with AccPac Plus, Windows 95, Excel, Word and 
Access a definite asset. 
Our company offers a competitive rate and benefits package. 
Resumes can be sent ta: 
Altentian: Personnel Department 
Don Hull & Sons 
Box 32, Terrace, BC, V8G 4A2 
Fax: 250-635-6144 
Dr. Clark's Optometry office requires a 
PART TIME OPTOMETRIC ASSISTANT 
for approximately 15 hours weekly (plus sick and holiday releif). 
Applicants must be organized, neat, creative, enjoy working with 
the public and willing to work one evening a week and Saturdays. 
Typing is an asset. Deadline Nov. 20. 
Please submit resum~ plus handwritten cover le,er to: 
Dr. Shannon Cemiuk 
¢/o Dr. Paul Clark 
4550 Lakelse Ave. 




Manning Foods Ltd., Manning, AB, is looking [or an individual to 
manage Is meat de .partment. Reporting to the Retail Manager, 
respansibilities include cuffing, marketing, selling, merchanc]ising 
and contra ling. " ~ . . . . . . . . . .  " ' '  
The successful candidate w have 2,3years eetail,eoffing . . . . .  ; ..... 
"~l~6'fi~h'~'~f~?6bly'¢vlth ~fiagement mcperience as well,'~i ...... :. 
Strong ntemersonal, communication and organization skills 
togetEer with a customer or entation and a keen sense of financial 
"management will ensure success in obtaining positive bottom line 
results. 
Qualified applicants in,rested should forward resum6 and salary 
expectations by November 30, 1998 to: 
Human Resources Manager. 
Fecleraled Co-operatives Ltd. 
P.O, BOx 2260 
Edmonton, AB 
T5J 2P5 
Only ~hose applicants considered for an interview will be 
contacted. 
I I A A ED' SGPooE  GALLE RY 
og 'g 
11635-1904 o~o 
: free pick up and delivery ;':"'" "~ " i IPLuS:Orgna PetPortroits~.~!~: : ! '  : ~ 
PRECISELY RIGHT 
Truck & 24 ft Trailer at Your Servicel 
~p Across town or the country 
~ • Will assist or load for you 
• Reasonable Rates 
• eonda~!e 
~ 635,2126 c~ 638-6969 
Tar  Benders 
Bartending Services 
;'.Now taking bookings for 
Christmas & New Year's parties 
*Limited Space Available 
*Casual or Black "fie 
-Host or No Host Bar Service 
For more info 
Call Karen at 635-3763 
Z UUD 
CLEANE1LS 
ACCEPT ING NEW CL IENTS 
Residential c eaning includes: 
: moving out . spring deaning 
steam cleaning : minor epairs 
bonded and insured • painting 
FREE ESTIMAIES 
BUS. 638-7768 RES. 638-8166 
. . . .  





~L~.~ DIVINE CANINE 
PROFESSIONAL PET GROOMING 
PHON~. .  (2501 635-7856 
FAX. (250) 638-1880 
Residential & Commerd~d 
C,e~pet & Upholstery Service 
| .IRood Restoration 
! FREE ESTIMATES 
638-7633 
Noble  
Mechan ica l  
: Truck, Trailer, Auto Repairs 
Steel & Aluminum Fabricatiot 
: Snowmobile Trailers, Decks at 
Rates starting $35/hr 
6 
:Mike Metcalfe 6 
I Certified H/D Mechanic 6 
i i l i : i i '~~A:~ RTY P E ~  i[ .... : "¸" !¸  ~ ; ~ ~  :! i: : • ! ::: . . . .  
i l l ,  ~D~J. Serv ice(w i lhorw i thoutD. J . ) I  I ~ho~He/~s. w iz~ydaY~ 0seee  
/ I  ~ Certified Bartenders I I ";:'::. "~ . \  I~!/ '--" ~ I games, acmn~es, /~L a lL - ,  \ 
I I  Let us organize your next party, .I and fa i ry  dress up I *~111 I 
I l l  for bookings ~all Paul Lebrun at i fo r  ell the guestsl \ ~L"  ,/ 
638 8813 it 
EXPERIENCED CARPENTER, 
Richard Thornton Construction 
available for renovations, re- 
pairs or new construction. 20 
vrs experience. Call 638-8526. 
EXPERIENCED CARPENTER, 
Jurgen Mattheis. 635-7810. 
Housing, renos, 6ffice remodel- 
ing. Independant distributor of 
Sun-Free vinyl produc~s. 
FOR HIRE: Owner-Operator 
Feller-Buncher. Twenty years 
experience. Clear cut or selec- 
tive logging. Quota and private 
wood. Phone 250-967-4587. 
NEED' YOUR eave's' troughs 
cleaned? Or any other outdoor 
work? We will do if for you. 
Reasonable rates. 638-1557 
ask for Jesse. 
PAINTER 15 years experience. 
interior/exterior. Low Rates for 
seniors. Free Estimates. We do 
it riflht oncal Call 635-3783. 
BEANIE BABIES Show. Sat. 
November 7, 10am-4pm. Croa- 
tian Cultural Center, 3250 Com- 
mercial Drive, Vancouver. Mar- 
ybeth's Beanieworld writers in 
attendance. Adults $5. Kids $1. 
Info (604)253-6727. 
GET OUT of your timesharell 
Guaranteedlll mini-vacation in- 
cluded. Holiday Resort Interna- 
tional. #1 in selling & renting va- 
cation pmpertiesl Total internal 
advertising. Call now Toll Free 
1-888-470-0001 or (760)721- 
2692. Visit our website 
htto://www.holidavr.com. 
SKYLINE MOTEL Special rate. 
$35 + tax. One person. Add $30 
per person. Add $3 for extra 
bed. Excluding long weekend 
and special even. Free room 
coffee. Free local phone. Free 
movies indoor swimming pool. 
Hot tub, sauna, coin laundry & 
queen bed. 250-374-8944. Fax: 
250-374-8950. 1763 E. Trans- 
Canada, Kamloops, BC. Bring 
this ad when checking. Expires 
Oct. 30/98. 
I P.A.C.E.S. Daycare I 
located at 4924 Straume Avenue I 
HAS SPACES I 
AVAILABLE | 
in in[ant and toddler ooms. I 
Contact Patty at 635-0800 J 
GRANISLE ARENA open to 
minor hockey; figure skaters; or 
adult teams for practices, 
games, or tournaments. Phone'. 
1-250-697-2718 or fax 1-250- 
697-2306 for rates and booking. 
We would be happy to try meet 
vour ice needs. 
KAMLOOPS SCHOOL District 
Honor Band and Choir, 1975- 
1997 homecoming concert and 
reunion, .November 13-14, 
1998. For information call John 
Churchley, 376-2266, Fax: 376- 
7966. 
SKI SUN PEAKS B,C,TOP OF 
the Mountain. Accomodations & 
management. All new full- 
equipped 1-5 bdrm condos & 
chalets. Sleeping up to 36 peo- 
ple in connecting units. Hot 
tubs, Jacuzzis, Saunas & Fire 
Places. Most ski in-out or just 
rain. to lifts. For every Adult tick- 
et 1 kid under 12 skis FREEtll 
Stay 6 nights & get the first 
night FREEIff. (Some restric- 
tions apply) Call Sharon at 1- 
800-585-8834. www.mwsolu- 
tions.com/top, e-mail: sunpeaks 
@direct.ca. 
THO~HILL  
CO- -NUtS"  
c~c~ 
Teens & Admit ~ible cruses 
Christ Lutheran 
Church 
3229 Sparks St. 
- Sundays -
Sunday School 10 am 
Worship 11 am 
- Thursdays - 
Evening Prayer 7 pm 
The little church in the 
heart of the horseshoe 
Pastor Terry Simonson 
635-5520 
~ C ~ ~ q  4662 Lake lse  Ave 
~|UL I~ Terrace 638-1162 
I New Hours:  
J Monday - Thursdy 9am - 11pro 
I Friday 9 am - 12 am 
I Saturday 10 am - 12 pm 
[ Sunday 1 pm- 11 pm , 
to provide you with fresh baked goods, 
November 17, 1998 
9am - 12 
Facilitators: Dana Hill 
Registered Nurse Certified Diabetic Educator 
And FIe Shepard Registered Dietician 
i Risk Factor Analysis, J7 
Blood Sugar Screening & 
Blood Sugar Monitoring In 
Phone Lil to register at 635-~,906, no charge 
.o=.vo.o,.uc,.o. = .¢  
FOR TIMBER SALE MCENCE A53376 
Take notice that, pumuant to Section 20 of the ForestAct, esaied tenders will be 
received by the Dlotdct Manager, North Coast Forest District. 125 Market Place, 
Pdnca Rupert, BC. VSJ 1B9, (250) 624-7460 not later them November 23, 1998, at 
3:30 p.m, for Timber Sale Ucenca A53376, authorizing the harvest of timber 
located at Cornwall Inlet. 
VOLUME: 12,684 cubic metres (m~), more or less; 
SPECIES: Hw: 30%, Be: 23%, Sp; 12%, Cw 32% more or leas; 
TERM: 1 year 
UPSET STUMPAGE: $4.61/m ~ 
LOGGING SYSTEM: Aedai 
Applications will be accepted only from registrants In the Small Business Forest 
Enterprise Program (Category 1 and 2). 
An Informal explanation of the contents of the padloulam package will be held at 
the district office on November 17, 1 g98, at 1:00 p.m. Attendance Is optional. 
Sealed tenders will be opened at Ihe North Coast district office, November 23, 
1998, at 3:30 p.m. 
Tender packages and additional Information may be obtained from the above 
address. 
PUBUC NOTICE 
The Prince George Regional Engineering Department of BC 
Hydro requests offers from Contractors interested in mechanical 
mowing, prune, remove and dispose of undesired vegetation 
from distribution lines in the Kitimat area. The successful 
Contrador will require employees with a valid Certified Utilily 
Arborist Certificate and an appropriate lift truck. Such o~rs 
will be received until 11:00 a.m. on December 1, 1998 at the 
Prince George Regional Engineering Office, 3480 Opie 
Crescent, Prince George, B.C. V2N 2K4. 
To obtain the required documents, please direct inquiries to 
Murray Kelln at (250) 638-5677 or the General Office at (250) 
561-4881, BC Hydro Regional Engineering Department, P,O. 
Box 6500, Prince George, B.C. V2N 2K4 under reference to 
Local Work Contrad E618,37-1998. 
BChgdro  
i l l  
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NOTICE OF INTENTION TO APPLY FOR A 
DISPOSITION OF CROWN LAND 
Take notice that Last Frontier Heliskilng of Vernon, B,C., occupation Company 
Intends to make application for a license of occupation of land generally situated 
Shidaw Lake and Mehan Lake approx, 100 km north of Mezledin Junction on Hwy. 
37 and more specifically dascflbed below: 
(b) commencing at a post planted approx. 5am north of the cents of the ecstedy cor- 
ner of the Hwy. between Shldow Lake and Mehea Lake on Hwy. 37 approx, f0Okm 
north of Mexledln Junction thence 700m in a northerly direction; thence 220m in a 
wastedy direction thence 450m in o long shore line; thence 2SOre In s southerly 
direction and 400m In a easterly direction back to po~t and containing 24 ha more or 
tess. 
The purpose for which the land is required Isa lodge sits for Heliskiing and sum- 
mer ectMtlas like hiking, canoeing. 
Comments concerning this application may be made to the Senior Land Officer, 
Minis W of Environment, Lands and Pc, ks Lands Division. RO. Box 5000, Smithers, 
B.C. V0J 2NO Telephone: (250) 847-7331 
Rio No: 6406603 __ . - - - . - -~~.  
Dated: 
Be advised any response to this advertisement 
will be considered part of the public record. For sx~vu,,c,,pp~.,-o,,~,~ 
information, contact an FOI Advisor, Environment 
& Lands, Skeena Rngion, 847-7696. 
i 
NORTHERN J SAVINGS 
CREDIT UNION 
Northern Savings Credit Union would like 
to utilize local resources, and therefore 
invites submissions of creative and 
productions services offered, such as 
desktop publishing, market research, 
printing and photography. 
Please send submissions by 
November 16, 1998 to: 
Northern Savings Credit Union 
Marketing Department 
138-3~Avenue West 
Prince Rupert, BC 
V8J 1 K8 
Ministry of Env i ronment ,  
Lands and Parks 
REQUEST FOR PROPOSAL 
The BC Ministry of Environment, Lands and Parks, Skeena Region 
invites sealed proposals for the following Watershed Restoration 
Program (WRP) project: 
Project Name: Zymagotitz Watershed Overview Rsh, Fish Habitat and 
Ripadan Assessment. 
Location: Zymegotltz Watershed unit, Kalum Forest District 
Description: This WRP Overview Assessment involves a preliminary 
assessment el the Zymagotitz Watersheds aquatic resources and~=.': , 
associated Impacts or dsks to those resources. The overview . . . .  
assessment pdmadly uses exist ng informat on with a hmlted amount of; 
field venfication to help pmvrde a preliminary indication of those factors 
that may be impacting the watersheds aquatic resources. The purpose of 
this assessment Is to focus future field assessments and preliminary 
restoration plans to areas where substantial benefits to the aquatic 
resource are most likely. 
Proposals will be received until November 26, 1998 at 2:00 pm at the 
address below. Proposals must be submitted in accordance with the 
terms and conditions pecified In the information package. The lowest 
pdced or any proposal will not neceesadly be accepted. 
To obtain fudher information please contact Chds eroster, at (250) 638- 
5175, facsimile (250) 638-5176 or E-Mail 
chds.broster @gems9.gov.bc.ca. 
To obtain a proposal package please contact Unda Flynn at (250i 847- 
7270, facsimile (250) 847-7728 or E-Mail 
leflynn @ smlthers.env.gov.bc.ca. 
Ministry of Environment, Lands and Perks 
2nd Floor, 3726 Alfred Avenue 
Smithers, BC, V0J 2N0 
Contract award is subject o funding being available. 
THIS IS A FOREST RENEWAL BC FUNDED PROJECT ISSUED BY 
THE MINISTRY OF ENVIRONMENT, LANDS AND PARKS 
L.,OLUMBIA -..aWA, =c 
Proposed Forest Development Plan 
Notice is hereby given that the International Forest Products 
Umited 1999 to 2003 Forest Development Plan for Forest Ucense 
A16841 will be available for public review and comment 
behveen the dates of November 10, 1998 and January 11, 
1999. This plan will cover the following 9eographi- 
cal/adminstrafive areas: Scotia River, Big Falls Creek, Hayward 
Creek, Ayton Creek, Khtoda Lake, Kumealon Inlet, Brown Lake, 
McKnighl Creek, Madeline Creek, Knokmolks Creek, Ecstall River, 
Percher Island, Port Essingtan, Moore Cove, Marion Creek/Work 
Channel, Davies Bay, Work Channel North West, Surf Inlet, 
Chapple Inlet, Tuck Inlet. 
This Forest Development Plan shows the location and orderly 
development of proposed harvesting and road development, 
maintenance, and deactivation. The plan also includes inForma- 
tion on the maintenance and protection of other resource values 
in the area. It is available for review by resource agencies and 
the public before approval is considered by the Ministry of 
Forests. All approved operollonal plans that encompass the devel- 
opment area will be made available for viewing bekveen the 
dales of November 10, 1998 and January 1 i ,  1999. 
The Forest Development Plan will be available for public review at 
the following locations and dates: 
Pdnce Ruped Public Ubrary 
Kitlmat Public Library 
Between Dates 
November 30 & December 14,1998 
November 30 & December 14, 1998 
If interested parties wish to speak to a representative of 
Intematlonal Forest Products Limited during these dates, please 
contact Andrew Mackay, R.P.F. at (250) 615-6755 or fox (250) 
635-0636. 
If any interested parties are unable to review the proposed plans 
during these times, arrangements can be made to view the plan 
at a time convenient for them. 
This Forest Development Plan will also be available at the 
International Forest Products Limited office in Terrace and at the 
Ministry of Forests office in Prince Rupert from November 10, 
1998 to January 11, 1999. If interested parties wish to view this 
Forest Development Nan at the Ministry of Forests office in Prince 
Rupert, please contact Merva Lyons, R.P.F. at (250)624-7460. 
This Forest Development Plan may be modified as a result of writ- 
ten comments received by January 11, 1999. Please contact 
Andrew Mackay, R.P.F., Area Engineer, at International Forest 
Products Umitad, 3712 Highway 16 East, Terrace, B.C. V8G 5J3 
by January 1 I, 1999 with all written comments. 
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Super BM tops 
in men's futsai 
[] Nice Block! 
WALL OF HANDS:  That 's  Terrace competit ive 
volleyball league team members  up at the net 
stopping a powerful smash  from the Costansas.  
The Oldtimers and the Costansas play up to three 
nights a week in a lO-team league at Thornhil l  
Junior Secondary.  
IT MAY JUST be the beginning of the men's  futsal 
season in Terrace but there's already a familiar look 
to the league standings. 
Super BM started off the season by whipping 
Northern Night 10-2. They followed suit the ~ollow- 
ing Sunday by beating Canadian Tire 6-2 tb prove 
that they could very well be the team to beat this 
year. 
The Internationals managed to beat Forestry 3-1 on a 
Oct. 25 and then split their winnings.Nov. 1 to whip.North- 
ent Knight 16-4. 
Later that same day, the Internationals weren't quite so 
lucky when they lost te Canadian Tire 2-3, giving the Tire 
their first and only win of the 1998 season. 
Always a tough team to beat, Western Pacific shot five 
goals past Canadian Tire Oct. 25 in a game that ended up 
5-2 only to lose to Forestry 2-4 a week later. 
In what looks to be a close matchup Northem Knight 
also won a squeaker against Forestry 6-5 on Oct. 25. 
The Terrace Men's Futsal league is still accepting player. 
registrations atthe Recreation Office at the Terrace Arena. 
Players will be placed on a waiting list and assigned to 
teams as spots become available. 
If drop-in soccer is more your thing, check out Caledonia 
Senior Secondary every Monday from 9 p.m. to 10 p.m. 
and Thomhill Elementary from 7 p.m. to 10 p.m. Drop-in 
games are fun, informal, and organized in a pick-up 
format. Organizers ay the exercise is great, and every- 
one's welcome. The fee is $2 per player to cover gym rent- 
al costs. 
Terrace Men's Futsal 
League standings to Nov. 3, 1998 
Team GF GA GP W L T Pts 
Super BM 16 4 2 2 0 0 6 
Internationals 21 8 3 2 1 0 6 
Western Pacific 7 6 2 1 1 0 3 
Forestry F.C. l0 11 3 1 2 0 3 
Northern Knight 12 31 3 1 2 0 3 
Canadian Tim 7 13 3 1 2 0 2 
The Red Cross  
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., Ac t ion  l ine  
SADELITE HIGH INTENSITY LIGHT 
For Seasonal Affective Disorder 
(Winter Depression) 
RENT OR PURCHASE AT: 
Northern gealthcare 
in the Park Avenue Medical Building, 
Terrace 
' 747 AIR CADETS 
ANNUAL RAFFLE 
1" PRIZE: Shames mountain 2 person ~amily pass (value $720.00) 
2 '~ PRFFEi Terrace Safeway gift certificate (value $500.00) 
3 '~ PRIZE: Kabm "fire-2 truck tires (235/75R15 TRC Edge) mounted 
(value'S320.00) 
DRAW DATE: November 30, 1998 @8:00 pm 
LOCATION: Terrace Cadet Hall 
TICKETS ARE $5.00 each 
MAXIMUM 1000 TICKETS SOLD 
FOR INFORMATION CALL CHARLES @635-3763 
BCGC UCENSE #8B-034 
f ive locations 
five great  . 
. weeKena 
getaways* 
Victor ia . . . . . . . . . . . . .  $59 
Burnaby . . . . . . . . . . .  $69 
Ke[owna . . . . . . . . . . .  $59 
Kamloops ... . . . . . . . .  $59 
Vancouver AirPort ... $79  "* 
call toll free for reservations 
~-8oo-663-o298 
*Includes o~ night accommodation, single 
or double occupancy and 
continental breakfast for two. 
Subject to taxes and availability 
Valid Fri.. Sat., Sun. Oct. 30/9S to Mar. 28/99 
/ l \ \ \  
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BETTER THAN . E I /E I t !  
Presented  by 
Ca,~,l 's flat ~U l~  Diaa~t G,,pany, 
Starting... 
Versus... 
~~'~"  ~ in Support of 
KO~]SF~ Kitlmat/Terrace 
Tamitik Arena Cr ime Stoppers 
400 City Centre i ~  ~ ~  
Thurs., NOV. 12/08 l ~ !  ~ i  
• 7:00 pm.  I~!  ~ ! !  
' . ~!~A,  ~. Tickets Available at. ~!!~:;~/,~; ....
Kltlmat • Action Sports & Cycle I~ :~! : ! !  ~ , ~ ~ . 
', • Sl~lht & Sounds "~, , . : :  w .. ~, \ltk 
Terrace : All Seasons Source forspons ~. .~,  ..... ~ \~ \~ 
Ticket Price S16.OO or Family Pack $ ~ )  ~ ~ , ! ~  ~ o  
I I l i  I I I  I I I I I  I I I l l l l  l~  In I ~: , - -  : ~, .o ~:~, r 
I FREE D ISCOUNT COUPON I ~R~b, : ,  ~1~.  2~ ....... 
' S6  • 00 nr r  
V pe rear V 1  1 '" 
n Rel~ular Ticket Price $16.00 each 1 / ~ ~ 1 1 ' / ~  !~!' 
I ~ , . -~  , I ~l l l j~ : :  ~ 
I V-'ld ,, s . . , ,  ,.,. ,,d I I 
I I Terrace - An seasons Source for sports or I II ~ ~ ; ,  
• Ion the day of file ~ame at the Arena Box omce.I = ~"~"-  "~, ~ 
I i i I ~.~, ,  
I Redeem this coupon to SAVE $6." OFF I ~ ~  
I rellular price tleneral admission ticket. 1 ]~  . . . .  
• . .,m,,, ..ko, ~, ~ou.on • . ~ ~ ; ~  I 
m . NOt Valid Wlth Any Othel Offer. No Cash value. II '~ ~ ; , ;  J 
. . Subject Io Available ~atln@. NO Phone Orders Accepted. II . . .~-~ '~~,~/ '  
I ~ Sponsored bj~ : ~ * '  I 
1%m TERRACE STANDARD & =- ~ ' *  / 
I = WEEKEND ADVERTISER = "~'"~::::~'~ / 







Thursday, Oct. 29 
All Season's 3 
Back Eddy Bullies 4 
Saturday, Oct. 31 
Chapter One 6 
Back Eddy Bullies 1 
White Spot 4 
Skeena Cable 1 
Sunday, Nov. 1 
White Spot 5 
Precision Builders 8 
Tuesday, Nov. 3 
White Spot 2 
Back Eddy Bullies 5 
Skeena Cable 10 
All Seasons 7 
DR. DAVIS LINDSAY, BSc, D.C. WOULD 
LIKE TO ANNOUNCE THE OPENING OF 
HIS CHIROPRACTIC OFFICE IN TERRACE 
EFFECTIVE NOVEMBER 2, 1998. 
Office Hours: 8a.m. until 6 p.m. Man-Friday 
Open until 7 p.m. Man & Wed 
10 a.m. until 1 p.m. Saturdays 
No referral necessary. New patients welcome. 
Custom-fit prescription orthotics available. 
For appo in tment  call: 638-8800 
HANN & F00TE 
FAMILY SHOW 
Sponsored By: 
R.E.M. LEE THEATRE 
ALIVE SOCTETY 
• ,'~.~,r ~,~, remuring Paul Hann & Norman Foole 
" ~  .~ Sunday Matinee November 22 1998 2PM .~:~..' . . 
~-~,~ reserved tickets $12 at Sight & Sound 
L 
. 
~..~ n ot he ~.E.~. t  ~,~tre 4~20 S~oume Av . 
for more information please phone 635-2101 
YOU BE THE JUDGE 
Trouble, ItrsNot The Vodka, Itls Just Car 
It's 2:35 a.m. Officer Jones is patrolling the streets In 
his police cruiser, Suddenly, trouble ahead, A car ls being 
driven erratically, Officer Jonas radios the prednct, 
Jones here, number 47, Following this car, It's weav- 
Ing all over the place, Ucence number 465-3dl. Looks 
like your classic impaired river, Zooming In for the kill, 
Will be In touch. 
Officer Jones puts on hls siren and drives up to the 
suspect car. The car slowly pulls over and parks, 
Officer Jones ambles over, 
There is a male driver, age approximately 65 and wife, 
The driver has a dazed look, droopy eyes and theresa 
very strong smell of alcohol emanating from him, 
Officer Jones leans over. 
I Sir, Im going to have to ask you to take a breathalyzer 
test, 
j The driver efuses. 
Sorry, sir, but yours under arrest, Come into my car, 
please, Youll have to come with me to the station, 
Drivers wife Interrupts, 
Officer, I can explain everything. We had mechanical 
trouble, Thats why the car was weaving, And theresa 
good reason he wont take the breathalyzer test, My hus- 
band was recently in a car accident and suffered serious 
injuries, 
Officer Jones Ignores the wiles comments. 
Officer Jones asks the wife one question, 
Can you drive this car? 
The wife nods and takes over the wheel. Her husband 
BY CLAIRE BERNSTEIN 
BASED ON r t ~  
ACTUAL COURT IIIr-JI,WIIBL 
CASES 
IS being ddven to the station, 
You better take good care of him, He was just injured 
recently, 
At the station the driver is placed in a holding cell. 
It's 4:30 a.m, Driver is observed grabbing his chest 
and complaining of difficult breathing. 
The ambulance iscalled, Ambulance attendants reat 
thedriver. 
The driver Is charged with impaired riving and fail. 
ure to lake a breathaiyzer test. 
In court Mr, Knight explained his situation, Your 
Honor, my erratic driving was due to car trouble. The car 
kept stalling as I attempted to drive it, Just ask my wife. 
And I refused to take the breathalyzer because I dldnt 
think I could do it properly, Im still recovering from seri- 
ous chest injudes from a recent car accident. 
The prosecutor challenged Mr, Knights testimony, 
Your Honor, Mr, Knight had three vodka tontcs in the two 
hours prior to his detention, He also has a prior criminal 
record for impaired riving. Finally, Mr. Knight has pre- 
sented no medical evidence to corroborate his inability 
to take the breathaiyzer, 
Is Mr, Knight guilty? YOU BE THE JUDGE. Then see 
below for the courts decision, 
SPONSORED BY  
LAWYERS 
: "He lp ing People Cope with the Legal System" 
#2 4623 Lakelse Ave., Terrace, B.C. 
Grant Undsey  
Cr/m/na/ Defence Law 
Phone 638-1764 
Holly Grueger Marshall  MatJas 
Genera/Law Family Law 
Fax 638-7249 
YOU BE THE JUDGE - DECISION 
MR, KNIGIFr, YOU'RE ACQU .FreD," the Judge decided. Based on your wires testimony,/he court has a rat. 
seeable doubt us to whether your driving was impzlmi by alcohol. As well, you have provided a reasonable excuse 
~r e.sin the brettlmlyzer test. 
• YOUI BE .a.~£ JVOGE II  Da~d oe.ectual .court caNaL ,Tod~'8 ~e~lalon Is b.oeed on the .facts of.thq ©e~? and the.law of theprovfnce of ~,=.~..C ~.o~ ;~ ~"~"f~:~ ::~ ~ ',U" =o..y.o,u., o,....m...,n ... ~on,,..,~, .no n.~oo.,~ no,c..~ 
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